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Preface 

The worked presented in this thesis is the result of my PhD studies from November 2019 to 
January 2023 carried out at the Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark. The 
PhD studies was conducted under the supervision of Associate Professor Kira Astakhova as main 
supervisor and Mads H. Clausen as co-supervisor. The project was financed by the Department 
of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark through the PhD Excellence program.    

A six-months external stay was carried out in the Ji Research Group, Department of Medicine, 
Division of Oncology at Stanford University, from October 2021 to March 2022 under the 
supervision of Professor, M.D., Hanlee P. Ji. The external stay was partially funded by Fulbright 
Denmark.  

The thesis is divided into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 describes the research background of the thesis 
with the use of nucleic acid biomarkers in precision diagnostics, detection methods and issues. 
Chapter 2 summaries current challenges and defines the motivation and outline of the projects in 
the thesis. Chapter 3 and 4 describes the work done with the FLEET platform. Chapter 4 is a 
submitted article. Chapter 5 relates to production of multiple probes at once. Finally, Chapter 6 
covers the work done during my external stay at Stanford University related to oligonucleotide-
selective sequencing as targeted sequencing method.  

PhD Isabela Ferreira, MSc Asmund Kjellegaard Ottesen, and BSc Marie-Louise Wibom, Anna 
Kyung Jakobsen and Cecilie Krüger-Jensen all contributed to the work described in Chapter 3 
and 4 concerning the FLEET assay. Isabela did the mathematical calculations and predictions 
using the PB mesoscopic model. Asmund, Marie-Louise and Anna helped with fabrication of 
chips and Cecilie with optimizations of LOD. It has been noted throughout the thesis when work 
was performed by others, and contributors have been credited by name.  
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Abstract 

Precision in cancer diagnostics is of high interest to improve survival rates, costs and treatment 
guidance. Nucleic acid biomarkers are promising tools for use in precision cancer diagnostics. 
However, detection of nucleic acid biomarkers remains a challenge. This thesis will address some 
of the issues related to detection of nucleic acid biomarkers for early cancer diagnostic.  

In the thesis, three strategies to optimize current amplification-free FLEET platform, established 
in Astakhova group, have been investigated. We applied calculations from the Peyrard-Bishop 
model to make insertions of LNA in high-affinity capture sequences targeting oncogenes, and 
predicted their melting temperatures (Tm). Selected probes were synthesized, and had their Tm 
measured, resulting in an accuracy of 1°C. This indicated that the PB model can be applied for 
future design of ultra-specific probes. Secondly, we implemented the FLEET assay in microfluidic 
PMMA chips using TC-tagged capture probes immobilized with UV light. We fabricated 
microfluidic PMMA chips and estimated LOD to be 6.4pM – 32pM using a spectrofluorometer. 
The assay was tested with BRAF-probes, designed with the PB model. This showed a detectable 
signal, but needs to be optimized. 

We describe a quantitative detection method for mutated microRNA in human plasma samples. 
Specific oligonucleotides designed from a Peyrard-Bishop model allowed accurate prediction of 
target:probe recognition affinity and specificity. The assay allowed identification of single-
nucleotide polymorphism mismatch profiles in clinically relevant microRNA-128-2-3p, showing 
terminal mutations that correlate positively with inflammatory colitis and colorectal cancer. 

Related to production of probes, we describe a new approach to make pools of microRNA 
targeting breast cancer cells. The microRNA pools were synthesized at once on the same solid-
support using ‘Tandem Oligonucleotide Synthesis’ strategy. We make up to four consecutive 
microRNA using 2’/3’OAc nucleotide phosphoramidites. The developed phosphoramidites 
combined give a cleavable moiety that separates the microRNAs and are cleaved using standard 
cleavage conditions. Furthermore, we investigate making branched pools (microRNA 
dendrimers) versus linear pools as a strategy to further improve the product yields. Our approach 
provides microRNA pools in high yields, which is of relevance to the growing demand on 
synthetic RNA oligomers for nucleic acid research and technology. 

Targeted sequencing has great importance in finding new variants of nucleic acid biomarkers. In 
this thesis, we optimize Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing, established in the Ji Research lab. We 
investigate the effect of primer spacing using synthesized branched oligonucleotide as primers, 
with the aim of improving yield and sensitivity. The branching primers were found to improve 
sensitivity by 2-fold compared to control primers which is promising.  
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Resume 

Præcision i cancerdiagnostik har stor interesse for klinikere og patienter, da det kan føre til 
forbedret overlevelsesrater, reducering i omkostning og bedre individuel behandling. Nuklein-
syre-biomarkører fra blodet har stort potentiale til brug i præcis cancerdiagnostik. Detekteringen 
af nukleinsyre-biomarkere er dog fortsat udfordrende. Denne afhandling vil behandle nogle ad 
de problemstillinger relateret til detektering af nukleinsyre-biomarkører i tidlig cancerdiagnostik.  

I denne afhandling, er tre strategier til optimering af nuværende FLEET-platform, etableret af 
Astakhova gruppen, blevet undersøgt. Ved brug af Peyrard-Bishop modellen beregnede vi de 
optimale placeringer af LNA i design af sekvenser med høj affinitet for onkogener, og beregnede 
derefter deres Tm. Udvalgte sekvenser blev syntetiseret og fik derefter målt deres Tm, hvilket 
resulterede i høj nøjagtighed på mindre end 1°C. Dette viste at PB-modellen kan anvendes til 
fremtidig design af ultra-specifikke prober. Dernæst implementerede vi FLEET metoden i 
mikrofluid PMMA-chips ved brug af TC-mærkede prober, der blev immobiliseret på PMMA 
overflade med UV-lys. Vi fremstillede mikrofluid PMMA-chips og estimerede LOD til at være 
mellem 6.4pM og 32pM ved brug af spectrofluorometer. Vi testede metoden med PB-designet 
BRAF-prober, som viste et detekterbart signal. Medvidere, fik vi udviklet en ny metode til 
kvantitativt at detektere mutationer i microRNA fra humane plasma prøver. Specifikke 
oligonukleotider blev designet ud fra PB-modellen, som ydermere lavede nøjagtige bestemmelse 
af target:probe genkendelsesaffinitet og specificitet. Assayet tillod identifikation af 
enkeltnukleotid mismatch-profiler i klinisk relevante microRNA-128-2-3p. Dette viste terminale 
mutationer, der korrelerer positivt med inflammatorisk colitis og tyktarmskræft.  

Relateret til produktionen af prober, beskriver vi en ny metode til at lave puljer af miRNA rettet 
mod brystkræft. Puljer af miRNA blev syntetiseret på én gang, på den samme support ved brug 
af Tandem Oligonukleotid Syntese. Vi lavede op til fire sammenhængende miRNA ved hjælp af 
2'/3'OAc nuckleotidphosphoramiditter, der kombineret danner en kløvbar funktionalitet, der kan 
spaltes ved brug af standard kløvningbetingelser. Desuden undersøgte vi forgrenede puljer af 
miRNA (dendrimerer) versus lineær puljer som en strategi til at forbedre udbytterne. Vores 
metode gav miRNA-puljer med høje udbytter, hvilket er af relevans for den voksende 
efterspørgsel på syntetiske RNA-oligomerer til nukleinsyreforskning og teknologi.  

Målrettet sekventering har stor betydning for opdagelser af nye varianter i nukleinsyre-
biomarkører. I denne afhandling optimere vi Oligonukleotid Selektiv Sekventering metode, der er 
udviklet i Ji Forskningslaboratorie. Vi undersøger effekten af afstand mellem primere ved hjælp 
af syntetiserede forgrenede oligonukleotider som primerer for at forbedre udbytte og følsomhed. 
De forgrenede primere viste sig at forbedre følsomheden for metoden 2-fold sammenlignet med 
kontrolprimerne, hvilket er et lovende resultat. 
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1 Research Background  
 

 

1.1 Precision in cancer diagnostics 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for nearly 10 million deaths 
in 20201. The most common types are breast cancer, lung cancer, colon and rectum cancer and 
prostate cancer. Lung cancer is the most lethal with 20% survival rate over 5-year life span1. The 
5-year survival rate for early-stage lung cancer (I) is 70-90%, however most patients (approx. 75%) 
have advanced disease at time of diagnosis (III/IV)2. Despite development in oncologist 
management of late stage cancer, survival rates remain poor.2 Early diagnosis of cancer is 
therefore important for improving survival rates2. However, diagnosis of cancer currently suffer 
from low sensitivity, because many tumors cannot be found at early stage and delay treatment 
before it is too late.3 

Personalized medicine or precision medicine is a growing demand within cancer diagnostics2,4,5. 
Most medical treatments are designed for the “average patient” as a one-size fits all. Precision 
medicine is an approach that takes into account differences in people’s genes. The same disease 
can behave differently from one patient to another due to specific mutations in the genome 6,7. 
This can result in good response for some patients and strong response from others on the same 
treatment7–9. Precision medicine aims to target the right treatment for the right patient. Therefore, 
precision in cancer diagnostic is a key to localize specific mutations and guide treatment2,4,5.  

Recently it was discovered that non-invasive ‘liquid biopsies’ contain genomic biomarkers enable 
discrimination between various cancer patients from healthy individuals such as lung, gastric 
and colon cancer10–13 making them tools for earlier diagnostics3. Genomic material from liquid 
biopsies can reveal type of mutation that can guide the treatment, provide information about 
current tumor burden as well as identify specific mutations that arise during treatment3,8,14.  

Precision in cancer diagnostics is therefore of high interest and important in order to improve 
survival rates, costs and treatment guidance3,8,14. This thesis will be focusing on nucleic acid 
biomarkers in precision cancer diagnostics, current issues and development of detection 
methods.  
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1.2 Nucleic acids 

Nucleic acids are the fundamental components in all living cells. Natural nucleic acids are 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that store genes in the nucleus while ribonucleic acids (RNA) are 
transcripts of the coding DNA that have a regulatory role or translated into proteins in the 
ribosomes. There are different types of RNA, all with different functions in the cell. Messenger 
RNA (mRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) are necessary for protein 
translation, whereas non-coding RNA such as microRNA (miRNA) and interfering RNA (iRNA) 
are regulators in the cell15. Nucleic acids consist of deoxy- or ribose sugar rings bound together 
with phosphate, where every sugar ring has a base attached to it (Figure 1.1). For DNA the four 
bases are Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), Adenosine (A) and Thymine (T) where RNA has the same 
except for Uridine (U) instead of thymine. They bind together antiparallel by Watson-Crick base 
pairing to its complementary base (A:T and C:G) to form double stranded helix structure16. The 
intermolecular forces in nucleic acids are hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces obtained 
from π stacking between the base pairs17.  

 

Figure 1.1: Watson-Crick base pairing between A:T and C:G. 

A recent paper by Nikitin expands the traditional Watson-Crick model with so-called 
“communication” systems18. In general, communication stands for not-fully matched 
(“mismatched”) double stranded nucleic acids. Nikitin shows that these not fully matched 
duplexes can have biological role, being as short as only 7 nucleotides (nt) in length. 
Communication explains not fully complementary duplex formation for natural DNA and RNA 
and opens a path to new exiting discoveries in this direction.  

According to traditional Watson-Crick model, mismatches are abnormal in DNA genome. When 
that happens, the incorrect base in the genome is exchanged with the right one with repair-
enzymes for DNA19.  However, for RNA, it is much more tolerated with mismatches when 
forming duplexes. They can bind to a target without being completely complementary20. This is 
because many types of RNA has a natural 3D structure, where parts of the RNA are hybridized 
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together, and plays a role in the function of the RNA20.  Types of secondary structures in RNA are 
helices, hairpin loops, bulge loop, internal loop and junctions (Figure 1.2)21. Long RNA molecules 
can have many secondary structures forming tertiary structures, such as ribosomal RNA, while 
small RNA molecules like miRNA (20-22nt) usually appear as hairpin or loops and allow for 
mismatch when bound to target20,21. 

 

Figure 1.1: Secondary structures of RNA. Helix, hairpin loop, bulge loop, internal loop and junction15.   

 

1.3 Nucleic acids in cancer diagnostic 

Cancer is a genetic disease and is caused by alterations in the genes that are controlling cell 
growth and cell division22. During cell division, genetic errors can happen and mutations in the 
DNA can occur. Some genetic mutations are not harmful and the cell is able to repair. However, 
when cell proliferation happens frequently; naturally, it is more prone to get mutations that can 
have influence for the cellular processes. Genetic mutations that causes cancer can be inherited or 
arise from inflammatory environmental exposure such as tobacco, UV radiation or chemical 
toxins22. Lung cancer is the most lethal accounting for 18% of all cancer deaths1. It is known that 
tobacco smoking is the most important risk factor for developing lung cancer, responsible for 80% 
of lung cancers23. There are two types of lung cancer: Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small 
cell lung cancer (NSCLC). SCLC account for approximately 15-25% of all detected lung cancers 
whereas NSCLC accounts for 75-85%2. NSCLC is more widespread, however, SCLC is more 
aggressive, fast growing and metastasize more easily2.   

Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) are variations of a specific nucleobase on the genome 
level24. In cancer disease, SNPs are usually found in oncogenes, meaning that the mutation is 
causing a change in favor of the cancer. SNPs can be “helpful tools” in cancer diagnostic because 
they are sequence - and disease specific, which makes it possible to compare a cancer genome 
with healthy genome only looking at SNP regions. Most common oncogenes for NSCLC are 
KRAS, EGFR and BRAF mutations found in 30%, 20% and 5% respectively in all NSCLC cases25. 
EGFR encodes for the epidermal growth factor receptor, important for cell replication. Mutation 
within this receptor like L858R, is associated with lung cancer and cause overexpression of the 
gene resulting abnormal cell proliferation6. KRAS encodes for the K-Ras protein involved in 
signaling regarding cell proliferation. K-Ras respond to EGFR activation. Common SNPs in KRAS 
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are G12D and G13D which cause cell proliferation and growth25. BRAF gene encodes for B-Raf 
proteins importing for directing the cell growth25. BRAF V600E mutation is present in 1-2% of all 
NSCLC and cause uncontrolled cell division and growth25.   

Early detection of cancer is essential for improving survival rates26. This is because early 
symptoms can be difficult to recognize. Liquid biopsies such as blood, urine, feces and saliva, 
have become an important role in early cancer diagnostic because cancer-specific genetics and 
abnormalities in certain biomarkers can be revealed3,8,13,27. Furthermore, liquid biopsies are non-
invasive, which is huge advantage for fast and easy monitoring patients. Different biomarkers 
exists in a blood sample such as proteins, metabolites, circulating tumor cells (CTC), circulating 
tumor DNA (ctDNA), cell free DNA (cfDNA), circulating microRNA and extracellular vesicles 
(Figure 1.3)28. The nucleic acid biomarkers are interesting because they contain cancer-specific 
information that can guide the optimal treatment for the individual patient.  Therefore, 
circulating tumor DNA and circulating microRNA have the potential to improve personalized 
medicine5. 

Current challenges with early cancer detection can be divided into five: 1) Need for better 
understanding of biology in early disease. 2) Determine risk factors for disease. 3) Finding good 
biomarkers for early disease. 4) Development of accurate technologies for detection. 5) Evaluating 
early detection approaches appropriately26. Furthermore, there is a general need for accurate early 
detection technologies that address issues of cost, access and scaling, and integration with public 
health infrastructure26. Point-of-care testing (PoC) is diagnostic testing of patients in the clinic 
such diagnosis can be established rapidly. PoC tools have emerged during COVID-19 pandemic 
and may also help advance the implantation of early cancer detection26. The development of new 
approaches to integrate sample preparation of nucleic acid detection, such as ctDNA and miRNA, 
in a faster, cheaper and user-friendly format still remain desirable and challenging29.  

 
 

Figure 1.3: Liquid biopsy with ctDNA and miRNA as biomarkers. ctDNA and miRNA are released 
from tumor site into blood stream. cfDNA are released from normal cells. Other biomarkers circulating 

are circulating tumor cells (CTC), proteins, extracellular vesicles and metabolites. 
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1.3.1 Circulating tumor DNA 

Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) are small DNA fragments released from the tumor site into the 
blood stream30. This is happening due to abnormal growth in the tumor, where cells are dying 
and replaced by new ones. In this process, the apoptotic or necrotic cell releases DNA into the 
blood and become cell free. ctDNA contains SNPs that are oncogene-specific such as mutations 
in BRAF, EGFR or KRAS and can therefore be used as biomarkers. However, when normal cells 
are dying, the same process is happening and DNA is released into the blood stream and is known 
as cell-free DNA (cfDNA). The length of ctDNA can vary, having a median fragment length is 
134-144bp, which is around 20-30bp shorter than cfDNA30.  Moreover, ctDNA accounts for only 
0.1-10% of the total circulating cell-free DNA, whose normal plasma levels range from 10-100 
ng/ml31 but increase in ctDNA level with progression of disease32. Therefore, method of detection 
has to be very sensitive and specific for catching such small amounts. Current detection methods 
of ctDNA are targeting methods such as digital droplet PCR and Next-Generation Sequencing 
methods which are described in the next section28. 
 

1.3.2 Circulating microRNA 

microRNA (miRNA) are small non-coding single stranded RNA molecules in length of 20-22nt 
and function as regulators of gene expression in cells. They bind to complementary messenger 
RNA (mRNA) in the cell thereby preventing the translation of mRNA to proteins through 
degradation or repression. miRNA are transcribed from DNA in the nucleus to primary miRNA 
(pri-miRNA) which are processed into precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA) and transferred to 
cytoplasm where they are matured to miRNA33. Mature miRNA can then bind to mRNA through 
the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and induce silencing or degradation (Figure 1.4.A). 
MicroRNA are the cells natural tool to up- and down regulate genes and they can have different 
function depending on the local environment of a specific miRNA. A single miRNA can regulate 
hundreds of different mRNAs, while many different miRNA molecules can target the same 
mRNA. miRNA also exists as circulation miRNA in the blood where they have shown to be very 
stable and functioning as signaling to other cells33.  

Over the past decades it has become clear that miRNA expression is dysregulated in human 
cancer cells.34 Genome investigations has revealed that many miRNA genes are located in cancer 
associated genomic regions34. This suggest that abnormal miRNA expression in cancer cells could 
arise from amplification or deletion of specific genomic regions encompassing miRNA genes34.  
This result in miRNA typically being up- or down regulated in the favor of the cancer. miRNA 
targeting oncogenic mRNA are downregulated (tumor-suppressor miRNA) whereas miRNA 
targeting tumor-repressor mRNA is up-regulated (oncogenic miRNA) (Figure 1.4B). An example 
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of oncogenic miRNA is  miR-21, that has been shown to be overexpressed in many cancer types  
such as breast, lung and colon cancer35–37.  

Dysregulation of miRNA play an important role in cancer development33. It has recently been 
showed that miRNA have a key function in cancer cell metastatic spread 38. Therefore, miRNA 
are both interesting biomarkers for diagnosis and prognosis of cancer. The abnormal expression 
can distinguish between healthy patients and cancer patients. Due to their role in cancer 
development, miRNA has recently become therapeutic targets for cancer treatment39,40. By 
making synthetic miRNA that either mimic the downregulated tumor-repressor miRNA or 
inhibit oncogenic miRNAs (anti-miRNA) miRNA can be used as therapeutic targets (Figure 1.4 

C+D)39,41,42. Furthermore, it has been verified by next-generation sequencing, SNPs in miRNA 
correlate with their biogenesis and are linked to inflammatory and cancerous diseases24. This 
happens when SNPs introduce structural changes into miRNA impairing their function and 
thereby modulate gene expression level, causing disease susceptibility or pathogenesis43–45. In the 
light of growing interest for SNP profiling in miRNAs, accurate and sensitive detection methods 
are on high demand24.   

 
Figure 1.4: Function of miRNA in normal cells, cancer cells and as therapeutics. (A) miRNA function 
to degrade or inhibit translation of mRNA to proteins. (B) miRNA act either as oncogenic miRNA 
(upregulated) which target tumor-suppressor mRNA or as tumor-suppressor miRNA (downregulated) 
that act on oncogenic mRNA. (C) Mechanism of action for anti-miRNA therapeutics. (D) Mechanism of 
action for miRNA mimics therapeutics.33 
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1.4 Current detection methods of nucleic acid biomarkers  

Clinical sensitivity refers to the ability of a test to identify those patients with disease, whereas 
clinical selectivity refers to identification of those without disease. Challenges for detection of 
nucleic acid biomarkers lays within analytical sensitivity and selectivity. Analytical sensitivity 
refers to limit of detection (LOD), whereas analytical selectivity or specificity is how good the 
method is to discriminate between targets. Due to the low abundance of ctDNA in complex media 
and miRNAs short sequences and ability to fold, both sensitivity and selectivity are important for 
in detection46. Current methods of detecting are RT-qPCR, Next generation sequencing (NGS) 
and microarray-based hybridization assay circulating microRNA3,46, and RT-qPCR with ddPCR 
and targeted NGS methods for ctDNA47. The methods are briefly described below with and are 
summarized in Table 1.1 at the in the end 46.   

 

1.4.1 RT-qPCR 

Reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) is the golden standard for detection of 
microRNA and used as validation for many new developed methods (Figure 1.5A)48,49. For 
microRNA it requires, as the name indicates, an initial revers transcription to coding DNA 
(cDNA), followed by quantitative PCR amplification (qPCR). The latter is done by adding a 
sequence specific probe with fluorescent tags (TaqMan) which hybridize to the coding strand, 
and every time the polymerase is making a copy, the probe is quenched, and a fluorophore 
molecule is released. The fluorescent signal is monitored each cycle and the quantity can be 
determined. qPCR can also be made with SYBR Green, which is an intercalating dye that interact 
with DNA, and then the fluorescence is determined after each cycle and quantified. RT-qPCR is 
cost-effective, well establish method with high accuracy, however it does require conversion of 
microRNA to cDNA and amplification steps46. Moreover, primer design can be difficult when 
targets are small, such as miRNA, because mismatch can occur resulting in false positive read-
out. New miRNA cannot be detected using this method, therefore mainly used for validation. In 
a Meta-study, Yi et al. collect data of all miRNA detected using RT-qPCR or microarray to 
determine miRNA biomarkers in NSCLC50. qPCR can also be combined to optimize NGS, such 
as Saelee et al. that quantify high molecular weight DNA in cfDNA using qPCR to adjust ctDNA 
input amount for optimal NGS assay performance51. 

1.4.1.1 Digital droplet PCR 

Digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) is a PCR method, where a sample is portioned out in emulsion of 
oil and water micro-droplets52. In each droplet, qPCR is carried out with TaqMan and based on 
the fluorescent signal each droplet is assigned positive or negative. Using ddPCR it is possible to 
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remove non-target signals and improve selectivity of the method46. ddPCR is time consuming 
and cost of reagents are high, and special equipment is needed46. Never the less, ddPCR is still 
wildly applied for detection of ctDNA due to high sensitivity47,53,54. Recently, ddPCR was applied 
to detect EGFR mutations in ctDNA from NSCLC patients, and ctDNA mutations in ovarian 
cancer follow-up patients53,54.  

 

1.4.2 High throughput Sequencing 

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) is a massively parallel sequencing technology that offers 
ultra-high throughput of genomic material.  It is for both circulating miRNA and ctDNA where 
new variants are found with high accuracy (99.99%)55. Many sequences platform applied 
sequencing by synthesis (SBS) methods. This imply genomic DNA being fragmented and 
prepared with adaptors containing primers (P5, P7, SP1,SP2) and unique index barcodes (i5)56. 
This allow for multiplexing, complement binding to flow cell primers, bridge amplification and 
sequencing. In Figure 1.5B, an example of single-index sequencing using Paired-End Illumina 
Flow Cell are shown56. NGS methods are never the less expensive, time consuming and generate 
an exceptional amount of data, therefore not suitable for large scale diagnostic applications nor 
clinics46. Moreover, RNA needs to be converted to cDNA and amplification is needed for library 
prep of the sequencing where PCR errors can happen46. Recently, Yoshinami et al. applied NGS 
and barcoding to sequence gene panels in breast tumors and ctDNA in plasma from stage I or II 
patients57. This showed mutations in ctDNA can be detected with high sensitivity in early breast 
cancer patients57. New NGS methods for detection of miRNA biomarkers in liquid biopsies are 
also developed due to the demand of precision diagnostic from non-invasive biopsies58.    

1.4.2.1 Targeted NGS methods for diagnostic   

Targeted sequencing can be used instead of NGS as a cheaper and faster alternative. In targeted 
sequencing or deep sequencing, only targets of interest are examined and therefore less time 
consuming and more suitable for diagnostic purposes. This imply looking for targeted variations 
such as SNPs, a single gene or a panel of genes. Different types of deep sequencing methods have 
been developed such as cancer personalized profiling by deep sequencing (CAPP-seq) and Safe-
Seq59,60. In CAPP-Seq, special probes are made to target known mutations in ctDNA which are 
sequenced. Kato et al. use CAPP-Seq to analyze ctDNA to identify resistance mechanisms in 
osimertinib-treated patients with EGFR T790M-positive NSCLC61. In Safe-Seq, a unique identifier 
(UID) is assigned to each DNA template, which is amplified and sequenced60. This method was 
designed to improve sensitivity of NGS and has been applied to ctDNA of patients with 
metastatic colorectal and gastrointestinal stromal tumors for tracking therapy response with 
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specificity of 98.9%62,63. In this thesis, oligonucleotide-selective sequencing (OS-Seq) is applied as 
targeted sequencing method and discussed in Chapter 6.   

1.4.3 Microarray-based assay 

Microarrays are hybridization-based biochips, where surface immobilized DNA probes bind 
target miRNA to obtain a fluorescent signal (Figure 1.5C). First microRNA is reverse transcribed 
into cDNA and labeled with sample specific fluorophore. Next, the fluorescent probes are added 
to the chip where complement probes bind and light up. Microarrays are rapid, high-throughput 
and cheap method to detect microRNA in tumor and healthy samples. The problem of this 
method is issues with mismatch possibilities resulting in false positive (low selectivity) and new 
miRNA variants cannot be detected with microarrays. Yet, microarrays are still widely applied 
to detect miRNA as biomarkers, such as in Zhang et al. identifying 28 different miRNAs 
associated with lung cancer64 and Liang et al identified hsa-miR-21b, hsa-miR-29b and hsa-miR-
155, miR-10b, hsa-miR-125b and hsa-miR-145 as biomarkers for breast cancer65. 
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Figure 1.5: Current detection methods for miRNA and ctDNA from liquid biopsies. (A) RT-qPCR: 
miRNA is converted to cDNA (RT) and quantified by qPCR, using TaqMan or SYBR Green49. (B) NGS: 
DNA library is fragmentation and ligated to adaptors with sequencing primers and index. Library is 
sequenced using SBS on e.g. a Paired-End flow cells from Illumina56. In this SBS, adapters bind to P7 
primers on flow cell. Then read 1 primer (SP1) is added to generate first read, followed by binding of P5 
primer initiating read i5 and final addition of SP2 primer will generate read 256. (C) Microarray: miRNA 
from healthy of patient samples are extracted individually, reverse transcribed into cDNA and labeled 
with sample specific fluorophores. Fluorescent cDNA are added to microarray for complement binding. 
Red dots are miRNA from patient samples, green from healthy and yellow if both are bound.   

 

In summary, RT-qPCR is the golden standard for miRNA and ctDNA detection, however probe 
design of small miRNA targets remain to be a problem and results in mismatch and false positive 
46. Accuracy of NGS methods are very high, but is rather expensive and not suitable for point of 
care testing. Microarrays has potential for being PoC but lack specificity and sensitivity. 
Furthermore, all three methods require PCR amplification prior to detection which can affect 
content of nucleic acid in sample and give errors46.  

Methods Specificity Sensitivity Advantage Disadvantage 

RT-qPCR Middle High 
Automatic 

quantification 
Medium-throughput and cannot 

identify new miRNAs 

Microarray Low 
Low to 
middle 

Low-cost, high-
throughput, fast 

Cannot identify new miRNAs 

NGS Very high Middle 
High-throughput and 

WGS 
Expensive and long-run 

Table 1.1: Current detection methods applied for detection of miRNA and ctDNA.46 

 

1.4.4 Amplification-free methods  

Amplification-free methods are promising as they avoid sample amplification and therefore more 
suitable for point-of-care detection. Several methods have been designed to overcome specificity 
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in miRNA detection, but only few of them are SNP selective66–68. The use of PCR amplification is 
to ensure high sample concentration, sufficient to be above the limit of target detection. In 
amplification-free methods, it is necessary to amplify the signal instead of the sample, to reach 
similar sensitivity level. This can be done using different approaches. Qiu et al. described the use 
of hybridization chain reaction (HCR) to fluorescently identify miRNA (let-7a) on SNP level using 
two different silver nanocluster hairpins reaching LOD of 1.7 nM66. Similar, Jia et al. recently 
applied a CRISPR/Cas12a RNA directed nuclease system, in combination with HCR, for reverse 
transcription-free and amplification-free miRNA detection69. Here the HCR circuit was used to 
bind Cas12a/crRNA complex, enable cleavage of FQ-labeled nucleic acid reporter giving a 
fluorescent signal. The method was not sensitive to SNPs, but reach limit of detection of 100 fM.69 

Another way to signaling binding of target miRNA is to use label capture probes. Caputo et al. 
designed a miRNA detection platform using microgels and molecular beacon stem loops, that 
when conjugated together, could catch miRNA in samples67. In this method, each stem–loop is 
equipped with a fluorophore (Atto647N) that only is activated when target miRNA is bound. The 
binding of several miRNA at once amplifies the signal, and the biosensor showed SNP selectivity 
and low sensitivity (nanomolar to picomolar order, LOD 10fM, detection time 1h). Instead of 
amplifying the signal, Roy et al. used gold nanoparticles conjugated probes in microarray like 
approach to target miRNA.  Target specific hairpin capture probes were immobilized on 
carboxyl-PEG functionalized glass slides to capture target microRNA. When microRNA was 
bound, Au-NP-linker was added and the array imaged using differential interference contrast 
(DIC) microscopy, which offers single-molecule resolution reaching limit of detection of 10fM68.  

Despite successful detection of miRNA and discrimination, these methods are still either 
expensive in materials and reagents, require enzymes and special detection or equipment are 
needed. Therefore, it is important to investigate in less expensive methods for use in point-of-care 
detection.  

1.4.4.1 Microfluidic chips and materials 

Microarrays are made on glass slides where capture probes are immobilized covalently. The 
SiOH groups on glass surface are modified with either an electrophilic or nucleophilic functional 
group, such the covalent bond can be established70. Several materials have been investigated as 
cheaper options for glass slides, such as agarose films, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)71–73. Furthermore, different immobilization methods using 
these surfaces has been investigated74. It has been shown that T10C10-tail DNA probes (TC-tags) 
can be immobilized inexpensively to both PMMA, agarose and glass surfaces using UV light 
successfully71,72,75. The mechanism is not described, but it is believed that thymine react with the 
carbonyl in PMMA via a photochemical reaction such as [2+2] cycloaddition to make a stable 
conjugation. The idea of using plastic surface such as PMMA in combination of UV-light as 
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immobilization source is very appealing because it has the potential to lower the cost of current 
microarray detection dramatically. Therefore, it is a potent material for potential use in PoC 
devices.  

 

1.5 Probe design for hybridization assays 

When designing probes for capturing nucleic acid biomarkers like miRNA and ctDNA, sequences 
have to be highly selective and well designed to be successful. They need to bind to the right 
target, but also discriminate between sequences on a single base pair level, to avoid false positive.  
Making a rational design of these probes is a challenging task, because when two complementary 
strands are in close contact they will spontaneously bind to each other through Watson-Crick 
base-pairing, even if they do not match completely. This tendency is more prevalent for single 
stranded RNA which allow more mismatches than for DNA15. When targeting SNPs in oncogenes 
or miRNA the capturing probe has to cover the SNP, placing the SNP in the middle or 5’-end but 
can be flexible (Figure 1.6)76.  

In probe design, it is essential to look at melting temperature (Tm) of the target:probe duplex. The 
Tm will be higher for a fully match sequences compared to one containing a mismatch.  Therefore, 
this can be used as a tool when designing the probes. Several parameters affect the melting 
temperature of a duplex. Length of the hybrid increase Tm of the duplex. A unique probe match 
is set to be minimum 16nt for being specific for its target77. GC content does also affect Tm due to 
the extra hydrogen bond compare to AT. Salts in terms of buffers (Na+ ,K+ and Mg2+)  are 
stabilizing the helix by reducing the repulsive Coulomb interactions of the phosphate groups and 
neutralizing the negative charged backbone78. Increase in salt concentration will increase Tm, 
however, a higher concentration of monovalent ions (Na+ and K+) compared to divalent ions 
(Mg2+) is needed in order to maintain the same Tm of a duplex79.  

 

Figure 1.6: Probe design for SNP in oncogenes. Probe is designed either placing the SNP centrally or 
in the 5'-end but can be flexible, with minimum of 16nt overlay to be unique 76,77. 

 

Another way to increase the Tm between probe:target is by modifying the probe sequence with 
nucleic acid analogues to increase binding affinity for target (Figure 1.7). Locked nucleic acid 
(LNA) was first time described independently by Jesper Wengel and Takeshi Imanishi in 1997 
and is one of the most applied nucleic acid modification in industry to increase binding affinity 
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to target sequences80,81. LNA is locked in a C3’-endo/N conformation reducing its flexibility, 
resembling an RNA helix. LNA has stability towards nuclease enzymes and show increased 
specificity and affinity towards target probe82. LNA enrichment in probes can increase Tm up to 
10°C per modification, and enhance mismatch discrimination83. However, LNA cannot be 
inserted anywhere because it will affect 3D folding and does not have stabilizing effect anywhere 
in the probe76. Other bridge nucleic acid analogues that have proven strong affinity for RNA 
target are tricyclo-DNA (tcDNA)84, constrained ethyl (cET)85 and ethylene nucleic acid (ENA)86 
which all have been used as ASO therapy candidates87. Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is also a class 
of nucleic acid analogues that has increased affinity to DNA88,89. The backbone of PNA consist of 
amide bonds replacing the ribose-phosphate backbone, making the PNA sequence un-charged. 
This result in PNA binding to DNA without electrostatic repulsion making a stable helix with 
high affinity. PNA has been applied as hybridization probes in many detection methods to 
capture miRNA, such as in Oxford Nanopore Sequencing or signal amplification platforms using 
AuNP90,91. This thesis will focus on LNA enrichment for probe design.  

 
A) Natural Nucleic Acid                                            B)  Nucleic Acid Analogues  

Figure 1.7: Nucleotide modifications used for stabilizing DNA:RNA duplex. Deoxyribonucleotide 
(DNA); ribonucleotide (RNA); locked nucleic acid (LNA); tricyclo DNA (tcDNA); constrained ethyl 

(cET) and peptide nucleic acid (PNA). 

 

Despite the extensively use of LNA the last two decades, the origin of its enhanced base-pairing 
stability is still not sufficiently understood. It has been suggested that increase in hydrogen 
bonding and stacking interactions may both play a role in the enhanced stability effect of LNA, 
however conflicting explanations has been given92–95 which calls for more studies.   

The most common method to design probes with high Tm is by using in silico methods to predict 
melting temperatures. Most online tools for predicting Tm for nucleic acid sequences are using 
Nearest Neighbor (NN) models93,95–97. The NN model predicts DNA thermodynamics using 
energy values (ΔG°, ΔH°, ΔS°) for the different base pair motifs. These values have been derived 
from melting experiments in monovalent and divalent salt and applied to predict melting 
temperatures of oligonucleotides within a few degrees98. However, these NN model provide little 
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insight into the intramolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions 
and unable to indicate the physical source of the increased LNA stability99.  

1.6 Oligonucleotide synthesis  

Short synthetic nucleic acids called oligonucleotides are mainly synthesized using automated 
oligonucleotide solid-phase synthesis with phosphoramidite chemistry. Marvin Caruthers 
developed this method in the early 1980s in the wake of the invention of the solid-phase chemical 
synthesis by Bruce Merrifield in the 1960s100–102. Since then, oligonucleotide solid-phase synthesis 
has revolutionized the field of biotechnology, therapeutics and diagnostics and is applied today 
to make gene therapy such as siRNA and ASO in industry. 

Oligonucleotides are synthesized on solid-support in a 3'-end to 5'-end direction using 
phosphoramidite monomer building blocks that are attached one by one through a cycle of 4 
reactions (Figure 1.8). These building blocks are protected nucleosides with a phosphoramidite 
group (2-cyanoethyl-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidite) on the 3' position, dimethoxytrityl group 
(DMTr) at 5' position, and a protecting group on the 2' in case of RNA nucleosides. The solid-
support (Control Pore Glass or Styrene) is equipped with a cleavable linker upon addition of a 
basic reagent (ammonia or methylamine) release the oligonucleotide.  

Each cycle in the automated process consists of four reaction steps: 1) Deprotection; 2) Activation 
and Coupling; 3) Capping and 4) Oxidation (Figure 1.8). Every time a new nucleotide has to be 
added to the sequence, the cycle is repeated. The synthesis is initiated by deprotecting the 
hydroxyl group on the solid-support using trichloroacetic acid (TCA, 3% in DCM) liberating the 
orange DMTr group. Next, the nucleoside phosphoramidite is activated using an imidazole or 
tetrazole like compound as catalyst such the hydroxyl group can attack and make the coupling 
between nucleoside and linker. Standard phosphoramidite couplings are usually very efficient 
with coupling efficiency close to 99.9%. However, it is not possible to reach 100% in each cycle, 
therefore unreacted 5'-OH groups are capped with acetic anhydride (CapA) and N-
methylimidazole (CapB). This will avoid deletion mutation sequences generated from potential 
reaction with next added nucleoside phosphoramidite. In the final step, the generated phosphite-
triester (III) is oxidized to phosphate (V) using iodine in presence of pyridine and water. This is 
done to convert the acid labile phosphite-triester into a stable phosphate group prior to the TCA 
deprotection. After oxidation, the cycle is repeated until the desired sequence is achieved. To 
cleave the final sequence from solid-support, basic conditions in presences of heat are applied 
which also removes protecting groups from nucleobases and the 2'-cyanoethyl protecting group 
from phosphate.  
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Figure 1.8: The cycle in automated oligonucleotide solid-phase synthesis.  The four steps in the cycle: 
(1) Deprotection, (2) activation and coupling, (3) capping and (4) oxidation. 

DNA-, RNA- and modified nucleoside building blocks such as 2'OMe, LNA and phosphorthioate 
(PS) linkages can be incorporated in the automated process to generate modified 
oligonucleotides. Furthermore, modifiers in 3'-end or 5'-end can be integrated prior to 
bioconjugation and ‘click’ reactions to functionalize the oligonucleotide. Most oligonucleotides 
synthesized using automated solid-phase synthesis are 20-30nt in length, such as siRNA, ASO, 
microRNA and primers. Guide RNA (gRNA) for CRISPR purposes are longer (up to 100nt) and 
can also be synthesized using this method. However, for a 50mer, 100mer and 200mer will result 
in 61%, 36% and 13% yield respectively even with 99% coupling efficiency in each step. 
Depurination can be an issue for longer sequences due to the use of acid in the deprotection 
step103. Furthermore, RNA phosphoramidites do not couple as efficient and fast as the DNA 
phosphoramidites, therefore more challenging to make long. Another limitation to the solid-
phase method is the challenge of making high throughput parallel synthesis, where multiple 
different sequences made at the same time104. Even with years of optimizations, this challenge has 
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still not been solved. Never the less, this method is by far the most applied for making oligonucle-
otides on big scale for therapeutic purposes.   

1.6.1 Other synthesis strategies for making oligonucleotides  

Microarray oligonucleotide synthesis was developed to synthesize multiple oligonucleotides at 
the same time. It was developed in the early 1990s by Fodor et al. and later improved by 
Nimblegen and Gao et al. and is based on phosphoramidite chemistry105–108. The reaction takes 
place in a small droplet on array, where thousands of individual probes are made simultaneously. 
These phosphoramidite monomers uses photocleavable deprotection instead of acid to avoid 
depurination108,109. This has been very useful in the biotech and research world where many 
different primers (DNA size ~20nt) are used for enzymatic reactions. Furthermore, pools for 
different screening purposes can be made, using this strategy. The advantage of this platform is 
the high throughput of oligonucleotides that can be made simultaneously (fmol scale). However, 
the method is limited to research and technology since the big number of probes makes it almost 
impossible to do quality control on the individual oligonucleotide and cannot be purified110.  
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2.1 Current issues and State of the art 

In summary, there is a need for early detection of cancer related biomarkers to improve survival 
rates2. Nucleic acid biomarkers like miRNA and ctDNA can be found in blood, which allows for 
non-invasive liquid biopsy for monitoring patients and potentially, guide of treatment28. 
Challenges for current detection of miRNA lays within the short sequence and tendency to fold 
in 3D structures resulting in mismatch and false positives signals. ctDNA has longer sequence, 
but occur in very low abundance among cfDNA. Therefore, high selectivity and sensitivity are 
both important for detection of nucleic acid biomarkers.  

Current detection technologies include PCR methods, NGS methods and microarrays. These 
methods have different advantages and limitations. Some of the limitations are requirement of 
PCR amplification, reverse transcription of RNA samples before analyzing, cost, time and 
advanced equipment46. Furthermore, health care and patients would benefit from cost-effective 
solutions that also could be a take-self test26. Amplification-free hybridization assays have the 
potential to be a point-of-care technology. However, signal-amplification usually require many 
enzymes, fluorescent-labeled probes, advanced reagents and equipment66–69.  

Probe design for ultra-specific target recognition is essential in hybridization assays to avoid false 
positive signals. Important factors in probe design are melting temperature (Tm), GC-content, salt 
and nucleic acid modification such as LNA, to increase binding affinity to target. Most often, 
Nearest Neighbor models are applied to predict melting temperature of capture:target 
duplex93,95,96. However, this model predicts Tm from estimated thermodynamic values based on 
existing Tm datasets. They do not provide info regarding hydrogen bonding and stacking 
interactions that are suggested to be important factors of the improved stabilizing effect of nucleic 
acid analogues99.  

Oligonucleotide solid-phase synthesis using the phosphoramidite method is the preferred way 
of making oligonucleotides in industry and applied for synthesis of gene therapy. Yet, there are 
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no applied method to make several oligonucleotides on the same support, even though most 
RNA therapy formulations need at least 2 sequences. Microarrays are used to parallel synthesize 
thousands of oligonucleotide at the same time in fmol scale in research and biotechnology. 
However, despite high-throughput, it is close to impossible to purify and make quality control of 
single oligonucleotide using this method.   

The research conducted in this thesis consist of overall three projects concerning the matters 
stated above and are described below with hypotheses and project outlines.   

 

 

2.2 Aim of Project 1: A diagnostic platform for early detection of cancer  

Some of the issues in precision nucleic acid diagnostics lay within design of ultra-specific target 
recognition probes, point-of-care options for early detection of NA biomarkers and detection of 
SNPs in miRNA26,28. The Astakhova Group has previously developed an amplification-free 
hybridization based assay called FLEET, to capture miRNA and ctDNA in sera samples111,112. 
However, current assay needs improvement to make it more relevant for clinics and become a 
PoC technology. In this project, we will address three ways to optimize current FLEET platform, 
which are described below.  

 
 Use in silico model to design ultra-specific probes for use in hybridization assay.  
 Transfer existing FLEET bead-based assay to microfluidic chips.  
 Expand FLEET platform to catch SNPs in microRNA.  

 

By using in silico model for design of ultra-specific capture probes in FLEET assay, we 
hypothesize the melting temperature of LNA enriched capture probes can be predicted with high 
accuracy. In collaboration with Weber Group, we will apply the Peyrard-Bishop model to predict 
melting temperatures for a set of oncogene capture and linker probes with target. We will use the 
oncogenes BRAF, EGFR and KRAS that are known ctDNA biomarkers for NSCLC as proof of 
concept. To test the accuracy of the model, we will synthesize selected candidates based on the 
model calculations, measure Tm and compare with predicted Tm.   

We aim to transfer existing FLEET hybridization bead-based assay to microfluidic chip. We 
propose to use poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) as material for the microfluidic chip, and will 
immobilize ultra-specific T10C10-capture probes, designed from the PB model, using UV light as 
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described in literature72. We aim to get same or improved sensitivity as the bead-assay using a 
spectrofluorometer as detection source for the chip.  

Lastly, SNP profiling of miRNA has gain interest due to their link in inflammatory and cancerous 
diseases24. Therefore, we aim to expand the FLEET platform to detect SNP mutations in miRNA. 
In previous work, miR128-2-3p was established as a potent biomarker for colitis and colon cancer 
in plasma samples112. We want to use this biomarker as case of study to expand our platform and 
investigate SNP mutations in 3’-end to 3 adjacent bases of the miRNA128-2-3p. We will use the 
mesoscopic model to design capture probes for miRNA targets, enable discrimination between 
mutation and wild type. The method will be applied on colitis and colon cancer samples and 
compare with healthy samples, and verify using RT-qPCR.  

 

 
Figure 2.1: Optimizations of the FLEET assay have three focus areas. 1) Use Peyrard-Bishop model 

for probe design with LNA enrichments. 2) Integration of FLEET assay on microfluidic chips. 3) 
Extended FLEET assay for SNP profiling (3'-end to 3'-3) of clinical relevant miRNA biomarkers. 
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2.3 Aim of Project 2: Tandem RNA Synthesis  

Related to oligonucleotide synthesis, the challenge of making multiple probes using solid-phase 
oligonucleotide synthesis for RNA therapy remain unsolved104. Using solid-support, only one 
oligonucleotide is made at the time. Never the less, many gene therapies require at least two 
probes in the final formulation, such as sense and antisense strands in siRNA, heteroduplex ASO 
(DNA and RNA) and synergetic miRNA therapy42,87,113. In this project, we hypothesize, that base 
labile cleavable moieties, that are orthogonal different from the TBDMS protection group on 
standard RNA-phosphoramidites, can be incorporated in Tandem Oligonucleotide Synthesis to 
make multiple RNA molecules (size~20nt) on the same support.  Furthermore, we believe the 
yield of the outer oligonucleotide in the synthesized RNA-pool can be improved by incorporation 
of branching points to form dendritic structures.  

For testing this, we will synthesize 2'/3'-OAcetyl Uridine phosphoramidites (normal and reverse) 
to form cleavable moieties that can be incorporated in the automated oligonucleotide synthesis 
between RNA sequences. As proof of concept, we will make pools of miRNA that are up- or down 
regulated in breast cancer. Furthermore, we will make linear- and branched pools to investigate 
the effect of branching effect on yield. For this, we will make standard curves from control 
miRNAs to calculate yield. As the branching point, we will synthesize a phosphoramidite having 
to DMTr-protected hydroxyl arms that can be incorporated in between the two cleavable 
nucleotides to make a branched structure. By using cleavable moieties suitable for Tandem RNA 
Synthesis, we believe we can make miRNA pools, which could have beneficial impact in 
production of therapeutic RNA in the future. Our approach is of relevance to the growing 
demand on synthetic RNA oligomers for nucleic acid research and technology. 

 

Figure 2.2: Tandem RNA Synthesis applied to synthesize microRNA pools in project 2. 
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2.4 Aim of Project 3: PCR-Free targeted single primer capture for ultra-
deep sequencing 

Targeted Sequencing methods have had great success for use in cancer diagnostics and precision 
medicine28,114. They are very specific and sensitive, designed to only sequence the genomic regions 
of interest, thereby reducing cost and time compared to Next-Generation Sequencing. Targeted 
sequencing may not have relevance for PoC detection methods, since they are time consuming 
and complicated in sample preparation, however they still have significantly importance in 
detection new variants in the genome and biomarkers such as ctDNA and miRNA46. One issue 
with current targeted methods is the use of PCR amplification in the sample preparation115. This 
can give PCR bias, meaning sequences are amplified unevenly and low abundance mutations can 
be lost116.  

In the third and last project, we cooperated with Ji Research Group at Stanford University, to 
optimize an in-house targeted sequencing method called Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing (OS-
Seq). The Ji Group developed the OS-Seq method such targets of interest were captured on the 
modified sequencing flow cell, limiting the complex sample preparation to only being library 
preparation (ref). Due to optimization in the Illumina platform making them more user-friendly, 
resulted in less freedom to modify the platform, and therefore moved to agarose beads. However, 
OS-Seq version 2 (OS-SeqV2) does not perform as well as previous version (OS-SeqV1), and needs 
to be optimized (OS-SeqV2.1). This project was part of my6-month long external stay abroad.  

Optimization of the capture performance, where captured target probes are extended on beads, 
could improve yield of generated library. Increased capture performance would result in 
improved sensitivity and more reads on the target region. Furthermore, we hypothesized capture 
performance could be improved by increasing the space between primers on the beads. For 
testing the hypothesis, we designed branching oligonucleotides with different spacing and 
incorporated them as primers in the OS-SeqV2.1. Previous examples of cone-shaped dendrimers 
on microarrays has shown improved capture of target and yield117,118. The optimized OS-Seq 
method has potential to be an amplification-free targeted method, which could have great 
importance for rare mutation detections in the future. 

 
Figure 2.3: Branched strategy for primer spacing and crowding in project 3. Branched primers are 

used to optimize Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing on APEX beads. 
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3 A Diagnostic Platform for Early Detection of Cancer  

 

 

3.1 Hybridization detection assay: FLEET 

The FLEET platform was developed previously in the Astakhova group as an attempt to make a 
point-of-care platform for detection of nucleic acid cancer biomarkers, and is described in Uhd et 
al.111. The word fleet originate from Old English meaning: “moving very fast”. It is an amplification- 
free hybridization assay on beads designed to detect ctDNA and miRNA from sera samples. In 
the method, target-specific biotin labeled capture probe is immobilized on streptavidin magnetic 
beads, from where target (miRNA or ctDNA from sample) is added to hybridize and make a 
complement match (Figure 3.1). In this assay a booster is applied which is a large DNA complex 
(calf thymus DNA, CTD, >100 kDA) to where many nucleic acid binding fluorophores can bind 
and thereby amplify the fluorescent signal. In order for the target:capture pair to bind the booster, 
a linker probe is needed which can bind the rest of target in one end, and booster in the other end. 
Linker and booster are mixed and added to target if present. After incubation, the beads are 
denatured to release the captured probe mix and transferred to a nucleic acid fluorophore 
solution (EvaGreen). If captures has recognized target, booster will be present, and the solution 
will give a fluorescent signal which can be analyzed with standard fluorometry and quantified 
with a standard curve.111 

 
Figure 3.1: Principals of FLEET assay on beads. Biotin labeled capture probes designed for target 

probe (miRNA or ctDNA) are immobilized on streptavidin magnetic beads followed by addition of 
target, booster and linker to obtain a fluorescent read-out using nucleic acid dye111. 
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Uhd et al. use the method to detect hsa-miR-223-3p and hsa-miR-486-5p with relevance for 
rheumatoid arthritis and cancer related mutations BRAF and KRAS of ctDNA111. In previous 
work, we tested several miRNA in sera of human patients and in rodent model of colitis-
associated colon cancer, using a tandem hybridization bead-based assay112. We identified miR-
128-2-3p as new potent biomarker for colon cancer progression. The current bead assay takes 
around 1.5 hour to run, and even with detectable photobleaching, the limit of detection is 10pM 
using standard fluorometry111.  

  

3.2 Peyrard-Bishop mesoscopic model for probe design 

Locked nucleic acid (LNA) modifications are widely used in probe design to increase binding 
affinity and specificity to target probes119–123. Nearest-Neighbor (NN) models are the most 
common models applied to predict thermodynamic properties of LNA-modified probes93,95–97. 
Despite extensive use, NN models provide little insight into the intramolecular interactions and 
unable to indicate the physical sources of increased LNA stability. The Peyrard-Bishop (PB) 
mesoscopic model use the same melting temperature data as NN models, but have the potential 
to provide insights into the hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions (Figure 3.2)76,124,125. In terms 
of hybridization temperature (Tm) predications, the PB-mesoscopic model has same capability as 
NN models, however it also allow stability analysis at base-pair level.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Intramolecular interaction in DNA+LNA:DNA helix. Peyrard-Bishop mesoscopic model 
describes hydrogen boning and stacking interaction in helix.  

In brief, the Peyrard-Bishop model describes the DNA helix through a Hamiltonian, which 
contains a Morse potential describing the hydrogen bonds that connect each base-pair, and a 
harmonic potential describing the stacking interaction of adjacent base-pairs76,126–128. By applying 
existing published data of single LNA modifications in DNA sequences and their experimental 
measured melting temperatures, it is possible to calculate a full parametrization of LNA 
modifications. This parameterization give insight into increased or decreased potentials due to 

Stacking Interactions 
 Harmonic potential 

 

Hydrogen Bonding  
 Morse potential 
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localized LNA insertions. Ferreira et al. found a substantial increase in Morse potentials of the 
LNA modified analogues compare to unmodified base-pairs (AT<CG≤A+T≤+AT<C+G<+CG) 
with biggest increase on +CG base-pair. This indicates stronger hydrogen bonding for LNA:DNA 
base-pair or new hydrogen bonds are formed giving the stabilizing effect99. Stacking interactions 
of modified LNA was not increased compared to canonical unmodified, and conclude stacking 
interactions does not participate much to the enhanced stability of LNA99.  

Mesoscopic models like PB-model can be applied to predict melting temperatures of DNA:DNA, 
DNA:RNA hybrids and with insertions of LNA99,124,125,129,130. The precision of the model depends 
on amount of existing dataset and sequences to be able to make calculations and predictions. The 
bigger dataset, the better performance of the model, and the more precise the prediction of 
melting temperature will be. The use of mesoscopic models can generate a better understanding 
of the thermodynamics and intramolecular interactions in modified sequence like 
DNA+LNA:DNA. Full mesoscopic parameterization of LNA modifications opens for the 
possibility to optimize the LNA inserts in oncogene probe design99.  
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3.3 Project outline and goals  

The FLEET assay has been developed in the Astakhova Group and applied to capture miRNA 
and ctDNA in sera samples comparable with current ways of detecting111,112. However, existing 
platform can be improved to make it more relevant for clinics and closer to meet the point-of-care 
testing requirements.  

 

3.3.1.1 In silico models to design ultra-specific probes for FLEET 

By using in silico model for design of ultra-specific capture probes in FLEET assay, we 
hypothesize the melting temperature of LNA enriched capture probes can be predicted with high 
accuracy. In collaboration with Weber Group, we will apply the Peyrard-Bishop model to predict 
melting temperatures for a set of oncogene capture and linker probes with target. We will use the 
oncogenes BRAF, EGFR and KRAS that are known ctDNA biomarkers for NSCLC as proof of 
concept. To test the accuracy of the model, we will synthesize selected candidates based on the 
model calculations, measure Tm and compare with predicted Tm.   

 

3.3.1.2 FLEET platform in microfluidic chips 

Due to the resent development within microfluidics, we aim to transfer existing FLEET 
hybridization bead-based assay to microfluidic chip. We propose to use poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (PMMA) as material for the microfluidic chip, and will immobilize ultra-specific T10C10-
capture probes, designed from the mesoscopic model, using UV light as described in literature72. 
We aim to get same or improved sensitivity as the bead-assay using a spectrofluorometer as 
detection source for the chip.  

 

3.3.1.3 Detection of miRNA and mutation variants 

Lastly, SNP profiling of miRNA has gain interest due to their link in inflammatory and cancerous 
diseases24. Therefore, we aim to expand the FLEET platform to detect SNP mutations in miRNA. 
In previous work, miR128-2-3p was established as a potent biomarker for colitis and colon cancer 
in plasma samples112. We want to use this biomarker as case of study to expand our platform and 
investigate SNP mutations in 3’-end to 3 adjacent bases of the miRNA128-2-3p. We will use the 
mesoscopic model to design capture probes for miRNA targets, enable discrimination between 
mutation and wild type. The method will be applied on colitis and colon cancer samples and 
compare with healthy samples, and verify using RT-qPCR. This work is discussed in Chapter 4.  
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Use of mesoscopic model to design ultra-specific probes 

In this project, we collaborated with Isabela Ferreira, PhD from Professor Gerald Weber’s group, 
Federal University of Minas Gerais in Brazil, who did the mathematical and physical calculations 
and Tm predictions with the mesoscopic model. We made the initial design of capture and linker 
probes, oligonucleotide synthesis and melting temperature study. It was published in Ferreira et 
al.99. This will be a brief summary of results obtained from the study.      

 

3.4.1.1 Probe design and synthesis  

We designed seven different probes, for the microfluidic chip and Tm predictions. These were 
designed using publicly available DNA genome sequencing data from National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) with GC content in the range of 38-55% and melting 
temperatures above 45°C according to the initial NN prediction for unmodified DNA in 
minimum salt buffer. This was done to ensure proper binding affinity of the capture and linker 
probes in the hybridization assay. The mutated oncogenes were assessed using dbSNP base: 
BRAF V600E (rs113488022), KRAS G12D (rs121913529), KRAS G13D (rs11244544) and EGFR L858R 
(rs121434568). Their respective NCBI codes are described in Table S3.4. Oligonucleotides were 
designed such the capture probes are complementary to the position of the corresponding gene 
bearing the mutation overlapping with 20-25nt, with the mutation positioned in the beginning of 
the sequence. The linker probe were complementary to the sequence downstream the gene with 
a gap of >20nt from capture probe. For enable immobilization of PMMA microfluidic chips, the 
capture probes were added the T10C10-tail in 5'-end and linker probes were added booster binding 
part in 5'-end. 

Once the candidate probes for capture and linker were established, Izabela Ferreira made the 
calculations to find the optimized DNA+LNA:DNA parameters  to calculate all possible 
configurations with one, two or three single LNA modifications for each selected probe. Between 
834-2345 different LNA-modified sequences were calculated for each probe. The sequences with 
lowest number of LNA to the highest Tm, and highest discrimination between Tm full match and 
Tm mismatch for the corresponding oncogene mutation site were the ideal probes99. Seven 
candidates were selected (4 capture and 3 linker) and were synthesized using solid-phase 
oligonucleotide synthesis. The capture and linker probes were all synthesized successfully with 
purity >90% after purification (Table 3.1). The purified oligonucleotides were applied for Tm 
study and preliminary studies of microfluidic FLEET assay.  
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Name Sequence 𝟓′ → 𝟑′ 
MW 

[g/mol] 
MS obs. 

[m/z] 
Purity 

BRAFcap  T10C10-ATCGAGAT+TTCT+CTGTAG+CTA 12457.1 12455.9 90.6% 
EGFRcap  T10C10-GAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT 13431.7 13432.8 98.3% 
KRAS12cap  T10C10-GCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC 11934.7 11933.8 99.6% 
KRAS13cap  T10C10-GCACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC 12007.8 12008.3 99.2% 
BRAFlink  GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTCA

A+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT 
13493.9 13493.0 97.8% 

EGFRlink GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTTG
AAGT +CA+CA+TTATATA 

13518.9 13519.3 95.2% 

KRASlink GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTTT
G+TTG GAT+CATA+TTCGT  

13823.0 13822.4 98.3% 

Table 3.1. Oligonucleotide characterization. Fully underlined sequences are predicted target binding part 
of capture and linker probes, dashed underlined are booster binding part (Tm = 69.7°C); + : LNA modifica-
tion. Calculated mass, observed mass, and purity are shown in the table. 

 

3.4.1.2 Tm Prediction and UV Measurements 

To verify predicted Tm for synthesized probes, the melting temperature for each probe:target 
duplex was measured experimentally. Target probes of mutated oncogenes corresponded to the 
NCBI code sequence (shown in Table S3.4) and referred to as BRAFtarg, KRAS12targ, 
KRAS13targ and EGFRtarg in the rest of this chapter. Capture probes were paired with their 
corresponding target (0.5μM of each) and likewise with linker probe to form the helices 
capture:target and linker:target pairs. The pairs were first annealed and then Tm determined as 
the maximum of the first derivative from resulting melting curve. The predicted and 
experimental melting temperatures (Tpre and Texp) for each probe are shown in Table 3.2. The 
control (Tctrl) refers to the unmodified DNA/DNA probe.  
 

ID Synthesized probe with LNA modification (5′ → 3′) Tctrl Texp Tpred 
BRAFcap-M1225 ATCGAGAT+TTCT+CTGTAG+CTA 59.6 64.5 64.9 
BRAFlin-M416 CAA+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT 50.8 62.2 60.8 

KRAS12cap-M1344 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC 64.1 64.7 65.4 
KRAS13cap-M1304 GCACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC 64.2 68.9 68.8 

KRASlin-M616 TGAAGT+CA+CA+TTATATA 48.2 55.0 58.2 
EGFRcap-M943 GAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT 57.4 61.2 61.8 
EGFRlin-M478 TTG+TTGGAT+CATA+TTCGT 54.5 61.5 61.5 

  ⟨Texp − Tpred⟩ = 0.91 °C 
Table 3.2. Measured Texp, Control Tctrl, and Predicted Temperatures Tpred for the Selected Sequences from 
the Probe Prediction. The probe identification (ID) refers to the candidate probe list in Supporting 
Information Tables S5−S11 in Ferreira et al. 99 The average deviation ⟨Texp − Tpred⟩ was calculated between the 
available predicted and measured temperatures. Table reprinted from Ferreira et al.99  
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From the table, the measured melting temperatures (Texp) differentiate from the predicted melting 
temperatures (Tpre) with 0.91°C in average. This shows a good agreement between predicted and 
measured, and confirm the Peyrard-Bishop model can be used to design specific LNA enhanced 
DNA probes with good accuracy. Only few discrepancies was observed such as KRASlink 
predicted 3°C more than measured (Table 3.2), indicating the model can be improved. This could 
be done using more data in the parameterization of LNA, such the prediction gets more precise. 
However, in silico models are limited by the available data and it takes time to produce more data 
to optimize the model. Moreover, the PB model is assuming a flat complex structure (2D) for the 
nucleic acid hybrid. In some cases this assumption might be acceptable such as in 
DNA+LNA:DNA predictions, where mismatches are not tolerated much. However, for RNA 
targets such as miRNA, this could be a problem since they fold in 3D structure. This could be 
something to look at in the future for PB model in probe design.  
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3.4.2 FLEET using Microfluidic Chips  

For clinical relevance, we wanted to transfer existing FLEET assay from streptavidin magnetic 
beads to a PMMA microfluidic chip. Despite exiting and important challenge, it was not an easy 
task. The assay consist of many steps, and many things needed to be optimized. The initial idea 
of this project, was to make a microfluidic chip capable of analyzing a panel of different 
biomarkers for testing blood samples for ctDNA or miRNA (Figure 3.6). The chip should be 
sensitive and selective to be reliable. Secondly, it should be easy to use, easy to read, cheap in 
materials but have good optical properties. Therefore, we decided to use poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) as material with the TC-tag capture probes designed using the 
mesoscopic model72,99.  

 

Figure 3.6: Goal of microfluidic FLEET platform, to have a panel of capture probes, enable screening 
for several NSCLC biomarkers at the same time. 

We started to make a prototype of a chip with help from Professor Martin Duvfa, DTU Health 
Technology, who had the equipment, materials and experience to fabricate chips. MSc student 
Asmund Kjellegaard Ottesen, DTU Physics, help with the initial design, fabrication and test of 
the microfluidic chip. BSc students Anna Kyung Jakobsen and Marie-Lousie Wibom, DTU 
Chemistry, made the second batch of fabricated microfluidic chips as part of their bachelor thesis. 
BSc student Cecilie Schiøth Krüger-Jensen did the dye and photobleaching study described in 
Chapter 4. Two different prototypes were designed and fabricated; 1-chamber and 4-chamber 
chips were made, however only 1-chamber chip were applied due to issues and lack of time. The 
fabrication and design of PMMA chips are described in experimental section. In brief, the 
microfluidic chips were designed and fabricated in three layers and bonded together to make a 
microfluidic chip with inlet on top, closed reaction chamber and outlet hole in the bottom (Figure 

3.7, right). 

3.4.2.1  Initial Tests of Chip in Spectrofluorometer  

Initially, the chip was tested for signal in the Edinburgh Spectrofluorometer FS5 by EvaGreen 
and booster solution in one-chamber chip. The limit of detection was estimated to be between 
6.4pM to 32pM by making a dilution row (Figure 3.7, left). A blank and empty was also made. 
LOD for the bead assay was 10pM with standard fluorometry, so this method operates in the 
same range.  
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Figure 3.7: Dilution row of EG:booster (left). One-chamber chip design shown with 3 layers (right) 

 

3.4.2.2 Preliminary test of microfluidic FLEET with BRAF target 

To incorporate the FLEET platform into microfluidic PMMA chips, we used BRAF oncogene 
probes (BRAFcap, BRAFtarg, BRAFlink) as case of study, to see if we could run the whole assay 
a get a useful signal. The microfluidic assay is described in brief below.  

Method. The microfluidic PMMA chips was first prepared and immobilized with T10C10-probe 
(2μl, 50μM) using UV light (30sec) as described in literature72. The chip was closed, and unbound 
probe was washed away with PBS buffer using micropipette. Target-probe solution (40μl, 50nM) 
was added to the chip to react for 20 min, and then washed 4 times with heated buffer (45°C). 
Linker-probe was added to react in 20 min and washed 4 times with heated buffer (45°C). Next, 
booster solution (200nM) was added to react in 20 min, and the washed 4 times. Finally, EvaGreen 
solution was added to the chip and the fluorescence is measured using Edinburg 
Spectrofluorometer FS5 where the chip was mounted and emission measured (490-570 nm).    

The assay was prepared in one-chamber chips (Figure 3.7, right) and washing buffer (1xPBS) was 
varied in temperature (25°C or 45°C) with addition of Tween (0%, 0.02%, 0.2%). It was seen from 
Figure 3.8 (upper) that chips washed with heated buffer at 45°C (chip 4-6) in general are giving a 
higher signal. Furthermore, the chips washed with 0.2% tween in buffer gives higher signal than 
the 0.02% and 0%. The best washing conditions for the pilot assay was set to be 1xPBS + 0.2% 
Tween at 45 °C. Unfortunately, it was also seen that the blank actually gave a signal, which 
question the reliability of our results. We proposed the signal could arise from booster left in chip 
after 4 washed. We washed the blank 3 times more, which improved the signal, to be close to 
negative curve. It was concluded from the first pilot assay at least 7xwashes is needed after 
booster step to obtain a reliable signal.   
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The experiment was repeated with varying incubation temperatures for the hybridization steps 
(25°C or 37°C) and tween concentrations (0.2%, 0.5% and 1%) for washing buffers (1xPBS, 45°C) 
and with 7xwashes after booster addition. The results are seen in Figure 3.8 (lower): Blank did 
not give any signal, which makes the results reliable. However, the signals were in general very 
low, and much lower than previous experiment. Furthermore, it was difficult to see any trend 
within the parameters, and not consistent. Chip 3 gave the strongest signal (1% tween with 37°C 
incubation), therefore these conditions were chosen for the last preliminary study regarding wild 
type discrimination.  
 

 

 
Figure 3.8: Fluorescent readout from FLEET chip assay capturing BRAFtarget in one-chamber chip. 
(Upper) Assay with different washing buffer conditions (Tween% and temperature). (Lower) Assay 

with different incubation temperature and tween% in washing buffer. 
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3.4.2.3 Mutation vs. wild type discrimination 

In the last test, we investigated the ability of capture probe to discriminate between SNP-target 
(mut) and wild type (wt). This is important in order to ensure high specificity of the FLEET 
performance in microfluidic chips and to avoid false positive. The FLEET assay was made in 
duplicates (mean is show below), with optimized conditions examined from previous tests 
(washing buffer: 1xPBS+1%Tween, 45°C, incubation 37°C, and 7xwashes after booster step). 
Target samples (50nM) were prepared in ratios: 0-100% of BRAFtarget:BRAFwt. Target mutation 
and wild type were mixed to look at potential effects when different concentrations are present 
at the same time. To verify the signals, a scramble probe and a blank were prepared. The 
sequences of BRAFtarg, BRAFwt and scramble are shown in Table S3.2.  Results of experiment 
is shown in Figure 3.9 as a bar plot.  

 
Figure 3.9: Mutation vs. wild type discrimination using FLEET assay.  Intensity measured at 
maximum at 526nm for ratio between mut:wt. Scr: scramble and blank were also measured. 

We expected to see that all mut:wt mixtures would give a signal, ideally strongest at target 
mutation and lowest at wt. Despite it looks like mutation and wild type binds to the assay, 
scramble and blank also show emission which is problematic since both should be zero. This is 
indicating that either booster remain in the chamber after 7 washes, or capture probe is not 
immobilized, such the only signal comes from trapped booster. Due to issues with low intensity 
and difficulties with consistence in measured samples, we decided to go several steps back and 
ensure prober immobilization using fluorescence microscopy. 

 

3.4.2.4 Immobilization study 

We wanted to test each step in the assay with fluorescent microscope, however due to limited 
time with the fluorescent microscope, it was decided to make a simple setup with a fluorescent 
probe to test immobilization on PMMA. For this experiment, we made KAS246c: 5'-TTTTTTTT-
TTCCCCCCCCCC-[AlexaFlour488]-3' by synthesizing the 3'-Amino-Modified T10C10 probe which 
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was conjugated to AlexaFlour488-NHS ester post synthesis (Alexa Flour 488,  ex/em: 496/519 nm). 
The conjugation was confirmed by MALDI-TOF, however complete conversion was not obtained, 
but it was decided to use it for immobilization test. The probe was prepared in 50µM conc. and 
2µL immobilized with UV light in one-chamber chips. We tested one chip before washing and 
one after 3 x washing (Figure 3.10). It was seen from the microscope pictures that after 3 washes 
some probe was left on the chip indicating immobilization has happen between probe and PMMA 
to some extent. However, signal to noise ratio is still too low to detect with Edinburgh 
Spectrofluorometer, so it was decided to try to shift to another material than PMMA.  

  

Figure 3.10: Fluorescence microscopy pictures of KAS246c immobilized in one-chamber PMMA chip 

before wash (left) and after 3 washes (right).  

Instead of immobilizing the DNA via UV light and photochemistry, PMMA can functionalized 
to have aldehyde on the surface such amino-modified DNA probes can be immobilized74. 
However, most arrays and microfluidic chips are glass slides modified with some functional 
group70. TC-tagged DNA probes can be immobilized on glass slides or amino-modified DNA 
probes on aldehyde-glass slides can be used75. Due to limited time, and issues with providing 
glass slides, we did not try FLEET assay using glass slides. However, this is something we would 
like to try in the future.  

Furthermore, it would be good to use established detection methods for slides and microarray 
such as ScanArrayLite or fluoresces microscope to ensure good detection in all steps75,131. Another 
issue with current microfluidic FLEET method is that all reagents are added manually with 
micropipette and that outlet reagents are removed with capillary force. It is essential to optimize 
chip material, design of chip, and potential to make the process automated, to ensure high 
throughput and reduce personal errors to maintain consistence in the assay.  
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3.5 Conclusion and Future work 

In summary, we have tried to optimize current FLEET procedure established in Astakhova group 
for detection of miRNA and ctDNA in sera samples. For that, we have applied an in silico model 
to predict melting temperatures for capture and linker probes modified with LNA inserts. From 
the predictions, sets of oncogenic LNA enhanced capture and linker probes were synthesized 
using solid-phase synthesis. The melting temperatures of the synthesized probes with their 
respective targets were measured and showed accuracy within 1°C from the predicted. In silico 
models for prediction of melting temperature and probe design has great potential. Further 
optimizations of the PB model for broader use and application could be implementing 3D 
structures of target as a parameter for the model. This is relevant for RNA targets that fold in 
secondary structures. Moreover, we applied the PB model to look at DNA+LNA:DNA hybrids, 
but it could also be interesting to look at other nucleic analogues or conjugates to expand the PB 
model as prediction tool. However, this would require data set of experimental measured hybrids 
with analogues or conjugates.  

We aimed to implement the FLEET assay in microfluidic PMMA chips using TC-tagged capture 
probes immobilized with UV light72. For this purpose, one-chamber and 4-chamber chips were 
designed and fabricated in three layers and bonded together to make a microfluidic chip with 
inlet on top, closed reaction chamber and outlet hole in the bottom. The limit of detection was 
estimated with Booster:EvaGreen solution to be 6.4pM – 32pM using a spectrofluorometer. The 
assay was tested with BRAF-probes designed using the Peyrard-Bishop model as proof of 
concept, showing a detectable signal. However, even after several optimizations with extra 
washes heated buffers and incubation time, signal remained very low and inconsistent close to 
blank values. Immobilization on PMMA was studied using a fluorescent TC-tagged probe 
visualized with fluoresces microscopy. This showed immobilization on PMMA to some extent; 
however, it was decided to try the FLEET method in more established materials and detection 
methods such as glass slides in the future.    

Implementing the FLEET assay in microfluidic chips in the course of making a PoC platform is 
an exciting and challenging interdisciplinary task. However, many optimizations steps are 
needed to reach a final product. A future strategy for this could be to ensure chemistry is working 
on established platforms similar to microarrays before moving to cheaper options.  
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3.6 Experimentals 

3.6.1 Oligonucleotides 

3.6.1.1 Oligonucleotide Synthesis 

The LNA/DNA capture and linkers were synthesized in 1μmol scale using solid support (CPG 
1000Å, Sigma Aldrich) on Expedite Nucleic Acid Systems or Biosset DNA/RNA Syntheziser. 
Reagents purchased from Sigma Aldrich: TCA Deblock, DCI activator 0.25M, Oxidizer 0.02M, 
CapA and CapB. Commercial phosphoramidites from Sigma Aldrich (dA(Bz), dC(Bz), dG(ib), 
dT) were all prepared in 0.07M solutions using dry acetonitrile (MeCN). LNA phosphoramidites 
(indicated with ‘+’ in table below) from Qiagen (LNA-A(bz), LNA-mC(Bz), LNA-G(dmf), LNA-
T) dissolved in 0.07M in dry MeCN (+C: 50:50 DCM:MeCN). The oligonucleotides were cleaved 
from solid support using 28-30% ammonia solution from Sigma Aldrich at 55°C, 12h. The identity 
of the oligonucleotides were established by mass spectrometry (MS) using an Autoflex speed 
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Hamburg, Germany). Samples were co-
spotted with 3-Hydroxypicolinic acid as matrix on a MTP AnchorChip target plate for the 
analysis and run at linear positive detection mode. The obtained mass spectra were recorded by 
the flexControl 3.4 (Bruker Daltonics, Germany) software. The oligonucleotide was purified on 
an Ultimate 3000 UHPLC (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) using a DNA-Pac RP (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) column (4µm, 3.0 × 100 mm2) with a gradient of 5–25% buffer B 
in A over 30 min at 60℃. Buffer A: 0.05M TEAA; Buffer B: 25% A in MeCN. Peaks were monitored 
at 260nm. HPLC and MALDI spectra are shown below. A stock of each pure oligonucleotide was 
prepared in concentration of 100μM in MQ.  

3.6.1.2 Characterization 

Name Sequence 𝟓′ → 𝟑′ MW [g/mol] MS obs. [m/z] Purity 
BRAFcap 
(KAS209) 

TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCATCGAGAT+TTCT+
CTGTAG+CTA 12457.1 12455.93 90.6% 

EGFRcap 
(KAS210) 

TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCGAG+AAAAAGTTT
CTCA+TGTA+CAGT 

13431.7 13432.77 98.3% 

KRAS12cap 
(KAS211) 

TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCGCACTCTTGCCTAC
CCA+ATC 11934.7 11933.77 99.6% 

KRAS13cap 
(KAS212) 

TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCCGCACTCTTGCCTA+
CGCA+TTC 

12007.8 12008.31 99.2% 

BRAFlink 
(KAS213) 

GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTT 
CAA+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT 13493.9 13492.97 97.8% 

EGFRlink 
(KAS214) 

GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTT 
GAAGT+CA+CA+TTATATA 

13518.9 13519.30 95.2% 

KRASlink 
(KAS215) 

GA+TGG+GAATA+CCAGAC+CAC+CTGTTTTT 
TG+TTG GAT+CATA+TTCGT  13823.0 13822.41 98.3% 

KAS246 TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCC-X 6080.98 6089.93 90.0% 
KAS246-c TTTTTTTTTTCCCCCCCCCC-[AlexaFluor488] 6604.91 6603.52 - 

Table S3.1. Oligonucleotides synthesized. X: 3’-Amino-Modifier CPG. 
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(a) BRAFcap (KAS209) 

 
(b) EGFRcap (KAS210) 

 
(c) KRAS12cap (KAS211) 
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(d) KRAS13cap (KAS212) 

(e) BRAFlink (KAS213) 

(f) EGFRlink (KAS214) 
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(g) KRASlink (KAS215) 

Figure S3.1: MALDI-TOF spectra (left) and HPLC trace (right) of pure oligonucleotides; (a) BRAFcap; 
(b) EGFRcap; (c) KRAS12cap; (d) KRAS13cap; (e) BRAFlink; (f) EGFRlink; (g) KRASlink. Data 

reprinted from Ferreira et al.99 

 

3.6.1.3 NHS Coupling of Alexa488 to KAS246 for Immobilization  

To an Eppendorf tube, crude 3'-Amino-Modified oligo (KAS246, 20nmol, 8.2µL) was added 
followed by addition of 30µL 0.1M bicarbonate buffer. To the mixture 41.8µL DMSO was added 
followed by 20µL (10 eq., 200nmol) NHS activated fluorophore (Alexa Fluor 488 NHS Ester, 
Invitrogen) freshly prepared from stock (1mg/180µL DMSO) to get a final volume on 100µL. The 
mixture was vortexed, covered with foil and left to react at rt. in the dark o/n. Excess fluorophore 
was removed using NAP-5 Columns Sephadex from GE Healthcare, eluted with MQ water. The 
fluorophore conjugated oligonucleotide (KAS246c) was characterized by HPLC and MALDI-TOF 
to confirm conjugation. 

 

3.6.1.4 Purchased Oligonucleotides for Microfluidic  

We designed targets equivalent to the genome site of the oncogenes BRAF V600E, EGFR L858R, 
KRAS G12D and KRAS G13D from gene bank having one part complementary to capture design 
and another part complementary to linker sequence. DNA target sequences were purchased at 
IDT along with wild type and scramble sequences.  

Name Target sequences 𝟓′ → 𝟑′ 

BRAFtarg 5’-TAGCTACAGAGAAATCTCGAT-TTTT-ATCAGTTTGAACAGTTG-3’ 
BRAFwt 5’-TAGCTACAGTGAAATCTCGAT-TTTT-ATCAGTTTGAACAGTTG-3’ 
BRAFscr 5’-ATTGATTCCATGTTCTGTATAACGAGATGTCGATATACTGAT-3’ 
EGFRtarg 5’-GGGCGGGCCAAACTGCTG-TTTT-AGAAAGAATACCATGCAGAA-3’ 
EGFRwt 5’-GGGCTGGCCAAACTGCTG-TTTT-AGAAAGAATACCATGCAGAA-3’ 
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KRAS12targ 5’-GATGGCGTAGGCAAGAGTGC-TTTT-CAGCTAATTCAGAATCATTT-3’ 
KRAS13targ 5’-GGTGACGTAGGCAAGAGTGC-TTTT-CAGCTAATTCAGAATCATTT-3’ 
KRASwt 5’-GGTGGCGTAGGCAAGAGTGC-TTTT-CAGCTAATTCAGAATCATTT-3 

Table S3.2: Purchased oligonucleotides from IDT. wt: wild type; scr:scramble control; Underlined 5'-end 
is the capturing binding sequence and dashed underlined 3'-end is the linker binding sequences. 

 

3.6.2 FLEET assay on chip 

3.6.2.1 Chip Design and Fabrication 

The microfluidic chips were made of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) bonded together with 
PSA (Pressure-sensitive adhesive) constructed with an inlet hole in first layer, main chamber in 
second and outlet hole in third layer and measure 1.7x14x41mm3 (Figure S3.2). The microfluidic 
chips were fabricated using laser ablation in 3-layers of 0.5mm PMMA bonded with 0.1mm PSA 
engraved with CO2-laser (Epilog Mini 18, 30-watt, Laser cutter). CorelDraw software was applied 
for drawings for the laser cutter. Prior to cutting, the thin layer of protection plastic was removed 
from the PMMA surface and the PMMA piece was placed in the epilog on a 1cm plastic piece to 
reach the right height for cutting. The outlet - and inlet layer were engraved from drawings with 
the settings: 2xscans, power 30%, speed 20%, 600 DPI. The middle-layer was added 0.1mm PSA 
on both sides and engraved with 3xscans, 20% power, 20% speed and 600 DPI. Before bonding, 
the thin film of both outlet – and inlet layer was removed. The 3 layers of PMMA were combined, 
aligned and bonded together (20kN for 1 min), and broken into smaller chips with individual size 
1.7x14x41mm3 and chamber volume of 40μl as shown in Figure S3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3.2: One-chamber (left) and 4-chamber (middle) microfluidic chips. Individual layer in the 
chip aligned. Collected one-chamber chip metrics; 1.7 x 14 x 41 mm3 and chamber volume of 40 μl. 
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Chip specifications One-chamber chip 4-chamber chip 

Area [mm2] 40 x 20 x 2 40 x 20 x 2 
Thickness [mm] 1.7 1.7 

Chamber size [mm2] 35 1 
Number of chambers 1 4 

Volume [µL] 40 25 
Excitation λ [nm] 490 – 500 490 – 500 
Emission λ [nm] 515 – 530 515 – 530  

Table S3.3: Chip specifications of one – and 4-chamber chip. 

 

3.6.2.2 Assay Procedure in Chip 

Step 1: Immobilization. The immobilization of probes to PMMA chip was done using published 
procedure72. To initiate the cross-link between T10C10-capture probe and PMMA, the synthesized 
capture sequences were prepared individually in a stock of 75mM in 1xPBS containing 0.01% 
Triton to a final conc. of 50 µM. The chip were rinsed with 70% ethanol and dried for 10min (air 
blow gun was used to remove droplets). 2μL of the DNA capture solution were spotted in the 
middle of the chamber with pipette and was died for 10 min. The UV lamp (DYMAX EC 5000 w. 
p/n 36970 bulb (225 mW/cm2)) was started 5min prior to use. Each chip with spotted capture 
probe was exposed for 30s with a distance of 12cm from the UV lamb72.  Post exposure, the open 
chip with immobilized probe was bonded together with a top layer to close the chip. The chip 
was assembled with bonding pressure (1.0x105 kN/m2) due to pressure sensitive adhesives. One 
chamber volume (40μl) of buffer solution (1xPBS) and left for 10 min to remove unbound probes. 
The solution was removed by capillary force and wash repeated once more. The chips were stored 
at -20°C if not applied the same day.  

Step 2: Hybridization to target. To the immobilized capture probe, one chamber volume (40μl) 
of target solution (50nM in 1xPBS) was added to the chip and left to react for 20min at 37°C.  The 
solution was removed with capillary force and washed with heated buffer (1xPBS + 0.02% Tween, 
45°C) 4 times in total for each chip.   

Step 3: Hybridization to linker. To hybridize the linker, one chamber volume of linker solution 
(50nM in 1xPBS prepared from stock solution) was added to the chip and left to react for 20min 
at 37°C. The solution was removed with capillary force and washed with heated buffer (1xPBS + 
0.02% Tween, 45°C) 4 times in total for each chip.  

Step 4: Booster. A solution of 200nM booster in MQ was prepared from a stock 2mg/ml. One 
chamber volume was added to the chip and left to react for 20min at 37°C with gentle shaking. 
The solution was removed with capillary force and each chip washed 7 times with 1xPBS buffer.  
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Step 5: EG and Fluorescent detection. Lastly a fluorophore solution (EvaGreen 5µL to 100 µL 
MQ) was prepared and 40µL added to each chip. The fluoresces of each chip was analyzed using 
Spectrofluorometer FS5 from Edinburgh Instruments with a SC-10 Front-Face Sample Holder 
module, excitation at 470nm and spectra recorded from 510nm – 580nm. Before each a series of 
measurement, the equipment was calibrated with a positive booster control (32nM in MQ + EG) 
and negative control (0nM + EG) to ensure maximum counts/s. for the chip.  

3.6.3 Tm Measurements 

The melting temperature studies were performed on a DU800 UV/VIS spectrophotometer 
equipped with a Beckman Coulter Performance Temperature Controller. Complementary strands 
(0.5μM of each strand), in 1xPBS were mixed, denatured for 10 min at 90°C, and subsequently 
cooled to 15°C, the temperature at which the experiment was started. Reported melting 
temperatures present the maximum of the first derivative of the curve and are an average of the 
two measurements within a deviation of 1°C. Tm curves for each probe are shown in Supporting 
Information Figures S15−S20 in Ferreira et al. Reprinted from Ferreira et al.99 

 

3.6.4 Oncogene Information  

Oncogene Gene ID HGNC Ensembl MIM GRCh38.p13 

BRAF 673 1097 ENSG00000157764 164757 GCF 000001405.39 

KRAS 3845 6407 ENSG00000133703 19007 GCF 000001405.39 

EGFR 1956 3236 ENSG00000146648 131550 GCF 000001405.39 

Table S3.4: Summary of the oncogenes used for the FLEET assay and their human assemblies.  
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4 Mutations in microRNA-128-2-3p Identified with 
Amplification-Free Hybridization Assay  

 

Sofie Slott,a Cecilie Schiøth Krüger-Jensen,a Izabela Ferreira da Silva,b,c,d Nadia Bom Pedersen,a 

and Kira Astakhova*a 

 

ABSTRACT. We describe a quantitative detection method for mutated microRNA in human 
plasma samples. Specific oligonucleotides designed from a Peyrard-Bishop model allowed 
accurate prediction of target:probe recognition affinity and specificity. Our amplification-free 
tandem bead-based hybridization assay had limit of detection of 2.2 pM. Thereby, the assay 
allowed identification of single-nucleotide polymorphism mismatch profiles in clinically relevant 
microRNA-128-2-3p, showing terminal mutations that correlate positively with inflammatory 
colitis and colorectal cancer. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are fundamental drivers of adaptation and disease 
origins in human cells. Therefore, SNPs can be used for patient stratification, facilitating 
personalized medicine accroaches132. Detection of SNPs in human RNA is more challenging 
compared to DNA, as the RNA sequence is relative short, has a higher chemical and enzymatic 
instability, and the RNA active 3D folding decreases binding of the detection reagents49. In 
general, SNP detection reagents rely on matched probe:RNA oligonucleotide recognition, such 
as in sequencing and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Sequencing is not suitable for large-scale 
screening, as next generation sequencing is limited by high cost and long assay time, while third 
generation sequencing does not meet specificity requirements46. PCR restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) has been used to identify SNPs in RNA. The method rely on PCR 
followed by enzymatic digestion to detect allelic variations by gel separation133–135. The major 
limitation of this method is the need to identify and apply only SNPs that overlap restriction 
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enzyme recognition sites. As alternative approach, mismatch hybridization strategies for SNP 
detection has been developed in previous studies for longer RNA targets132,136. 

MicroRNA, also abbreviated miRNA, are typically 20-22 nucleotide long nucleic acids that 
regulate expression of mRNA. MiRNAs have a confirmed role in multiple cancer types including 
breast, colon, prostate and lung cancers137–141, through regulation of for instance differentiation, 
apoptosis, migration and invasion133. Verified by next-generation sequencing, mutations in 
miRNA correlate with their biogenesis and are linked to inflammatory and cancerous diseases24. 
For example, SNPs rs11614913 and rs2910164 in miRNA-196 and miRNA-146a, respectively, are 
related to susceptibility to ulcerative colitis142. The inflammatory microenvironment influences 
miRNA expression, which in turn deregulate target gene expression and might cause cancer. As 
example, a recent study confirms that miRNA-26b impacts inflammation-associated colorectal 
carcinogenesis143. As to the mechanism, SNPs might introduce structural changes into miRNAs 
impairing their function and thereby modulate gene expression levels, causing disease 
susceptibility or pathogenesis44,45,144. In light of the growing interest for SNP profiling in miRNAs, 
accurate and sensitive detection methods are on high demand24. Recently, Jia et al. applied a 
CRISPR/Cas12a RNA directed nuclease system, in combination with hybridization chain circuit, 
for reverse transcription-free and amplification-free miRNA detection69. Although not sensitive 
to SNPs, the method could identify different miRNA in human cells in agreement with RT-qPCR, 
with a limit of detection down to 100 fM69. 

In previous work, we tested several miRNA in sera of human patients and in rodent model of 
colitis-associated colon cancer, using a tandem hybridization bead-based assay112. We identified 
miR-128-2-3p as new potent biomarker for colon cancer progression. For the work, we used large 
DNA (>100kDa) as a scaffold for multiple fluorophore attachment, in order to boost the 
fluorescence read-out of the assay, and even with detectable photobleaching, reach the limit of 
target detection 10pM with a standard fluorometry111. Confirming the clinical relevance of 
miRNA128-2, aberrant expression is associated with many types if human tumors145. Among 
others, a prognostic marker potential of miRNA128-2 is identified for hepatocellular carcinoma146. 
In addition, it induces chemoresistance in non-small cell lung cancer147. A potential pitfall and a 
scientific challenge of any miRNA detection method is the design of the specific detection probes. 
DNA:RNA binding needs a high binding affinity and specificity prediction to make the assay 
specific and sensitive. Recently, we applied a unique Peyrard-Bishop mesoscopic model to design 
oncogene specific probes, which accounts for both hydrogen bonding and pi-stacking interactions 
between each individual nucleotide pair76,99,148. The model included locked nucleic acid (LNA) 
enriched probes that were designed specifically to target the desired DNA and RNA. LNA is a 
nucleic acid analogue which improves the probes’ affinity and specificity especially for 
DNA:RNA recognition112. Using this model, we optimized oligonucleotide reagents so that the 
target SNP in coding RNA was discriminated with high specificity148. In this work, we 
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hypothesized that an amplification-free assay with rationally designed LNA/DNA probes can be 
applied to rapid and accurate SNP profiling in human miRNA. We verified our hypothesis testing 
plasma sample using a bead-based fluorescence hybridization assay in a cohort of 24 colitis 
samples, 20 colorectal cancer (CRC) samples and 20 matched healthy controls. 

 

4.2 Experimentals 

4.2.1 Model 

The Peyrard-Bishop model is described in details in SI. In brief, the model describes the DNA 
helix through a Hamiltonian, which contains a Morse potential describing the hydrogen bonds 
that connect each base-pair and a harmonic potential describing the stacking interaction of 
adjacent base-pairs76,126–128. Details on temperature prediction, parameter and DNA:RNA binding 
optimization are also provided in SI. The experimental dataset of melting temperatures has 73 
DNA:RNA hybrids sequences between 6-and 21-mer length at concentration of 100mM [Na+] and 
8μM of strand. 

4.2.2 Oligonucleotides 

Biotinylated DNA and miR-128-2-3p were all purchased from IDT. The calf thymus DNA (CTD) 
binding linker was synthesized by solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis. Details on linker 
synthesis and characterization is provided in SI. 

4.2.3 UV melting studies 

Capture probes and model miRNA targets (see sequences in Table S4.3) were annealed by mixing 
equal molar amounts in 1xPBS, pH 7.4, at 2μM final concentration, heating at 85°C for 10min, 
followed by cooling to room temperature over 1 h. UV melting experiments were carried out on 
JASCO V-730 instrument equipped with PAC-743 Peltier 8-position cell changer. Each melting 
was done in duplicate; Tm was determined as second derivative of absorbance at 260nm vs. 
temperature curve.  

4.2.4 Fluorophore study in chip 

For choosing the best dye for our miRNA detection assay, five different dyes were evaluated. 
EvaGreen (EG), AccuClear (AC), QuantiFluor (QF), Acridine Orange (AO) and Thiazole Orange 
(TO). Different dye concentrations were examined in order to investigate the intensity in presence 
of the CTD (booster). The samples were prepared by mixing 1xPBS with booster, and lastly the 
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dye was added and mixed by vortex. The booster used was calf thymus DNA (CTD; Sigma 
reagent no. D4522) with stock concentration at 4 mg/ml. The samples were covered in aluminum 
foil to prevent exposure to UV-light. 45μl of each sample was loaded in a one-chamber FLEET 
chip (design and production of the chips are described in SI) and analyzed by a 
Spectrofluorometer FS5 from Edinburgh Instruments with a SC-10 Front-Face Sample Holder 
module. Each test was run in duplicates. The CTD concentration in each sample was 2μM (10μL 
stock in 200μL sample) and dye concentrations varied as followed: EG, AC, QF: 0.5%, 1%, 2.0%, 
2.5%, 3.0%, 4.0% and AO, TO: 1.0%, 2.5%, 3.0%, 4.0%, 5.0%, 7.5%, 10.0%. Blanks had no CTD with 
4% or 10% dye. 

In order to test the photostability of the dyes, the samples were remeasured seven times. Each 
dye was tested in duplicates. After remeasurement, the photobleaching was calculated in 

percentage by the formula: % 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 100 − ( 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

) ⋅ 100 

To determine the limit of detection, we made a calibration curve for known amount of CTD with 
QuantiFluor fluorophore (CTD used in concentration range 0.1pM-1nM in presence of excess 
QuantiFluor fluorophore (100nM), in 1×PBS, pH 7.2). The fluorescence read out was obtained 
using Roche Light Cycler 480 equipment, at excitation/emission wavelengths 480-510nm/520-
570nm. 

4.2.5 Cohort information 

De-identified human colitis plasma samples were obtained from Stanford University (USA) 
under Stanford Institutional Review Board (IRB protocol 28427). Human colon cancer (CRC) 
samples were provided by Danish Biobank Regionernes Bio- og GenomBank (RBGB) Herlev, 
under National Videnskabsetisk Komité (National Research Ethics Committee) (NVK) number 
21015520. All the samples were fully anonymized prior to analyses (Supplementary Tables S4.8, 

S4.9). EDTA tubes were used for human blood collection. Plasma was obtained by 15min 
centrifugation at 2,000 g in a bench top centrifuge (4°C) of the fresh whole blood. The obtained 
plasma samples were stored in aliquots at -80°C prior to usage. 

4.2.6 miRNA analysis 

4.2.6.1 Probe design 

miRNA bead assay was conducted in duplicate following our published procedure111. The design 
principle of the probes has been described earlier111. miRNA target sequences were obtained from 
miR database (http://www.mirbase.org/). Complementary binary DNA probes were designed for 
each miRNA and enriched LNA to have high difference in melting temperature (Tm) for matched 
(mutated) vs mismatched (wildtype) target:probe duplex. Resulting probe sequences are 
conserved for human and mice samples and are given as: miRNA128-2-3p target code: 

http://www.mirbase.org/
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MIMAT0000424, wild type miRNA target: 5'-ucacagugaaccggucucuuu-3'. The linker was 
synthesized by solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis, purified, and characterized as described in 
SI. The CTD-binding part of the detection probes has been obtained from the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Nucleotide database (sequence ID GJ060426.1). 

4.2.6.2 miRNA detection assay 

For miRNA detection, streptavidin magnetic beads (NEB S1420S; 10μl, 4mg/mL) were placed in 
an Eppendorf tube and the clear supernatant was discarded using a magnetic separation rack. 
Then the beads were washed 3 times using each time 100μl 1×PBS, pH 7.2. Hereafter, the magnetic 
beads were resuspended in 1×PBS (20μl) and incubated with the miRNA-specific biotinylated 
capture probe (10μl, 1pmol) for 10 minutes on a shaker. When the incubation was finished the 
beads were washed with 1 × PBS (2 times by 100 μl) at RT and subsequently resuspended in 1 × 
PBS (20 μl). Next, plasma sample (10μl) or a known amount of synthetic miRNA target was added, 
and the resulting mixture was heated for 40 min at 65°C with repetitive vortexing every 10min, 
and subsequently cooled to 30°C over 30min followed by a wash with 1×PBS (2 times by 100μl) 
at 30°C. After cooling to RT, the CTD-signal boosting DNA (5pmol; 2μl) was added, followed by 
addition of the linker/detection probe (25μl; 2pmol), and 2×PBS (25μl) to the solution. The mixture 
was heated for 10min at 85°C and cooled to 16°C over 20min followed by a wash with 2×PBS (3 
times with 100μl) at room temperature (23°C). The mixture was resuspended with 2×PBS (30μl), 
heated 10min at 92°C and the supernatant was extracted. The supernatant was placed in a 
solution with QuantiFluor (3μl, 20 × stock) and 2×PBS (10μl). The resulting mixture was vortexed 
for 7min, followed by 5min at 92°C and finally cooled to  room temperature (23°C) over 60min. 
Fluorescence read out was obtained using Roche Light Cycler 480 equipment, at excitation/ 
emission wavelengths 480-510 nm/520-570 nm. 

4.2.6.3 Quantification and Validation 

To quantify the amount of miRNA captured on the mutation specific capture probe, we used a 
calibration curve (Figure S4.6) from CTD in QF on the fluorescence readout obtained from the 
Roche Light Cycler 480. This was converted to level of captured miRNA in each sample [nM] and 
are shown in Table S4.10-S4.12 for CRC, colitis and healthy samples. The results of the bead-
based assay for wild type miRNA were verified by commercial TaqMan RT-qPCR as described 
(ThermoFisher)48. DNase-treated RNA extracted from plasma samples (Qiagen RNeasy kit, as 
suggested by manufacturer), was retrotranscribed with the SuperScript™III First-Strand 
Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen). RNA levels were analyzed by real-time quantitative 
TaqMan RT-qPCR (ThermoFisher), following the manufacturer's instructions. Reactions were 
performed with the LightCycler® 480 Instrument (Roche) in 384-multiwell plates. Primers for 
wildtype and mutated miR-128-2-3p (3' and 3'-1) were custom designed and provided in a 
mastermix by ThermoFisher. Thermal cycling was performed as follows: one pre-incubation cycle 
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at 95°C for 10 min (ramp rate: 4.8°C/s); 35 amplification cycles at 95°C for 10sec, 57°C for 30sec 
and 72°C for 5sec (ramp rates: 4.8, 2.2 and 4.8°C/s). The obtained Ct values for detected miRNA 
(wt, 3' and 3'-1 variants) were converted to concentrations by use of the standard curve (Fig. 

S6.3.1). 

4.2.7 Statistical analysis 

Statistical data analysis was performed by applying descriptive statistics (Students t test, Welch 
test and regression analyses, Pearson correlation, linear regression) in R. A P-value ≤ 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 “Booster” dye optimization 

We started with developing an ultra-sensitive amplification-free protocol that would allow 
detection of miRNA variants at low concentration. We choose the tandem hybridization bead 
based method, used in previous work, and optimized the protocol to get lower limit of detection 
(LOD)111,112. Calf thymus DNA (CTD) was used as a scaffold for multiplying the number of 
fluorophores per target RNA:probe binding event111. We selected a chip format for rapid 
screening of different dyes compatible with hybridization-based nucleic acid detection. The chip 
was prepared as a one-chamber device made of PMMA (described in SI). Using this convenient 
device, we rapidly investigated five fluorescent dyes that recognize DNA; EvaGreen, AccuClear, 
QuantiFluor, Acridine Orange and Thiazole Orange for photostability and emission intensity in 
the presence of CTD used as signal booster. Figure 4.1A shows representative emission spectrum 
of QuantiFlour. As shown in Figure 4.1B, QuantiFluor and Thiazole Orange emit the most 
florescence relative to their concentration. Photobleaching happens over multiple absorption- and 
emission-circles, where a fluorophore loses the ability to emit light149. Photobleaching was 
examined by remeasuring the same samples seven times in duplicates. Figure 4.1C shows the 
percentage photobleaching observed a different dye concentration. AccuClear and QuantiFluor 
were found to be most photostable. Based on the data from the emission and photobleaching 
studies, we selected QuantiFluor as the “booster” dye for our miRNA detection assay, giving a 
limit of detected (LOD) of 2.2pM and bleaching 2.5% on average over seven exposures. 
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Figure 4.1: Fluorophore study in chip. Five dyes were evaluated, namely EvaGreen (EG), AccuClear 
(AC), QuantiFluor (QF), Acridine Orange (AO) and Thiazole Orange (TO). A) Representation emission 
spectrum of QF. B) Grouped plot of the maximum emission values for each dye in comparable 
concentrations. C) Dye photobleach (% from first to last measurement). 

 

4.3.2 SNP probe design 

After determining the optimal booster dye, we proceeded with analysis of miRNA in human 
plasma samples. For this, we selected miRNA128-2-3p as a potent biomarker with upregulation 
in colitis and colorectal cancer112. The probes for the assay were designed as a tandem 
hybridization system, where biotinylated capture probe attached to the magnetic bead surface 
was a mutation-specific LNA-enriched oligonucleotide (Figure 4.2). Secondary probe, called 
linker, binds to the 5' end of the miRNA and contains sequence that specifically interacts with the 
signal booster. It has sequence: 5'-T+C+A+CT+GT+GATTTTGAT+GGG+AATAC+CAGACC-3'. The first 
part (dashed) adjusts to 5'-end of the target miRNA with a predicted Tm of 45C°. The underlined 
3'–end binds to CTD. LNA nucleotides are indicated with a plus (+) in front of the corresponding 
nucleotide letter. As a proof of principle, we designed 12 mutation specific capture probes of 12 
nucleotides in length, recognizing mutations at 3' terminus and 3 adjacent positions (3', 3'-1, 3'-2, 
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3'-3) of the target miRNA. The probe sequences were designed using a parameterization of the 
Peyrard-Bishop model for LNA-modified probes. The model describes the sequences through the 
hydrogen-bonds between each base-pair and their stacking interaction76,148. The design allowed 
up to four LNA additions per sequence to reach improved binding affinity to target miRNA. We 
aimed at a drop in the melting temperature in the presence of mismatch in the target. Final probes 
and their predicted discrimination of mismatch (ΔTm) are shown in Table 4.1. The design was 
successful in terms of discriminating SNP; with melting temperature difference (ΔTm) for match 
vs. mismatch in range 8.8°C – 17.2°C (Table 4.1).  

 

Table 4.1. Mutation specific capture DNA/LNA probes targeting miRNA128-2-3p applied in this study; 
predicted and experimental difference in melting temperatures (ΔTm) between fully matched (mutant) and 
mismatched (wild type) RNA:capture probe complexes. 

# Sequence, 5'→ 3' Position of 
mutations 

ΔTm, pred, °C ΔTm, exp, °C 

C1 Bt-Sp9-d(AAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) None, wt 13.3 17.3 
C2 Bt-Sp9-d(TAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) 3’, U>A 11.3 16.4 
C3 Bt-Sp9-d(CAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) 3’, U>G 11.3 12.8 
C4 Bt-Sp9-d(GAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) 3’, U>C 11.3 6.6 
C5 Bt-Sp9-d(ATAGA+GACC+G+GT) n-1, U>A 10.0 18.4 
C6 Bt-Sp9-d(ACAGA+GACC+G+GT) n-1, U>G 10.0 10.2 
C7 Bt-Sp9-d(+AGA+GAGA+CCGGT) n-1, U>C 10.3 25.5 
C8 Bt-Sp9-d(AAT+GAG+A+CCGGT) n-2, U>A 10.8 NM 
C9 Bt-Sp9-d(AAC+GAGA+CCGGT) n-2, U>G 10.8 NM 

C10 Bt-Sp9-d(AAG+GAGA+CCGGT) n-2, U>C 10.8 NM 
C11 Bt-Sp9-d(AAA+T+AGACC+GGT) n-3, C>A 8.8 NM 
C12 Bt-Sp9-d(AAACAGA+CCG+GT) n-3, C>G 17.2 NM 
C13 Bt-Sp9-d(AAAAAG+A+CCG+GT) n-3, C>U 14.6 NM 
C14 Bt-Sp9-d(AGCGCGGATAAA)  scramble 14.6 NM 

 
Figure 4.2: Design of tandem hybridization probes for this study. Biotinylated mutation specific 

capture probe (blue), miRNA128-2-3p or variant (pink), Linker (yellow) with booster binding part. 
CTD = calf thymus DNA (booster). 
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*Wt = wild type. Bt = biotin; Sp9 = spacer C9H18; + =LNA; pred=predicted, exp=experimental, NM = not 
measured. Position opposite to the mutated nucleotide in the target miRNA is underlined. Wild-type 
miRNA128-2-3p: 5'-r(UCACAGUGAACCGGUCUCUUU)-3'. 

4.3.3 Tandem hybridization bead-based assay – Detecting SNPs in human plasma 
miR-128-2-3p 

Prior to the assay, melting temperatures of capture probes were evaluated by a thermal 
denaturation study. We analyzed C1-C7 with complement model miRNA targets (M1-M7, Table 

S4.4) and results are seen in Table S4.5. Difference in Tm between two independent 
measurements did not exceed 1.5°C. The experimental ΔTm of matched vs. mutant was found to 
range between 6.6°C – 25.5°C (Table 4.1, ΔTm exp.), which is a slightly broader range than 
predicted. However, these UV melting temperature studies confirmed that the designed capture 
probes could effectively discriminate between the wild type miRNA128-2-3p and its mutated 
analogues. For the amplification-free assay, biotinylated capture probes C1-C14 were attached to 
streptavidin-coated magnetic beads in individual reaction tubes (Figure 4.3). We used elevated 
temperature (30°C) in the following washing step to ensure that unspecific capture probe:target 
binding did not take place. After sequential incubation with patient plasma sample, linker probe 
and booster were added. Followed by several washes, the complex was denatured and the 
supernatant transferred to a QuantiFluor solution after which the fluorescence signal was 
detected (Figure 4.3). 

A fluorescence calibration curve was established to convert optical read out of the amplification-
free assay into absolute amounts of either wild type or mutated miRNA. The absolute amounts 
of wild type and mutated miRNA obtained for human plasma samples are shown in Figure 4.4. 
For the wild type target, the assay was validated using RT-qPCR as we reported before111. 
Regression analysis gave the following model of the concentration of miRNA128-2-3p in nM for 
all tested samples:  𝑐(𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑) = 0.49 ⋅ 𝑐(𝑞𝑃𝐶𝑅),   P-val = 3.2 ⋅ 10−9,  𝑟2 = 0.43, where bead refers to 
our bead-based hybridization assay. The model reveals a higher (p-value= 7.7 ⋅ 10−4) wild type 
miRNA titer determined by RT-qPCR. 
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Figure 4.3:  Procedure of miRNA detection bead-based assay: i) Streptavidin magnetic beads were 
incubated with biotinylated mutation specific capture probes (C1-C14) followed by ii) washing, iii) 
incubation with samples containing miRNA128-2-3p and variants then iv) washing. v) Beads were then 
incubated with CTD, linker and buffer followed by vi) washing and vii) denaturation by heating to 92°C 
in 10min, and viii) the supernatant transferred to QuantiFluor (QF) solution, ix) that was incubated at 
92°C in 5min and cooled to 23°C over 60min. Finally, x) the concentration of miRNA128-2-3p and 
variants were quantified by fluorescence detection.  
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According to one-way ANOVA, there is a statistically significant difference among all groups in 
diseased samples (CRC, Colitis), and not in healthy controls (Figure 4.4). Notably, levels of 
mutated miRNA are higher in the diseased samples than healthy controls. It indicates an 
association between SNP mutations in miR-128-2-3p and diseases colitis and colorectal cancer. 
Next, there is a high similarity in miRNA mutation pattern between colitis and colorectal cancer, 
with slightly higher levels of mutated miRNA in the former. In both diseased groups, levels of 
terminal mutated miR-128-2-3p in the first three positions (C2-C10) are higher than for healthy 
controls. In particular of 3'-2 U>G and 3'-2 U>C mutations gives the highest levels. Opposite, for 
3'-3 position the levels of mutated miRNA-128-2- 3p are lowest. Using a QuantiFluor calibration 
curve, LOD of the assay is determined to be 2.2pM RNA target which is 5 times lower compared 

 

Figure 4.4:  Results of amplification-free hybridization assay in human colorectal cancer (green), colitis 
(orange) and healthy (grey) plasma samples – Box-whisker plot with outliers. miRNA targets are 
illustrated with position of mutation (red dot). Letters show the individual modifications, correlating 
with the capture probe numbers (C2-C13); wt = wild type (C1); scr = scrambled capture probe (C14).  
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to previously used EvaGreen111,112. High specificity of the assay is confirmed with no binding for 
scrambled control probe C14. 

4.3.4 Correlation with other clinical parameters 

To further explore the biological role of the SNP mutations in miRNA128-2-3p, we performed 
Pearson correlations of clinical features for subjects with obtained levels of miRNA (Table S4.18). 
Relatively weak correlations were observed, with Pearson coefficients in the range -0.34 to +0.38. 
Interestingly, multiple correlations were observed for same few miRNA variants, namely C4, C6, 
C7 and C10. Age correlated negatively with C4 and C12 levels (Pearson coefficient -0.21 and -0.3, 
respectively); as to gender, there were no correlations. Disease type and stage correlated 
negatively with levels of several mutated miRNAs, also with wild type (C1, C4 and C10). A 
positive correlation was seen for history of ulcerative colitis with C8 (Pearson coefficient 0.38); 
and for hemoglobin levels correlating positively with C4 and C10 (Pearson coefficient 0.29 and 
0.27, respectively), and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), correlating positively with C5 
(Pearson coefficient 0.21). Last, we observed positive correlation of mutated miRNA-128-2-3p (C6, 
C7 and C13), with race of subjects, no-White group having higher correlation with the mutated 
miRNA. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

In this study, we optimize a bead-based hybridization assay to accurately detect SNPs in human 
miRNA128-2-3p. From examinations of five different dyes, QuantiFluor was chosen for the 
miRNA detection bead-based assay as it had the best emission qualities and photostability. By 
this, we achieved an optimized LOD from 10pM to 2.2pM111. In the literature, the majority of 
existing miRNA detection methods require enzymes for signal amplification such as RTPCR, 
rolling circle amplification, strand displacement amplification and exonuclease/nicking 
endonuclease-assistant amplification66. Only few amplification-free methods sensitive to miRNA 
SNPs have been developed, and even less has been applied to detect SNPs in miRNA66,67,150. In 
2014, Qiu et al. described the use of a hybridization chain reaction to fluorescently identify let-7a 
on SNP level using two different silver nanocluster hairpin oligomers66. Caputo et al. designed a 
miRNA detection platform using microgels and molecular beacon stem loops, that when 
conjugated together, could catch miRNA in samples67. The biosensor showed SNP selectivity and 
low sensitivity (nanomolar to picomolar order, LOD 10fM, detection time 1h). The miRNA 
detection methods described in Caputo et al. and Qiu et al. both show SNP selectivity. However, 
the methods is not applied for detection of specific miRNAs SNPs in the biological samples and 
are only analyzing the wild-type miRNA66,67. A recent study by Xia et al. applied the SYBR green 
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fluorophore for SNP detection. In the assay, graphene oxide was added to prevent SYBR green 
dsDNA insertion, quenching the fluorescent signal and thus allowing SNP detection151. The 
method has LOD of 1nM, but was used for DNA rather than (mi)RNA targets, which were 
synthetic rather than biological151. It is well known that mutations appear at an extremely low 
frequency in genome and transcriptome152,153. Although an amplification-free approach can 
efficiently reduce the complexity of an experiment system, the detection sensitivity of these assays 
can in general not meet the requirements of biological analysis and clinical applications. In this 
assay, the detection limit is determined to be 2.2pM, which is poorer than isothermal exponential 
amplification reaction (EXPAR) with chimeric DNA probe-aided precise RNA disconnection 
(1fM)154 and tandem gene amplification (8.3fg)155. Nevertheless, given relatively high miRNA 
concentration in the samples we tested (0.07-1.64nM), applying our method is feasible 
(Supplementary Tables S4.10-S4.12).  

Using our probes in an amplification-free assay, we show that wild type miRNA128-2-3p is 
present in a significantly higher amount in colitis and CRC patients than in healthy controls and 
therefore, the miRNA can be used as a biomarker for colon cancer progression. Furthermore, we 
were able to quantify the amount of SNP variants in several positions of miRNA128-2-3p obtained 
from the samples from colitis and CRC patients. To the best of our knowledge, SNP in miRNA128-
2-3p associated with colitis or CRC have not yet been reported. A risk of false positive signal is 
considerable when detecting miRNA SNP such as with miR-141 and miR-200a reported by 
Metcalf et al.150. However, our data can be fitted with TaqMan qPCR data, confirming accuracy 
of the developed assay. For the RT-qPCR, a higher amount of wild-type miRNA128-2-3p was 
detected compared to our bead-based assay, which lowers the risk of false positive samples. 
However, is also indicates that the calibration and accuracy of the assay can be optimized further. 

Applying our bead-based assay in human plasma samples, we detect a significant difference in 
mutated miRNA levels of diseased samples, but not in healthy controls. It indicates that healthy 
individuals have baseline levels of SNP miRNA128-2-3p, some of which gets elevated upon 
disease state. Therefore, the miRNA128-2-3p SNPs giving the best discrimination of healthy and 
disease individuals can be selected as biomarkers of CRC and colitis. Our study indicates that 
SNP mutations 3’-2U>G and 3’-2U>C (capture probes C9 and C10) are promising biomarkers of 
CRC (median difference is 44% for both, P-values 3.1⋅108 and 1.2⋅105, respectively). Likewise, SNP 
mutations 3’-2U>A and 3’-2U>G (capture probes C8 and C9) discriminates colitis well which 
median differences of 48% (p-value: 1.6⋅10-9) and 50% (p-value: 1.6⋅10-8), respectively. In addition, 
Person correlation was positive between 3’-2U>A (C8) and history of ulcerative colitis (Pearson 
coefficient: 0.38), while 3’-2U>C (C10) positively correlated with hemoglobin (Pearson coefficient: 
0.27), while negatively with disease type and stage (Pearson coefficient: -0.23). Importantly, the 
3’-2 mutations were not correlated with either age or gender. Taken together, 3’-2 SNP mutations 
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of miRNA128-2-3p are promising as biomarkers of CRC and colitis. However, the finding should 
be verified in a larger cohort.  

This work demonstrates the utility of a tandem hybridization bead-based assay to detect SNP 
mutation in specific miRNA miRNA128-2-3p. However, we predict a potential to expand the 
technology to detection of various clinical and biological relevant RNA biomarkers. The 
developed Peyrard-Bishop model offers a tool for design of high-sensitivity probes, which can 
adapt the assay to screening of any miRNA SNP, potentially allowing early disease diagnosis. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

In summary, we designed specific hybridization probes to detect SNPs in miRNA128-2-3p. We 
applied the Peyrard-Bishop mesoscopic model to design LNA enriched capture probes with high 
specificity for miRNA128-2-3p and its mutants. We showed high discrimination between match 
and mismatch probes with a ΔTm range between 6.6-25.5°C. The mutation-specific capture probes 
were incorporated into bead-based amplification-free detection platform. Using the assay, we 
successfully quantified levels of miRNA128-2-3p and its mutated variants in plasma samples 
from colitis and colorectal cancer patients. We improved the LOD from 10pM to 2.2pM using the 
fluorescent dye QuantiFluor. Using the bead-assay we demonstrated a significantly higher level 
of the wild type miRNA128-2-3p in colitis and colorectal cancer than in healthy. Moreover, we 
observed a generally higher amount of mutated miRNA128-2-3p in colitis and CRC than in  
healthy controls, except for mutations in the 3’-3 position. Our approach can be used to detect 
various biologically and clinically relevant RNA biomarkers, which might be useful in fast and 
efficient early stage diagnosing or screening. 
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4.6 Supporting Information 

4.6.1 Mesoscopic Modelling 

4.6.1.1 Model 

The Peyrard-Bishop model describes the DNA helix through a Hamiltonian, which contains a 
Morse potential describing the hydrogen bonds that connect each base-pair and a harmonic 
potential describing the stacking interaction of adjacent base-pairs 76,126–128.  

 𝑈𝑖,𝑖+1 = 𝑘𝛼,𝛽

2
(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖−1)2 + 𝐷𝛼(𝑒−𝑦/𝜆𝛼 − 1)

2, (1.1) 

The equation above describes the interaction of the 𝑖th base pair with its nearest-neighbour, 𝑖 +
1. Where, 𝐷𝛼 and 𝜆𝛼 describes the depth and width of the 𝑖th base-pair of type 𝛼, respectively. 
An elastic constant 𝑘𝛼,𝛽, is used to describe the coupling between nearest neighbours base-pairs 
and the coordinate 𝑦 represents the relative displacements between the bases. 
The sum for the Eq. (1.1) over all possible N base-pairs is carried out using its partition function:  

 𝑍𝑦 = ∫𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑦1 ∫𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑦2 ⋅⋅⋅ ∫𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑦𝑁 × ∏𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑒−𝛽𝑈(𝑦𝑖,𝑦𝑖+1) (1.2) 

where 𝛽 = 1 𝑘𝐵⁄ 𝑇, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant and 𝑇 the absolute temperature. Subsequently, 
the integral over all possible configurations of base pair displacements, 𝑦𝑖 is performed.  From 
the partition function, Eq. (1.2) an adimensional index 𝜏 is derived and it is directly correlated 
with the experimental melting temperatures. Furthermore, the average displacement, 〈𝑦𝑚〉, at the 
𝑚th position in the sequence can be derived from:  

 〈𝑦𝑚〉 = 1
𝑍𝑦

∫𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑦1 ∫𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑦2 ⋅⋅⋅ ∫𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑑𝑦𝑁 × 𝑦𝑚 ∏𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑒−𝛽𝑈(𝑦𝑖,𝑦𝑖+1) (1.3) 

 

4.6.1.2 Temperature Prediction 

Considering a set 𝑃 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2,⋅⋅⋅, 𝑝𝐹} of Morse potentials, 𝐷, and stacking parameters, 𝑘, an index 
𝜏𝑖(𝑃) is calculated for each sequence 𝑖 using the partition function, Eq. (1.2), for the Peyrard-
Bishop Hamiltonian. Therefore, the melting temperature, 𝑇𝑖

′(𝑃) for each parameter set, 𝑃 , is 
derived from the equation:  

 𝑇𝑖
′(𝑃) = 𝑎0(𝑁) + 𝑎1(𝑁)𝜏𝑖(𝑃) (1.4) 

 where 𝑁 is the length of the sequence. 

 

4.6.1.3 Parameter Optimization 

The optimization process consists in minimizing the merit function 
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 𝜒𝑗
2 = ∑𝑁

𝑖=1 [𝑇𝑖
′(𝑃𝑗) − 𝑇𝑖]2

 (1.5) 

where 𝑇𝑖
′(𝑃𝑗) is the calculated melting temperature from Eq. (1.4), 𝑇𝑖 is the experimental melting 

temperature and N is the number of melting temperatures in the dataset. The search for the 
minimum is made through a downhill simplex method156, and the procedure is made 𝑗 times. In 
each j, a new set of Morse potentials, 𝐷, and stacking parameters, 𝑘 is used. The problem of local 
minima is avoided repeating the minimization several times, starting over with different initial 
parameters following the procedures described in 127,157. The final parameters shown here are 
those for the lowest overall 𝜒2, and we estimate the parameter uncertainty from the standard 
deviations over the selected minimizations. 

Additionally, we also use as a quality parameter the average prediction difference 

 〈𝛥𝑇〉 = 1
𝑁

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 |𝑇𝑖

′ − 𝑇𝑖|. (1.6) 

4.6.1.4 DNA:RNA Optimization 

The partition function was integrated up to 400 points in an interval between 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛= - 0.1 nm and 
𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 20 nm with an eigenvalue cut-off of 10 (Eq. (22) of Kawasaki et al.158). 

Seed parameters 

In all optimizations the initial parameter 𝑝𝑖 is varied randomly in an interval  

 𝑝𝑖 ∈ [(1 − 𝑓)𝑠𝑖, (1 + 𝑓)𝑠𝑖] (1.7) 

that is, within a fraction ±𝑓 of a seed value 𝑠𝑖. 

For instance, 𝑓 = 0.1, which results in the interval [0.9𝑠𝑖, 1.1𝑠𝑖]. As initial parameters for Morse 
potentials, 𝐷, and stacking parameters, 𝑘, were used generic parameters157. The minimized Morse 
potentials and stacking parameters are displayed in the Table S4.1. 

k (eV/nm2)  D (meV)  

dArU-dArU: 0.75(0.59) dArU-dCrG: 7.09(1.94)  dArU: 20.75(12.42)  

dArU-dGrC: 2.69(0.75) dArU-dTrA: 4.42(1.63)  dCrG: 64.23(12.46)  

dCrG-dArU: 3.77(1.30) dCrG-dCrG: 2.48(0.63)  dGrC: 68.87(14.07)  

dCrG-dGrC: 1.51(0.51) dCrG-dTrA: 2.67(0.66)  dTrA: 40.69(12.51)  

dGrC-dArU: 2.24(0.56) dGrC-dCrG: 2.07(0.69)  

dGrC-dGrC: 1.47(0.73) dGrC-dTrA: 1.93(0.72)  

dTrA-dArU: 1.34(0.90) dTrA-dCrG: 2.98(0.55)  

dTrA-dGrC: 2.34(0.88) dTrA-dTrA: 2.47(0.76)  
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Table S4.1: DNA:RNA stacking (k) and Morse (D) parameters at 100mM [Na+] estimated uncertainty is 
shown in compact notation. 

Experimental Data 

The dataset of melting temperatures has 73 DNA:RNA hybrids sequences between 6-and 21-mer 
length at concentration of 100mM [Na+] and 8𝜇 M of strand. The Table S4.2 shows all the 
sequences with the experimental and predicted melting temperatures. 

𝟓′ → 𝟑′   𝟑′ → 𝟓′  𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑 𝑻𝒑𝒓𝒆 

  r(GGUCGC)   d(CCAGCG)e 27.2 26.52 
  r(CGGACC)   d(GCCTGG)e 26.1 25.41 
  r(GCCGUGAG)   d(CGGCACTC)e 41.2 40.92 
  r(GAGCCGUG)   d(CTCGGCAC)e 41.5 40.92 
  r(GUCAGACU)   d(CAGTCTGA)e 29.7 29.17 
  r(GACAGUCU)   d(CTGTCAGA)e 30.1 29.17 
  r(GAACUGCC)   d(CTTGACGG)e 33.5 31.96 
  r(GGCAGUUC)   d(CCGTCAAG)e 33.8 31.86 
  r(GCACAGCC)   d(CGTGTCGG)a 35.6 39.90 
  d(GCACAGCC)   r(CGUGUCGG)a 37.2 40.69 
  r(CCUUCCCUU)   d(GGAAGGGAA)a 20.5 23.42 
  r(UUCCCUUCC)   d(AAGGGAAGG)a 14.9 22.74 
  d(CCTTCCCTT)   r(GGAAGGGAA)a 44.8 41.57 
  d(TTCCCTTCC)   r(AAGGGAAGG)a 44.2 42.03 
  r(GCCAGUUAA)   d(CGGTCAATT)d 30.6 29.92 
  r(GCGAUCGGA)   d(CGCTAGCCT)e 43.5 41.82 
  r(GCCAGUAGG)   d(CGGTCATCC)e 42.6 42.87 
  r(GCUCUCUGGC)   d(CGAGAGACCG)a 40.8 42.33 
  d(GCTCTCTGGC)   r(CGAGAGACCG)a 50.9 51.22 
  r(GAAGAGAAGC)   d(CTTCTCTTCG)b 46.9 43.10 
  d(GAAGAGAAGC)   r(CUUCUCUUCG)b 23.7 22.87 
  r(GUUCAAUACG)   d(CAAGTTATGC)e 27.5 28.24 
  r(AGGAUGACCG)   d(TCCTACTGGC)e 45.9 45.35 
  r(CGCUUGUUAC)   d(GCGAACAATG)e 33.1 29.68 
  r(GUAACAAGCG)   d(GTGAACAATG)e 39.2 39.10 
  r(CACUUGUUAC)   d(GTGAACAATG)e 28.1 25.17 
  r(AAUCUGGCCA)   d(TTAGACCGGT)e 42.8 40.06 
  r(AUGGCUCCAA)   d(TACCGAGGTT)e 40.1 40.06 
  r(GGGGAACAAGG)   d(CCCCTTGTTCC)e 54.3 52.93 
  r(UUCACCUGGUC)   d(AAGTGGACCAG)e 45.3 40.92 
  d(TCCCTCCTCTCC)   r(AGGGAGGAGAGG)a 61.4 60.89 
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  r(GGCAGGAAUCCG)   d(CCGTCCTTAGGC)e 56.8 54.94 
  r(GGAAUCAGGCCG)   d(CCTTAGTCCGGC)e 56.3 54.94 
  r(UAUCUUCCGAAU)   d(ATAGAAGGCTTA)e 30.2 32.46 
  r(UAUCCUUCGAAU)   d(ATAGGAAGCTTA)e 29.6 32.47 
  r(AAUGGAUUACAA)   d(TTACCTAATGTT)e 36.3 34.51 
  r(AUUGGAUACAAA)   d(TAACCTATGTTT)e 36.2 34.50 
  r(CCUGGAAUCCAA)   d(GGACCTTAGGTT)e 48.2 46.79 
  r(GGCUCAAUUGAC)   d(CCGAGTTAACTG)e 45.2 43.38 
  r(CGGCCUUGAUCC)   d(GCCGGAACTAGG)e 51.9 49.57 
  r(CGGAUUCCUGCC)   d(GCCTAAGGACGG)e 50.3 49.58 
  r(UCCGAAUUAUCU)   d(AGGCTTAATAGA)e 35.8 32.47 
  r(AGAUAAUUCGGA)   d(TCTATTAAGCCT)e 35.5 37.62 
  r(GCUUCUCUCUUC)   d(CGAAGAGAGAAG)e 31.5 31.17 
  r(GAAGAGAGAAGC)   d(CTTCTCTCTTCG)e 54.0 51.39 
  r(UCGUUCUUGUCU)   d(AGCAAGAACAGA)e 36.4 35.71 
  r(AGACAAGAACGA)   d(TCTGTTCTTGCT)e 47.6 47.45 
  r(AUUGGAUACAAA)   d(TAACCTATGTTT)d 35.5 34.50 
  d(GAGCTCCCAGGC)   r(CUCGAGGGUCCG)a 60.3 57.00 
  r(GAGCUCCCAGGC)   d(CTCGAGGGTCCG)a 56.7 57.95 
  r(UCCCUCCUCUCC)   d(AGGGAGGAGAGG)a 43.4 45.41 
  r(GUUAGCGUUACGC)   d(CAATCGCAATGCG)e 45.0 46.20 
  r(GCGUUUACGUAGC)   d(CGCAAATGCATCG)e 47.8 46.19 
  r(UCACGUAGUCGUAU)   d(AGTGCATCAGCATA)e 49.8 49.57 
  r(UGUACGUCACAACUA)   d(ACATGCAGTGTTGAT)a 49.2 49.24 
  r(UAUACAAGUUAUCUA)   d(ATATGTTCAATAGAT)a 35.9 34.05 
  r(CGACUAUGCAAAAAC)   d(GCTGATACGTTTTTG)a 47.3 48.47 
  d(TAGTTATCTCTATCT)   r(AUCAAUAGAGAUAGA)a 45.4 43.28 
  d(TGTACGTCACAACTA)   r(ACAUGCAGUGUUGAU)a 50.6 50.64 
  d(TATACAAGTTATCTA)   r(AUAUGUUCAAUAGAU)a 35.2 35.29 
  d(CGACTATGCAAAAAC)   r(GCUGAUACGUUUUUG)a 39.0 41.13 
  r(UAGUUAUCUCUAUCU)   d(ATCAATAGAGATAGA)a 34.9 34.45 
  d(CGACTATGCAAGTAC)   r(GCUGAUACGUUCAUG)c 45.1 48.84 
  d(CGCAAAAAAAAAACGC)   r(GCGUUUUUUUUUUGCG)a 28.7 30.70 
  r(CGCAAAAAAAAAACGC)   d(GCGTTTTTTTTTTGCG)a 50.2 51.44 
  d(GGACCGGAAGGTACGAG)   r(CCUGGCCUUCCAUGCUC)c 57.0 57.99 
  d(CTCGTACCTTCCGGTCC)   r(GAGCAUGGAAGGCCAGG)a 64.8 65.29 
  r(CUCGUACCUUCCGGUCC)   d(GAGCATGGAAGGCCAGG)a 56.0 57.99 
  r(CUCGUACCUUUCCGGUCC)   d(GAGCATGGAAAGGCCAGG)a 56.8 55.89 
  d(CTCGTACCTTTCCGGTCC)   r(GAGCAUGGAAAGGCCAGG)a 65.2 64.61 
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  d(CTCGTACCATTCCGGTCC)   r(GAGCAUGGUAAGGCCAGG)c 63.7 64.22 
 r(GCCGAGGUCCAUGUCGUACGC)   d(CGGCTCCAGGTACAGCATGCG)a 68.1 66.04 
  d(GCCGAGGTCCATGTCGTACGC)   r(CGGCUCCAGGUACAGCAUGCG)a 68.2 64.98 
Table S4.2: Sequences of DNA:RNA hybrids and their measured ( 𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑 ) and predicted melting 

temperatures (𝑻𝒑𝒓𝒆). Main strands are shown on top of each row in 5'→3' direction, while complementary 
strands are in the bottom of the same row in 3'→5' direction. The d and r before the oligonucleotide mean 
DNA and RNA sequence, respectively. The final quality parameters of the optimization were 〈𝛥𝑇〉 = 1.65 
°C and 𝜒2 = 330.58 °C2. a Sequences collected from159. b Sequences collected from 160. c Sequences collected 
from 161. d Sequences collected from 158. e Sequences collected from 162. 

 

4.6.2 Oligonucleotides 

4.6.2.1 Purchased Oligonucleotides  

Biotinylated DNA and miR-128-2-3p were all purchased from IDT. Sequences are shown in Table 
S2.1. miR128-2-3p target and capturing probes (C1-C14) were used for miRNA SNP bead-assay 
detection. Model miR128 targets (M1-M7) and capturing probes (C1-C7) were used for UV 
melting studies (Tm). The CTD binding linker was synthesized by solid-phase oligonucleotide 
synthesis. 

Name 𝟓′ → 𝟑′ Name 𝟓′ → 𝟑′ 
miR-128-2-3p  r(UCACAGUGAACCGGUCUCUUU) C11 Bt-Sp9-d(AAA+T+AGACC+GGT) 
C1 (wt) Bt-Sp9-d(AAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) C12 Bt-Sp9-d(AAACAGA+CCG+GT) 
C2 Bt-Sp9-d(TAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) C13 Bt-Sp9-d(AAAAAG+A+CCG+GT) 
C3 Bt-Sp9-d(CAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) C14 (scr) Bt-Sp9-d(AGCGCGGATAAA) 
C4 Bt-Sp9-d(GAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) miR-128 M1 r(ACCGGUCUCUUU) 
C5 Bt-Sp9-d(ATAGA+GACC+G+GT) miR-128 M2 r(ACCGGUCUCUUA) 
C6 Bt-Sp9-d(ACAGA+GACC+G+GT) miR-128 M3 r(ACCGGUCUCUUG) 
C7 Bt-Sp9-d((+AGA+GAGA+CCGGT) miR-128 M4 r(ACCGGUCUCUUC) 
C8 Bt-Sp9-d(AAT+GAG+A+CCGGT) miR-128 M5 r(ACCGGUCUCUAU) 
C9 Bt-Sp9-d(AAC+GAGA+CCGGT) miR-128 M6 r(ACCGGUCUCUGU) 
C10 Bt-Sp9-d(AAG+GAGA+CCGGT) miR-128 M7 r(ACCGGUCUCUCU) 
Table S4.3 Purchased oligonucleotides from IDT. Bt= Biotin; Sp9 = Spacer C9H18; scr = scramble control; 

d = deoxyribonucleotides; r = ribonucleotides. 

 

4.6.2.2 Oligonucleotide Synthesis and Characterization  

The LNA/DNA linker was synthesized in 1μmol scale using solid support (CPG 1000Å, Sigma 
Aldrich) on Expedite Nucleic Acid Synthesis System. Reagents purchased from Sigma Aldrich: 
TCA Deblock, DCI activator 0.25M, Oxidizer 0.02M, CapA and CapB. Commercial 
phosphoramidites from Sigma Aldrich (dA(Bz), dC(Bz), dG(ib), dT) were all prepared in 0.07M 
solutions using dry MeCN. LNA phosphoramidites (indicated with ‘+’ in table below) from 
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Qiagen (LNA-A(bz), LNA-mC(Bz), LNA-G(dmf)) were added using manually coupling: 25 mg 
LNA phosphoramidite was dissolved with 400μl dry MeCN (+C: 200μl DCM+200μl MeCN) and 
600μl DCI Activator in a 1ml syringe, mixed and added to the column with 50μl/min. The 
oligonucleotide was cleaved from solid support using 28-30% ammonia solution from Sigma 
Aldrich at 55°C for 12h. The identity of the oligonucleotide was established by mass spectrometry 
(MS) using an Autoflex speed MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Hamburg, 
Germany). Samples were co-spotted with 3-Hydroxypicolinic acid as matrix on a MTP 
AnchorChip target plate for the analysis. The obtained mass spectra were recorded by flexControl 
3.4 (Bruker Daltonics, Germany) software. The oligonucleotide was purified on an Ultimate 3000 
UHPLC (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) using a DNA-Pac RP (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA, USA) column (4μm, 3.0 × 100 mm2) with a gradient of 5–25% buffer B in A over 30min at 
60℃. Buffer A: 0.05M TEAA; Buffer B: 25% buffer A in MeCN. Peaks were monitored at 260nm. 
The final pure oligonucleotide (87.6% pure) had a yield of 8% (80.6nmol), MS calc. 9487.2 g/mol, 
MS obs. 9487.106 m/z. HPLC and MALDI spectra are shown below. 

Name Sequence 𝟓′ → 𝟑′ MS calc. [g/mol] MS obs. [m/z] 
Linker T+C+A+CT+GT+GATTTTGAT+GGG+AATAC+CAGACC 9487.2 9487.106 

 

4.6.3 UV Melting Studies  

# Capture sequence, 
5’->3’ 

Mutation: 
Position/type 

RNA model 
complement code 

RNA complement 
sequence, 5’->3’ 

C1  d(AAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) None, wt miR128 M1 r(ACCGGUCUCUUU) 
C2 d(TAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) 3’ terminal, U>A miR128 M2 r(ACCGGUCUCUUA) 
C3 d(CAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) 3’ terminal, U>G miR128 M3 r(ACCGGUCUCUUG) 
C4 d(GAAGAG+AC+CG+GT) 3’ terminal, U>C miR128 M4 r(ACCGGUCUCUUC) 

  
Figure S4.2:   MALDI-TOF and UHPLC spectra of purified CTD binding linker. 
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C5 d(ATAGA+GACC+G+GT) n-1, U>A miR128 M5 r(ACCGGUCUCUAU) 
C6 d(ACAGA+GACC+G+GT) n-1, U>G miR128 M6 r(ACCGGUCUCUGU) 
C7 d(+AGA+GAGA+CCGGT) n-1, U>C miR128 M7 r(ACCGGUCUCUCU) 

Table S4.4 Sequences of model miRNA targets used in UV thermal denaturation study. 

Tm given in Table S4.5 is average of two independent measurements. Representative curves are 
shown in Figure S4.2. 

Capture 
probe 

#/Target # 

miR-128 
M1 

M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 ΔTm** 

C1 wt 62 39 Nct Nct 38 Nct 57 17,3 
C2 44 61 Nct 43 39 40 57 16,4 
C3 45 49 61 50 Nct 40 57 12,8 
C4 55 40 Nct 55 47 44 56 6,6 
C5 54 41 Nct 38 61 37 Nct 18,5 
C6 46 41 45 39 42 55 56 10,2 
C7 40 Nct 35 38 41 Nct 64 25,5 

Table S4.5: Tm results for duplexes of biotinylated capture probes C1-C7 with complementary and 

mismatched model miRNA targets. Nct = no clear transition. ** Average difference in Tm for match vs 
mismatch for duplexes. Only values from clear transition duplexes were used for the calculation. 
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4.6.4 Dye study in chip 

4.6.4.1 Chip Design and Production 

For the fluorophore study, we used microfluidic chips from another related project. The 
microfluidic chips were made of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) bonded together with PSA 
(Pressure-sensitive adhesive) constructed with an inlet hole in first layer, main chamber in second 
and outlet hole in third layer (Figure S4.3A) and measure 1.7 x 14 x 41 mm3 (Figure S4.3B). The 
microfluidic chips were fabricated using laser ablation in 3-layers of 0.5 mm PMMA bonded with 
0.1mm PSA engraved with CO2-laser (Epilog Mini 18 30-watt, Laser cutter). CorelDraw software 
was applied for drawings for the laser cutter. Prior to cutting, the thin layer of protection plastic 
was removed from the PMMA surface and the PMMA piece was placed in the epilog on a 1cm 
plastic piece to reach the right height for cutting. The outlet - and inlet layer were engraved from 
drawings with the settings: 2 x scans, power 30%, speed 20%, 600 DPI. The middle-layer was 
added 0.1mm PSA on both sides and engraved with 3 x scans, 20% power, 20% speed and 600 
DPI. The 3 layers of PMMA were combined, aligned and bonded together (20kN for 1 min), and 
broken into smaller chips with individual size 1.7 x 14 x 41 mm3 and chamber volume of 40μl as 
shown in Figure S4.3B.  

 

4.6.4.2 Fluorophore Study in Chip 

The average fluorescent emission of the duplicates of each dye (EvaGreen (EG), AccuClear (AC), 
QuantiFluor (QF), Acridine Orange (AO) and Thiazole Orange (TO)) in different concentrations 
and in the presence of the CTD (booster) were plotted and shown in Figure S4.4(A-E). Table S4.6 
shows the maximum emission of each dye in concentrations: 1.0%, 2.5%, 3.0% and 4.0%. 

Figure S4.2:   Representative UV melting curves for capture probes: A) C1 (wild type), B) C2 (3‘-
terminal mismatch) and C) C5 (3‘-1 mismatch). 

 

Figure S4.3: One-chamber microfluidic chip. A) Individual layer in the chip aligned. B) One-chamber 
chipmetrics; 1.7 x 14 x 41 mm3 and chamber volume of 40 μl. 
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Fluorescent Emission (max) 

Dye conc. % EG AC QF AO TO 

1.0 3,11E+04 1,53E+05 2,01E+05 2,96E+05 5,90E+05 

2.5 5,30E+04 3,47E+05 4,65E+05 3,37E+04 3,97E+05 

3.0 7,95E+04 2,91E+05 6,22E+05 4,82E+05 3,77E+05 

4.0 8,05E+04 4,96E+05 4,77E+05 7,14E+05 2,40E+06 
�̅� 6,10E+04 3,22E+05 4,41E+05 3,82E+05 9,41E+05 

Table S4.6: Average emission (max) of the duplicates of EG (525nm), AC (495nm), QF (525nm), AO 

(525nm) and TO (529nm) in comparable dye concentrations. Mean maximum emission (𝑋) of the 
different concentrations was also calculated, showing QF and TO giving the overall highest emission. 
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Figure S4.4: Fluorescence emission spectra of five different fluorophores in different conc. in 2μM 
CTD. A) EG, excitation (ex): 480nm B) AC, ex: 450nm C) QF, ex: 480nm D) AO, ex: 480nm and E) TO, 

ex: 480nm. 
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4.6.4.3 Photobleaching Study 

Photobleaching was calculated in percentage by the formula below. The mean value (𝑋) of % 
photobleaching for each dye in comparable concentrations (1.0%, 2.5%, 3.0%, 4.0%) are shown in 
Table S4.7. Average max emissions for each dye at 1% concentration are plotted in Figure S4.5.  

100 − (
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
) ⋅ 100            

 Photobleaching % 

Dye conc. % EG AC QF AO TO 

1.0 23.5 19.0 2.7 4,1 7,6 
2.5 27.4 6.9 3.6 -1,5* 0,3 

3.0 25.9 5.4 1.3 22,9 6,1 
4.0 8.3 7.2 -1.3* -2,9* 45,7 

�̅� 21.3 9.6 2.5 13.5 14.9 
Table S4.7: The photobleaching of each dye and its corresponding dye concentrations. *Negative 

values were not part of the mean calculation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S4.5: Plotted average max emissions for each dye (1%) over 7 repeated measurements. 
Maximum (EG, AO, QF) = 525nm; maximum(TO) = 529nm; maximum(AC) = 495 nm. 

 

From Table S4.7 and Figure S4.5 it is seen from the mean values of photobleaching [%] over 
different comparable concentrations and from the slope of the plotted graphs that QF has the 
overall lowest photobleaching. Negative values were not considered in the calculations. Together 
with the results from the emission study, QF was chosen as the nucleic acid dye for the miRNA 
detection bead based assay on its emission qualities and photostability. 
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4.6.4.4 LOD Study of QuantiFluor 

 
Figure S4.6: Calibration curves for CTD using QuantiFluor dye. The LOD with signal to noise ratio > 3, 

was determined to be 2.2 pM for QuantiFluor, based on the calibration curves. 
 

4.6.5 Patient Sample Information 

Table S4.8: Clinical and demographical information of CRC patients. De-identified human colon cancer 
samples, along with 10 healthy controls (gender: 5 male and 5 female; Median age at sample (range) 44 (30-
53)) were provided by Danish Biobank Regionernes Bio- og GenomBank (RBGB) Herlev, under National 
Videnskabsetisk Komité (National Research Ethics Committee) (NVK) number 21015520. 

Pati

ent 

ID 

Dise

ase 

type 

Age 

(years) 

Gen

der 
Stage 

History 

of 

UC/CD* 

UC/

CD 

Hemoglob

in 

(Hgb)g/dL 

ESR 

(mm/ 

hour) 

Race Ethnicity 

15 CRC 30 M 1 0   6,2 66 Asian Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

23 CRC 32 M 1 0   7,4 25 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

41 CRC 54 M 1 1 UC 8,8 11 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

24 CRC 61 F 1 0   11 9 NK NK 

54 CRC 45 M 1 1 UC 9,5 14 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

66 CRC 40 M 2 1 CD 7,3 54 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

73 CRC 37 F 1 0   8,2 13 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

111 CRC 62 F 2 0   7 80 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

122 CRC 48 F 1 0   11,3 66 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

132 CRC 52 M 1 1 UC 12,5 43 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

140 CRC 35 M remission 0   15,4 4 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

118 CRC 31 M 2 1 UC 11,3 66 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

156 CRC 44 M 1 1 UC 10,6 50 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

189 CRC 52 M remission 0   12 32 NK NK 

221 CRC 38 F remission 0   14,6 11 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

212 CRC 50 M remission 0   17,8 2 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 
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234 CRC 34 F 1 0   11 11 Asian Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

356 CRC 69 M 1 0   8,4 23 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

401 CRC 60 M 1 1 UC 7,2 60 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

408 CRC 54 M 1 1 CD 9,9 49 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

Abbreviations: CRC: Colorectal cancer; *UC: Ulcerative colitis/CD: Crohn's disease; 0: No UC/DC, 1: Yes UC/DC, 
NK: not known; F: female; M: male. 

 

Table S4.9: Clinical and demographical information of inflammatory bowel disease patients. 

Deidentified human colitis plasma samples, along with 10 healthy controls (gender: 5 male and 5 female; 
Median age at sample 44), were obtained from Stanford University (USA) under Stanford Institutional 
Review Board (IRB protocol 28427). 

Pati

ent 

ID 

Dise

ase 

type 

Age 

(Yea

rs) 

Gen

der 
Diagnosis 

Disease 

Activity 

Hemogl

obin 

(Hgb) 

g/dL 

ESR 

(mm/ 

hour) 

Race Ethnicity 

124 CD 23 M Crohn's colitis Flare 7,8 6 NI Non Hispanic/Non-Latino 

131 CD 30 F 
Crohn's 
ileocolitis Flare 12 2 White Non Hispanic/Non-Latino 

137 CD 35 F Crohn's ileitis Remission 11,8 3 
African-
American Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

146 CD 51 F Crohn's colitis Remission 12,5 35 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

150 CD 25 F 
Crohn's 
ileocolitis Remission 11 17 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

158 CD 42 M 
Crohn's 
ileocolitis Flare 12,3 41 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

159 CD 31 M 
Crohn's 
ileocolitis Flare 10,6 58 Hispanic Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

164 CD 63 M 
Crohn's 
ileocolitis Remission 13,1 19 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

171 CD 41 F Crohn's colitis Remission 12,9 15 
African-
American Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

174 CD 31 M Crohn's colitis Remission 14,7 6 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

185 CD 57 F Crohn's ileitis Flare 9,6 72 NI Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

200 CD 68 F Crohn's colitis Flare 9,6 35 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

121 UC 68 F UC pancolitis Flare 9,6 62 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

122 UC 36 F UC pancolitis Remission 11,5 70 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

123 UC 60  M UC pancolitis Flare 10,5 65 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

133 UC 50 M UC  pancolitis  Remission 13,7 9 Asian Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

139 UC 37 F UC  pancolitis  Remission 13 9 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino  

140 UC 75 F UC  pancolitis  Remission 12,3 19 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

141 UC 23 F 
Ulcerative 
proctitis  Remission 12,6 6 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

145 UC 37 F UC rectosigmoid  Flare 12,3 19 NI Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 
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147 UC 26 M UC  pancolitis  Remission 14,4 6 NI Hispanic/Latino 

186 UC 28 M UC  pancolitis  Flare 8,3 39 
Patient 
declined Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

191 UC 19 F UC  pancolitis  Flare 7,6 34 White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

201 UC 60 F UC  pancolitis  Flare 12,8 None White Non Hispanic/ Non-Latino 

Abbreviations: CD: Crohn's disease; UC: Ulcerative colitis; F: female; M: male; NI: Not Identified 

 

4.6.6 miRNA Analysis  

The Ct values for obtained from TaqMan RT-qPCR detected miRNA (wt, 3' and 3'-1 variants) 
were converted to concentrations by use of the standard curve in Figure S4.7 and the readouts 
are shown in Table S4.14 –S4.16. Table S4.13 shows the mean CV% for commercial and in house 
RT-qPCR of miR128-2-3p and its mutated variants in position 3' and 3'-1 for all patient groups. 

 
Figure S4.7: Calibration curve for RT-qPCR for wild type analyses (miR128-2-3p). 

 

Table S4.10: Concentrations of miR128 and its variants detected in sera of patients with CRC using 

amplification-free bead assay. QF standard curve applied to calculate fluorescence signal to concentration. 
Each data point is an average of two inter-plate replicates; CV average 2.4%. 

pat 
#/miR128, 
nM, C# 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 

15 1,24 0,33 0,34 0,46 0,83 0,41 0,55 0,30 0,56 0,44 0,33 0,31 0,42 0,01 
23 0,88 0,42 0,67 0,68 0,53 0,47 0,29 0,45 0,81 0,36 0,47 0,50 0,38 0,01 
41 1,45 0,58 0,60 0,40 0,36 0,48 0,72 0,41 0,56 0,73 0,28 0,20 0,36 0,01 
24 1,48 0,44 0,30 0,36 0,66 0,57 0,66 0,47 0,83 0,36 0,27 0,24 0,22 0,01 
54 0,55 0,50 0,82 0,63 0,70 0,71 0,69 0,33 0,32 0,46 0,23 0,50 0,32 0,01 
66 0,28 0,30 0,30 0,32 0,73 0,33 0,36 0,52 0,66 0,36 0,31 0,41 0,24 0,00 
73 1,07 0,55 0,46 0,41 0,81 0,82 0,69 0,36 0,39 0,71 0,44 0,20 0,46 0,01 
111 0,59 0,31 0,50 0,36 0,48 0,70 0,67 0,42 0,56 0,62 0,35 0,28 0,25 0,01 
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122 0,55 0,57 0,70 0,65 0,50 0,32 0,80 0,43 0,58 0,32 0,28 0,36 0,30 0,01 
132 0,74 0,53 0,67 0,60 0,65 0,75 0,61 0,80 0,37 0,79 0,52 0,19 0,22 0,01 
140 0,33 0,37 0,32 0,82 0,67 0,73 0,54 0,38 0,80 0,79 0,44 0,45 0,20 0,02 
118 0,28 0,41 0,57 0,69 0,71 0,37 0,47 0,43 0,79 0,57 0,52 0,32 0,26 0,01 
156 0,81 0,34 0,70 0,43 0,59 0,66 0,64 0,76 0,64 0,31 0,53 0,41 0,15 0,01 
189 0,82 0,54 0,63 0,36 0,63 0,65 0,50 0,35 0,53 0,61 0,40 0,19 0,17 0,00 
221 1,63 0,60 0,47 0,72 0,35 0,53 0,72 0,80 0,58 0,80 0,35 0,18 0,35 0,02 
212 0,96 0,32 0,70 0,47 0,57 0,39 0,47 0,77 0,87 0,47 0,55 0,27 0,20 0,01 
234 0,66 0,52 0,41 0,39 0,38 0,76 0,86 0,32 0,59 0,82 0,30 0,36 0,21 0,01 
356 1,06 0,62 0,71 0,63 0,29 0,74 0,88 0,52 0,78 0,55 0,38 0,16 0,47 0,01 
401 1,39 0,35 0,67 0,29 0,78 0,32 0,41 0,81 0,60 0,35 0,48 0,36 0,18 0,01 
408 1,11 0,58 0,37 0,66 0,52 0,49 0,40 0,52 0,58 0,63 0,17 0,23 0,27 0,00 

 

Table S4.11: Concentrations of miR128 and its variants detected in sera of patients with colitis using 

amplification-free bead assay. Each data point is an average of two inter-plate replicates; CV average 2.2%. 

pat 

#/miR128, 

nM, C# 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 

124 1,14 0,62 0,61 0,39 0,72 0,46 0,49 0,71 0,66 0,64 0,44 0,44 0,16 0,01 
131 0,97 0,4 0,8 0,37 0,47 0,48 0,48 0,57 0,66 0,45 0,46 0,19 0,36 0,01 
137 0,49 0,32 0,44 0,57 0,39 0,71 0,51 0,54 0,81 0,72 0,25 0,47 0,4 0,02 
146 1,45 0,57 0,32 0,42 0,65 0,43 0,43 0,77 0,57 0,41 0,15 0,39 0,17 0 
150 0,82 0,58 0,4 0,6 0,42 0,42 0,76 0,51 0,79 0,75 0,48 0,36 0,22 0,01 
158 0,22 0,32 0,37 0,54 0,31 0,62 0,52 0,58 0,34 0,8 0,42 0,42 0,47 0,02 
159 0,93 0,51 0,31 0,49 0,57 0,68 0,84 0,62 0,65 0,37 0,28 0,19 0,2 0,01 
164 0,72 0,54 0,41 0,66 0,55 0,64 0,39 0,64 0,58 0,45 0,24 0,19 0,3 0,01 
171 0,4 0,4 0,6 0,63 0,5 0,68 0,7 0,74 0,78 0,8 0,43 0,43 0,48 0,01 
174 0,64 0,41 0,7 0,74 0,83 0,67 0,71 0,55 0,78 0,8 0,16 0,25 0,19 0,01 
185 0,38 0,53 0,45 0,35 0,82 0,37 0,31 0,65 0,81 0,67 0,2 0,46 0,31 0,01 
200 0,22 0,29 0,61 0,66 0,41 0,42 0,5 0,61 0,54 0,47 0,4 0,27 0,3 0,02 
121 0,84 0,33 0,5 0,59 0,73 0,4 0,38 0,64 0,64 0,6 0,5 0,27 0,36 0,02 
122 1,47 0,39 0,53 0,64 0,62 0,37 0,8 0,43 0,32 0,34 0,51 0,17 0,29 0,01 
123 0,97 0,49 0,35 0,51 0,49 0,44 0,5 0,52 0,71 0,78 0,33 0,41 0,25 0,01 
133 1,06 0,6 0,74 0,54 0,63 0,55 0,72 0,78 0,59 0,81 0,24 0,21 0,35 0,01 
139 0,97 0,51 0,65 0,67 0,57 0,34 0,39 0,38 0,72 0,43 0,45 0,49 0,32 0,02 
140 0,88 0,57 0,71 0,39 0,34 0,6 0,64 0,63 0,36 0,35 0,43 0,24 0,32 0 
141 1,31 0,39 0,31 0,4 0,79 0,74 0,77 0,41 0,71 0,61 0,47 0,14 0,37 0,02 
145 1,64 0,39 0,31 0,49 0,39 0,45 0,31 0,47 0,32 0,32 0,26 0,39 0,35 0,02 
147 0,31 0,42 0,35 0,71 0,27 0,73 0,69 0,49 0,47 0,79 0,22 0,46 0,4 0,01 
186 0,15 0,6 0,72 0,79 0,48 0,61 0,77 0,7 0,54 0,58 0,42 0,39 0,44 0,01 
191 0,34 0,46 0,66 0,77 0,45 0,77 0,34 0,88 0,71 0,42 0,44 0,39 0,16 0,01 
201 0,51 0,55 0,6 0,79 0,71 0,31 0,52 0,72 0,73 0,42 0,47 0,21 0,49 0,01 
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Table S4.12: Concentrations of miR128 and its variants detected in sera of healthy controls using 

amplification-free bead assay. Each data point is an average of two inter-plate replicates; CV average 2.2%. 

pat 

#/miR128, 

nM, C# 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 

1 0,36 0,40 0,27 0,41 0,36 0,50 0,45 0,18 0,32 0,38 0,36 0,25 0,30 0,00 
2 0,23 0,41 0,29 0,16 0,21 0,31 0,47 0,30 0,44 0,36 0,21 0,32 0,17 0,00 
3 0,23 0,34 0,25 0,22 0,27 0,22 0,37 0,43 0,33 0,39 0,24 0,18 0,37 0,00 
4 0,54 0,43 0,48 0,42 0,46 0,37 0,42 0,23 0,26 0,23 0,31 0,46 0,33 0,00 
5 0,14 0,58 0,42 0,45 0,40 0,28 0,20 0,31 0,20 0,16 0,32 0,50 0,50 0,00 
6 0,07 0,56 0,42 0,48 0,19 0,20 0,28 0,21 0,26 0,32 0,32 0,36 0,27 0,00 
7 0,36 0,37 0,48 0,17 0,43 0,25 0,45 0,18 0,24 0,19 0,42 0,32 0,38 0,00 
8 0,16 0,38 0,26 0,19 0,46 0,47 0,29 0,36 0,46 0,49 0,50 0,45 0,47 0,00 
9 0,14 0,40 0,44 0,37 0,43 0,43 0,43 0,35 0,44 0,33 0,17 0,38 0,32 0,00 
10 0,22 0,49 0,51 0,32 0,36 0,22 0,48 0,51 0,46 0,40 0,22 0,24 0,29 0,00 
11 0,10 0,65 0,31 0,22 0,30 0,14 0,50 0,49 0,24 0,23 0,45 0,33 0,22 0,00 
12 0,08 0,33 0,35 0,45 0,19 0,38 0,19 0,52 0,38 0,18 0,23 0,43 0,15 0,00 
13 0,27 0,59 0,33 0,44 0,40 0,37 0,46 0,30 0,15 0,29 0,21 0,44 0,38 0,00 
14 0,23 0,45 0,34 0,51 0,39 0,16 0,22 0,48 0,27 0,44 0,35 0,28 0,38 0,00 
15 0,56 0,64 0,29 0,25 0,18 0,17 0,28 0,39 0,17 0,16 0,47 0,24 0,17 0,00 
16 0,28 0,31 0,48 0,33 0,32 0,24 0,17 0,33 0,51 0,51 0,14 0,27 0,34 0,00 
17 0,22 0,60 0,30 0,27 0,33 0,34 0,27 0,23 0,32 0,27 0,23 0,29 0,23 0,00 
18 0,34 0,53 0,37 0,41 0,30 0,42 0,49 0,16 0,35 0,25 0,32 0,15 0,27 0,00 
19 0,42 0,61 0,22 0,49 0,44 0,31 0,34 0,16 0,36 0,31 0,27 0,28 0,14 0,00 
20 0,37 0,39 0,26 0,36 0,40 0,37 0,17 0,41 0,51 0,50 0,52 0,15 0,33 0,00 

 

Table S4.13: Mean CV% for commercial and in house RT-qPCR of miR128 and its mutated variants in 

positions 3’ and 3’-1. 

Patient 
group 

1 
(wt) 

2 
(3’, U>A) 

3 
(3’, U>G) 

4 
(3’, U>C) 

5 
(3’-1, U>A) 

6 
(3’-1, U>G) 

7 
(3’-1, U>C) 

CRC 3,4 2,3 2,7 2,9 2,8 2,7 2,9 
Colitis 3,3 3,6 5,3 6,2 7,0 8,1 6,5 
Healthy 4,5 3,1 3,9 3,4 3,2 4,4 5,6 
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Table S4.14: Concentrations of miR128 and its variants detected in sera of patients with CRC using qPCR. 
Each data point is an average of two inter-plate replicates; CV average 2.8%. 
pat 

#/miR128, 

nM, mut 

variant# 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15 0,83 1,52 1,57 1,65 1,97 1,61 1,73 
23 1,48 0,83 1,93 1,97 1,85 1,77 1,65 
41 0,51 0,14 1,81 1,65 1,61 1,69 1,89 
24 2,22 1,08 1,81 1,89 2,13 2,05 2,13 
54 0,96 1,24 1,93 1,77 1,81 1,81 1,81 
66 0,39 1,04 1,61 1,65 1,97 1,65 1,69 
73 0,87 0,35 1,12 1,08 1,44 1,44 1,32 
111 1,20 0,96 1,89 1,81 1,89 2,09 2,05 
122 0,75 0,87 1,69 1,65 1,52 1,36 1,77 
132 1,40 1,28 2,09 2,05 2,09 2,17 2,05 
140 0,67 1,16 1,48 1,93 1,77 1,85 1,69 
118 0,55 0,96 1,85 1,97 1,97 1,69 1,77 
156 0,59 0,83 1,89 1,65 1,81 1,85 1,85 
189 0,14 -0,18 2,09 1,89 2,09 2,09 1,97 
221 1,93 0,30 1,48 1,69 1,40 1,52 1,69 
212 1,69 1,00 1,97 1,77 1,85 1,73 1,77 
234 1,00 1,12 1,65 1,65 1,61 1,93 2,01 
356 1,69 1,52 2,17 2,09 1,81 2,17 2,30 
401 1,69 0,63 1,77 1,48 1,89 1,48 1,57 
408 1,57 1,12 1,69 1,93 1,81 1,77 1,69 

 

Table S4.15: Concentrations of miR128 and its variants detected in sera of patients with colitis using 

qPCR. Each data point is an average of two inter-plate replicates; CV average 5.7%. 

pat 

#/miR128, 

nM, mut 

variant# 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

124 0,71 2,17 1,40 1,40 1,32 2,26 2,50 
131 1,57 0,51 2,05 1,69 2,91 2,54 2,34 
137 0,59 0,35 2,66 2,54 2,91 1,89 2,54 
146 2,17 1,16 2,22 2,42 2,09 2,50 3,39 
150 1,20 1,24 2,50 2,54 2,50 2,66 1,85 
158 0,35 1,24 1,69 2,50 2,66 2,58 1,81 
159 0,71 0,43 0,96 1,12 1,20 1,32 1,44 
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164 1,52 2,13 2,01 2,54 2,13 2,38 2,50 
171 0,63 0,83 1,61 1,65 2,91 0,06 1,20 
174 1,32 1,40 2,13 2,38 2,87 2,38 2,62 
185 0,71 0,71 1,61 1,52 1,93 2,05 2,26 
200 0,51 0,96 2,38 2,99 2,30 2,50 2,34 
121 0,63 1,00 2,30 2,17 2,62 2,30 2,05 
122 0,91 0,10 2,01 2,09 2,09 1,89 2,22 
123 1,32 0,06 1,40 1,93 2,13 2,09 1,52 
133 1,77 1,04 2,01 1,85 2,34 2,50 1,97 
139 1,28 1,36 1,57 1,36 2,34 1,61 1,65 
140 1,85 1,32 2,17 1,89 2,22 2,54 2,09 
141 2,26 1,89 2,05 1,57 1,89 1,85 1,89 
145 2,09 1,32 2,26 2,54 2,46 2,54 2,38 
147 0,67 0,26 1,40 1,69 1,32 1,73 1,69 
186 0,96 1,28 1,97 2,05 1,81 2,54 2,42 
191 0,67 1,44 1,04 2,54 1,69 2,83 2,78 
201 1,20 0,91 2,50 2,22 2,38 1,85 1,12 

 

Table S4.16: Concentrations of miR128 and its variants detected in sera of healthy controls using qPCR. 

Each data point is an average of two inter-plate replicates; CV average 4.0%. 

pat 
#/miR128, 
nM, mut 
variant# 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0,14 2,46 1,48 1,44 1,57 2,46 1,65 
2 0,83 0,51 1,65 1,69 3,31 1,04 1,77 
3 0,10 0,10 1,52 1,40 1,52 1,40 1,61 
4 1,36 0,91 1,97 1,73 1,97 1,69 1,93 
5 0,59 0,55 1,57 1,08 1,57 0,96 1,40 
6 0,18 1,32 1,73 1,89 1,24 1,65 1,61 
7 0,10 0,55 1,12 1,24 1,89 1,32 1,08 
8 0,79 0,91 1,69 1,69 1,61 1,93 1,32 
9 0,39 0,71 1,48 1,40 1,73 1,44 1,89 
10 0,91 1,04 1,52 1,81 1,00 1,73 1,65 
11 0,47 0,59 1,81 1,40 1,73 1,32 1,77 
12 0,35 0,75 1,52 1,77 1,24 1,69 0,83 
13 0,02 0,87 1,65 1,69 1,89 1,61 1,89 
14 0,10 0,10 1,00 2,01 1,89 1,73 1,28 
15 0,91 -0,18 1,73 1,32 1,24 1,24 1,77 
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16 1,04 0,83 1,48 1,65 1,65 1,61 1,52 
17 0,59 1,00 1,81 1,52 1,57 2,26 2,42 
18 1,04 1,36 2,46 2,91 2,26 1,93 2,83 
19 0,75 0,83 2,01 2,13 0,87 1,85 2,26 
20 2,05 2,91 1,57 2,05 1,69 2,01 2,30 

 

4.6.7 Statistical analyses 

Table S4.17: Linear regression study for amplification-free bead assay vs qPCR. Analysis done for all 
patient groups – Pearson correlation coefficients. 

C1/PCR1 C2/PCR2 C3/PCR3 C4/PCR4 C5/PCR5 C6/PCR6 C7/PCR7 

0,66 -0,02 0,26 0,47 0,19 0,29 0,10 

 
 
Table S4.18: Pearson coefficients for clinical correlation of amplification-free assay. 

  
Age 

(years) 
Gender Stage 

History of 

UC/CD* 

Hemoglobin 

(Hgb) g/dL 

ESR 

(mm/hour) 
Race 

Age (years) 1       
Gender 0,04 1,00      
Stage 0,11 -0,14 1,00     

UCCD 

history -0,06 -0,03 -0,05 1,00    
Hg -0,03 0,06 -0,69 0,03 1,00   

ESR 0,24 -0,08 0,55 0,05 -0,50 1,00  
Race -0,26 -0,05 -0,08 0,09 -0,04 0,01 1,00 
C1 0,09 0,13 -0,21 -0,16 0,01 -0,11 -0,17 
C2 0,07 -0,02 -0,18 -0,02 0,01 -0,21 0,02 
C3 0,13 -0,12 0,00 0,05 -0,02 -0,13 -0,09 
C4 -0,21 -0,08 -0,23 0,09 0,29 -0,15 0,06 
C5 -0,06 -0,12 0,12 0,02 -0,14 0,21 -0,10 
C6 -0,19 -0,09 -0,17 -0,17 0,08 -0,34 0,26 

C7 -0,11 0,03 -0,17 -0,22 0,11 -0,14 0,34 

C8 0,15 -0,01 -0,13 0,38 0,16 0,00 0,10 
C9 -0,10 0,01 -0,05 -0,15 0,10 -0,16 0,12 

C10 -0,15 -0,12 -0,23 -0,02 0,27 -0,26 0,12 
C11 -0,10 0,05 0,07 -0,06 -0,02 0,04 -0,15 
C12 -0,30 -0,07 0,09 0,14 -0,14 0,03 0,07 
C13 0,04 0,16 -0,02 0,00 -0,04 -0,18 0,20 
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Abstract: Herein we describe a new approach to make pools of microRNA targeting breast cancer 
cells. The microRNA pools were synthesized at once on the same solid-support using ‘Tandem 
Oligonucleotide Synthesis’ strategy. We make up to four consecutive microRNA (miR129-1-5p, 
miR31, miR206 and miR27b-3p) using 2’/3’OAc nucleotide phosphoramidites, with the total 
length of the pool reaching 88 nucleotides. The developed phosphoramidites combined give a 
cleavable moiety that separates the microRNAs and is cleaved using standard post-RNA 
synthesis cleavage conditions. Furthermore, we investigate making branched pools (microRNA 
dendrimers) versus linear pools as a strategy to further improve the product yields. Our approach 
provides with microRNA pools in high yields which is of relevance to the growing demand on 
synthetic RNA oligomers for nucleic acid research and technology.  

 

5.1 Tandem Oligonucleotide Synthesis  

Solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis has since its development revolutionized the field of 
nucleic acid research and applications in molecular diagnostics and gene therapy101,163. Today, 
solid-phase synthesis is the preferred way of synthesizing short single stranded oligonucleotides. 
It is applied for making FDA-approved gene therapeutics in big scale such as small interfering 
RNA (siRNA) and antisense oligonucleotides (ASO)40,164,165.  

Many applications require two or more oligonucleotides used at the same time. Therefore, the 
ability to make multiple oligonucleotides on the same solid-support (Tandem Oligonucleotide 
Synthesis (TONS))166,167 could potentially improve the synthesis and enhance studies of synthetic 
oligonucleotide pools. Despite the development of microarray based oligonucleotide synthesis, 
where thousands of oligonucleotides are synthesized parallel in small scale105–108, there are no 
straightforward solutions for making multiple oligonucleotides at once yet.  
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TONS was first investigated by Hardy et al. in 1994 describing a cleavable linker reagent, TOPS 
(Two Oligomers Per Synthesis) to make several oligonucleotides on the same solid-support 
released under basic conditions (Figure 5.1A,B)167,12. The oligonucleotides were cleaved from the 
DNA pool via a cyclic phosphate formation using 40% methylamine in aqueous ammonia at  60°C 
overnight. To avoid these relatively harsh conditions, Pon et al. prepared a cleavable 3'-O-
hydroquinone-O,O'-diacetic acid linker arm (Q-linker) (Figure 5.1C) that released the  
oligonucleotides after treatment with ammonia for 2 min166. Pon et al. used this linker for several 
applications such making up to six consecutive DNA 20mers (120 in total), various trinucleotide 
codons, primer pairs for PCR and self-complementary strands for in situ formation of double-
stranded DNA104. However, the Q-linker required 2-(1H-Benzyotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethy-
luronium hexafluorophosphate and 4-Dimethylaminopyridine (HBTU/DMAP) as coupling 
reagent instead of standard coupling reagents for automated oligonucleotide synthesis. Pon et al. 
described the idea of using the linker for making complementary siRNA pairs in the future, 
however this has not been done yet. 

In 2021, Yamamoto et al. designed four different cleavable spacers for tandem synthesis of 
multiple oligonucleotides: two diacetylated derivative linkers and two succinic derivative linkers 
(Figure 5.1D).168 These were inspired by commercially available ‘uni-linkers’ on solid-support, 
which are cleaved easily under mild conditions.  They describe that cyclic diols are cleaved faster 
than acyclic analogues because of the locked conformation. They also use the cleavable linkers to 
make DNA primer pairs. A different approach was described by Khalil Arar et al. in a filed patent 
from 2002, having different anchor linkers on the support that were orthogonal protected169. The 
first linker are deprotected, followed by standard phosphoramidite chemistry to make first 
oligonucleotide (ON1) which is capped, and then the second linker is deprotected, and the second 
ON2 is made169. 

To our knowledge, none of the described linkers has been applied to make pools of RNA or 
complementary siRNA pairs, but only focus on DNA applications. Furthermore, both Hardy et 
al. and Pon et al. experienced challenges with their linkers. Even with extremely high coupling 
efficiency there will be a difference in yield of the product oligonucleotides in the pool: a 20mer 
will give 1.5:1 oligonucleotide product ration in the pool, and 35mer will lead to 2:1 ratio.167 As a 
result, the products are present in the pool in different amounts in the pool, which will affect the 
biological properties.  

In this work, we describe a new method to make miRNA pools using tandem solid-phase 
synthesis strategy and cleavable sites. We explore both linear and branched pool synthesis 
strategies using new reagents that we prepared. We confirm that the pools of microRNA can be 
successfully prepared using our new reagents, and that the yields of the individual microRNAs 
in the pool are nearly equivalent to each other. 
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Figure 5.1: Cleavable linkers from literature applied for tandem oligonucleotide synthesis. (A) 

Principle of Tandem Oligonucleotide Synthesis (TONS) with cleavable linker (CL) in between.; (B) 
TOPS linker by Hardy et al.167; (C) Q- linker by Pon et al.166, and (D) Cleavable Spacer derivatives by 

Yamamoto et al.: Diacetyl linker derivatives (1) and succinic diester derivatives (2).168 

 

5.2 Results and discussion  

5.2.1 Study design  

It is critical when designing the experimental conditions to avoid RNA degradation during work 
up. According to our design, the product microRNA pool is cleaved easily with basic conditions 
compatible with processing RNA products. The TONS is used to make six pools: three linear 
containing 2, 3, and 4 consecutive microRNAs, and three branched pools (S3 in between S8 and 
S6) containing 2, 3 and 4 miRNAs with cleavable sites in between each oligonucleotide (Figure 

5.2). The branched structure was designed from a theoretical perspective to compensate for the 
yield difference described by Hardy et al. and Pon et al., between the first and last synthesized 
oligonucleotide using cleavable sites (CS) in TONS (Figure 5.2B)104,167. Herein, we use the 
branching point to investigate the possibility of obtaining higher yield of oligonucleotides in the 
outer layers generating a dendrimer structure. For this purpose, we synthesized a branched linker 
(S3) that contains a 2-cyanoethyl phosphoramidite in the middle and 4,4'-Dimethoxytrityl 
(DMTr) groups on each side. Such two nucleotides can react and generate a branched structure 
(Figure 5.2) during automated synthesis. The branched linker molecule (S3) has previously been 
synthesized by Hervé et al. for labeling oligonucleotides with biotin170. 
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Figure 5.2: (A) Phosphoramidite reagents applied in this study and (B) Pools of microRNA 

synthesized in this thesis. Linear (P1-P3) and branched (P4-P6) pools of microRNA were synthesized 
using solid-phase with cleavable sites (CS). S8 and S6 =    ; S3 = 

 

The CS that we use in creating microRNA pools consist of two 2'/3'OAc nucleotide 
phosphoramidites (S8 and S6 (reverse)) which in combination gives a diacetylated derivative 
(Figure 5.3). S6 and S8 are coupled in the standard automated synthesis, and upon cleavage of 
product from solid-support followed by deprotection with base, the two acetyl groups are 
simultaneously removed. Due to the basic conditions, the hydroxyl groups on 2’/3’ position will 
be deprotected and make an intramolecular nucleophilic attack on the phosphate to generate 2',3'-
cyclic phosphate dinucleotide and release the two oligonucleotides on each site (Figure 5.3). 2’-
O-Acetyl RNA phosphoramidites is usually not applied as an  alternative to 2’O-TBDMS RNA171 
monomers mainly due to ease of 2’,3’-migration during monomer synthesis and lack of 
compatibility with other protecting groups171–173. However, in our tandem synthesis approach we 
can use both regioisomers.  

Next, we selected four microRNAs (miR31, miR206, miR129-1-5p and miR27-3p) that are reported 
to be dysregulated in breast cancer (Figure 5.4, Table S5.1)174–177. MicroRNA are small regulatory 
non-coding RNA with 18-22 nucleotide length. MicroRNA has shown to be dysregulated in many 
cancers and serve as either tumor-suppressor miRNA (down-regulated) or oncogenic miRNA 
(up-regulated)39. 

(A) 

(B) 
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MicroRNA therapy is a rapidly developing field where drug candidates can either mimic (miR 
analogues) or inhibit microRNA function (antimiR)39,40. Furthermore, microRNA therapy has 
shown relevance when given in combination with other cancer therapies to combat chemo 
resistance of some drugs178. Studies have also shown that using the combination of multiple 
microRNAs increases the therapeutic efficacy41,179.  

The microRNA used in this work; hsa-miR129-1-5p, hsa-miR31, hsa-miR206 and hsa-miR27b-3p 
are all dysregulated in breast cancer174–177. miR129-1-5p, miR31 and miR206 act as tumor-
suppressors in breast cancer and are known to be downregulated175–177. Conversely miR27b-3p 
has recently shown to have an oncogenic function in breast cancer and is upregulated (Table 

S5.1)174. To increase the stability, we incorporated 2’OMe modifications in terminal and middle 
positions of miRNAs. The sequences were obtained from  miRBase180, and the correct 3D folding 
was confirmed with Nupack RNA folding prediction. 

             

Figure 5.3: Proposed cleavage mechanism of linear CS. Methylamine solution, 2h 65°C to generate 
RNA pools with 2',3'-cyclic phosphate dinucleotide as byproduct. 

 

Figure 5.4: Modified microRNA sequences (5'→3') used in this study. miR129-1-5p, miR31, miR206 
and miR27-3p. TBDMS = Tert-Butyldimethylsilyl; Me = Methyl. 
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5.2.2 Synthesis of monomers 

The branched phosphoramidite reagent S3 was synthesized in three steps starting from diethyl-
4-oxoheptanedioate170 (Scheme 5.1). First, the diester was reduced using LiAlH4 solution 
affording the triol (S1). The primary alcohols were then protected using DMTr chloride under 
standard conditions to obtain S2. The final phosphitylation was done using 2-cyanoethyl 
N,N,N’,N’-tetraisopropyl phosphoramidite (x) and diisopropylammonium tetrazolide (y) under 
dry and inert conditions yielding the final compound 1,7-di-O-dimethoxytrityl heptane-4-O-(2-
cyanoethyl)-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidite (S3).  

 

Scheme 5.1: Synthesis of branched linker (S3), reagents and conditions: (i) LiAlH4, THF, rt., o/n; (ii) 
DMTr-Cl, Pyridine, rt., o/n; (iii) 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N’,N’-tetraisopropylphosphoramidite (x), diisopropyl-
ammonium tetrazolide (y), DCE, DCM, rt. o/n.  

       

Scheme 5.2: Synthesis of 2'/3'OAc-5'phosphoramidite (S6), reagents and conditions: (iv) TBDMS-Cl, 
imidazole, DMF, pyridine, rt. 3h; (v) 1) DMTr-Cl, pyridine, rt. 48h 2) Acetic anhydride, NMI, rt. o/n; 3) 
TBAF, THF, rt., 4h; (vi) as in (iii). 
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Scheme 5.3: Synthesis of 2'/3'OAc-3'/2'Phosphoramidte (S8), reagents and conditions: (vii) AcCl, 
pyridine, THF, rt. 3h; (viii) as in (iii). 

The first part of our CS is 2'/3'OAc-5'phosphoramidite S6 (Scheme 5.2). S6 was synthesized as 
regioisomeric mixture (S6a, S6b) in three steps from uridine as described in literature181,182. The 
primary alcohol of uridine was first protected using TBDMS-Cl to obtain S4 without further 
purification. Then a standard DMTr-Cl protection was performed, followed by acetylation with 
anhydride, and finally removal of TBDMS protecting group using TBAF affording S5 as a 
regioisomeric mixture (S5a and S5b). The final phosphitylation reaction was done using the same 
conditions as (iii) to yield the final compounds S6a on S6b. Both regioisomers were applied in 
the solid-phase RNA synthesis. The second part of our CS is 2'/3'OAc-3'/2'Phosphoramidte (S8) 
(Scheme 5.3). It was prepared in two steps from commercially available 5’ODMTr-uridine as 
described in litterature171. The monoacetylation was made using acetyl chloride to get a mixture 
of S7a and S7b. The phosphitylation was done using same conditions as in (iii) affording S8 as a 
mixture of isomers (S8a and S8b). All three synthesized phosphoramidites (S3, S6 and S8) were 
used directly in automated synthesis of the pools (Table 5.1).  

 

5.2.3 Synthesis of miRNA pools 

By applying standard 2'-OTBDMS-phosphoramidites, 2'-OMe-phosphoramidites, and the 
synthesized phosphoramidites (S3=Q; S6=Z; S8=Y) we successfully synthesized six microRNA 
pools (P1-P6) using automated tandem oligonucleotide synthesis. As shown in Table 5.1, P1 
consists of miR129-1-5p and miR31; P2 consists of miR129-15p, miR31 and miR206 while; P3 has 
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all four miRNAs (miR129-15p, miR31, miR206 and miR27b-3p). P4-P6 are similar to P1-P3 
differentiating by having the branched linker S3 in between each cleavable site (S8 and S6).  

Pool 5'→3' (sequence synthesized) 
Calculated 
mass 
(g/mol) 

Found 
mass 
(g/mol) 

Purity 
(% by miRNA) 

Estimated 
Yields 

P1 [miR129-5p]-(ZY)-[miR31]  6108.7, 
6859.3 

6109.0, 
6858.9 

27.6%(129-5p), 
38.3%(31) 

24.7%(129-5p), 
24.2% (31) 

P2 [miR129-5p]-(ZY)-miR31-(ZY)-
miR206 

6108.7, 
6859.3, 
7286.5 

6108.3, 
6859.9, 
7284.6 

20%(129-5p), 
44.7%(31/206) 

18% (129-5p) 
-  

P3 [miR129-5p]-(ZY)-[miR31]-(ZY)-
[miR206]-(ZY)-[miR27b-3p] 

6108.7, 
6859.3, 
7286.5,  
6428 

6107.7, 
6860.9, 
7289.2, 
6428.7 

16.3%(129-5p),   
37.5%(31/206), 
20.7%(27b-3p) 

26.9%(129-5p),  
-   
26.2% (27b) 

P4 [miR129-5p]-(ZQY)-[miR31]  6108.7, 
6859.3 

6109.4, 
6861.3 

32%(129-5p), 
63.4% (31) 

6.1%(129-5p), 
22.2% (31) 

P5 [miR129-5p]-(ZQY)-[miR31]-(ZY)-
[miR206] 

6108.7, 
6859.3, 
7286.5 

6110.3, 
6859.2, 
7283.9 

28.5%(129-5p), 
48.9% (31/206)  

8.0 % (129-5p),  
-  

P6 [miR129-5p]-(ZQY)-[miR31]-(ZY)-
[miR206]-(ZQY)-[miR27b-3p] 

6108.7, 
6859.3, 
7286.5,  
6428 

6109.3, 
6865.0, 
7288.9, 
6426.9 

19.8%(129-5p), 
28.2%(31/206), 
25.0%(27b-3p) 

1.9% (129-5p),  
-   
17.6% (27b) 

Table 5.1 Characterization of microRNA pools. List of synthesized pools and miRNA in pools with 
expected and observed masses, purity and estimated yields after purification based on calibration 

curve from controls (Table S5.3) and peak purity. S3=Q; S6=Z; S8=Y. 

 

Trityl release values were followed during the solid-phase synthesis (Figure S5.20). According to 
this, the coupling efficiencies of phosphoramidites S6, S8 and S3 were all nearly 100%. However, 
incorporation of branched linker did not double the trityl release values as expected. This could 
indicate that not both hydroxyl groups were coupled completely, in spite of increased coupling 
time and excess of phosphoramidite. 

 

5.2.4 Pool characterization  

Characterization of P1-P6 was done using ultra high pressure liquid chromatography (UHPLC) 
and matrix associated laser desorption ionization with time of flight (MALDI-TOF). Identification 
of each miRNA in each pool was confirmed from MALDI-TOF spectra of the crude pools. 
However, the UHPLC trace from crude showed many failed sequences. Therefore, it was decided 
to isolate individual microRNA form the pools and characterize them independently. miR206 and 
miR31 had the exact same retention time on UHPLC (Figure 5.5). The oligonucleotides were 
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purified as a pool. Furthermore, we made standard curves of individual microRNA controls 
(Figure S5.22) to estimate yield of each miRNA in the pools (Table 5.1). Due to the retention time, 
we calculated miR206 and miR31 as one peak in P2, P3, P5 and P6. As seen in Table 5.1 each 
miRNA in the linear pools (P1-P3) all result in 25% yield after purification.  

Notably, miR129-1-5p is the last synthesized ON in all pools which has the same yield as the first 
one synthesized in P3 (miR27-3p), even though it has the longest linear consecutive sequence. 
Therefore, we conclude that the 2’/3’-OAc nucleotide phosphoramidites (S6 and S8) can be used 
successfully in combination to make miRNA pools. 

By incorporating a branched linker in each cleavable site (P4-P6) we aimed to increase the yield 
of the sequences. However, from the calculated yields in Table 5.1 we see that it has the opposite 
effect compared to the linear pools. The yields of miR129-1-5p in P4-P6 are 6.1, 8 and 1.9%, which 
theoretically should have been twice, four and eight times higher than in linear pool. Even though 
we are generating more sites to react, we believe that branching blocks reaction sites leading to 
failure sequences. Therefore, we confirm that the linear strategy has beneficial outcome compared 
to “dendrimer” tandem synthesis approach. 
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P1 (6108.2, 6857.2) 
P2 (6108.2, 6857.2, 
7285.2) 
P3 (6108.2, 6857.2, 
7285.2, 6428.2) 

(A) 

  

(B) 

  

P4 (6109.3, 6865.0)  
P5 (6109.3, 6865.0,         
7288.9) 
P6 (6109.3, 6865.0,         
7288.9, 6427.7) 
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Figure 5.5: Characterization of miRNA pools (P1-P6 ) compared with controls; MALDI-TOF spectra 
of (A) P1-P3; (B) P4-P6; (C) P1-P3 with control miRNA; (D) P4-P6 with control miRNA; (E) HPLC trace 

of P1-P6 with control miRNA; HPLC trace P4-P6 with controls. 

 

 

 

(C) 

  

miR129-1-5p (6108.7) 
miR31 (6859.3) 
miR206 (7286.5) 
miR27b-3p (6428) 
 

(D) 

  

(E) 

  

(F) 

  

P1 (KAS327) 
P2 (KAS328) 
P3 (KAS329) 
miR129-1-5p  
miR31 
miR206 
miR27b-3p 

  

P4 (KAS330)  
P5 (KAS331) 
P6 (KAS332) 
miR129-1-5p  
miR31 
miR206 
miR27b-3p 
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5.3 Conclusion 

In this work, we report making pools of miRNA by integration of synthesized cleavable 2’/3’OAc 
nucleotide phosphoramidites using tandem oligonucleotide solid-phase synthesis. We 
synthesized two 2’/3’OAc-phosphoramidite reagents which combined gives a cleavable site for 
microRNA pool synthesis. Two, three and four consecutive microRNAs (miR129-1-5p, miR31, 
miR206, miR27b-3p) were successfully synthesized using linear pool strategy. The identity of 
microRNA products was verified using UHPLC and MALDI-TOF. 

Furthermore, we investigated the effect of a branched molecule S3 between S8 and S6 to generate 
dendritic structures, aiming for increased yield of the last synthesized ON (ONN). However, even 
with sufficient coupling of S3, the overall yields were not improved compared to the linear 
approach. 

Incorporation of pools or parallel oligonucleotide synthesis is still not an applied field in big scale 
oligonucleotide synthesis on solid-phase support. Nevertheless, multiple RNA therapeutic 
candidates consist of two or more modified oligomers in size of 20mers such as siRNA, miRNA, 
and heteroduplex antisense oligonucleotides. Therefore, we believe there is a need for tandem 
synthesis technology. Our cleavable cite approach is a promising way to make microRNA pools 
and can contribute to the synthesis of RNA therapeutics in the future.  
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5.4 Experimentals 

5.4.1  General experimental methods 

All commercial starting materials and solvents were used without further purification. 
Anhydrous solvents were obtained from a PureSolv™ MD-7 Solvent Purification System, 
Innovative Technology.  TLC was performed using Merck aluminum sheets covered with silica 
(C-60 F254) and visualized at 254 nm or stained with KMnO4 or H2SO4 stains. Purification by flash 
chromatography was carried out using silica gel 60 (0.040 – 0,063 mm, Merck). 1H NMR, 13C NMR 
and 31P NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker Ascend 400 with a Prodigy cryoprobe (operating 
at 400 MHz for proton, 101 MHz for carbon and 162 MHz for phosphor) at 300 K. Chemical shifts 
are reported in ppm (δ) downfield from TMS (δ=0). Spectra were calibrated relative to residual 
solvent peak: 1H NMR (CDCl3), 7.26 ppm, 13C NMR (CDCl3), 77.16 ppm; 1H NMR (DMSO-d6), 2.50 
ppm, 13C NMR (DMSO-d6), 39.52 ppm; 1H NMR (CD3OD), 3.31 ppm, 13C NMR (CD3OD), 49.00 
ppm;  1H NMR (acetone-d6), 2.05 ppm, 13C NMR (acetone-d6), 29.84, 206.26 ppm. Coupling 
constants (J) are given in hertz, and notation represents the multiplicities singlet (s), doublet (d), 
doublet of doublets (dd), triplet (t), quartet (q), multiplet (m) and broad signals (bs). Assignment 
was based on 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, 31P-NMR, 1H-1H COSY and HSQC NMR spectra.  

UHPLC-HRMS was performed on an Agilent Infinity 1290 UHPLC system (Agilent Technologies, 
Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a diode array detector. MS detection on Agilent 6545 QTOF 
MS equipped with Agilent Dual Jet Stream electrospray ion source.  

Liquid chromatography mass spectra (UPLC-MS) were recorded on a Waters AQUITY UPLC 
system equipped with PDA and SQD electrospray MS detector. Column: Thermo accucore C18 
2.6 μm, 2.1 x 50 mm. Column temperature: 50°C and Flowrate: 0.6 mL/min. Solvent A: 0.1% formic 
acid in water, solvent B: 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile OR solvent A: 10nM NH4Ac in water, 
solvent B: 10mM NH4Ac 90:10 acetonitrile:water. Gradient short run (2.6 min) or long run (5 min): 
5-100% B in A. 

 

5.4.2 Synthesis of monomers  

5.4.2.1 Heptane-1,4,7-triol (S1)  

S1 was prepared according to procedure170. To a solution of diethyl 4-
oxoheptanedioate (6.1 g, 26.49 mmol) in THF (150 mL) was added 
LiAlH4 2 M solution in THF (4.55 g, 120 mmol) portion wise at 0 °C. The reaction mixture was 
stirred overnight upon which H2O (4.55 mL) was added dropwise to the solution at 0 °C over 20 
min, followed by dropwise addition of 15 % NaOH (4.55 mL) at 0 °C over 20 min, and finally H2O 
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(13.65 mL) to quench the reaction. The resulting suspension was filtered under suction and 
concentrated under reduced pressure to give a crude product. The filtrate was purified by column 
chromatography (20% MeOH:DCM) and concentrated by reduced pressure into the title 
compound S1 as a colorless oil (2.86 g, 73 %). Rf = 0.42 (MeOH:DCM, 20:80); 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
Methanol-d4) δ 3.62 – 3.51 (m, 5H, H1, H4, H7), 1.76 – 1.36 (m, 8H, H2, H3, H5, H6); 13C NMR (101 
MHz, Methanol-d4) δ 70.7 8C4), 61.7 (C1,C7), 33.4 (C2,C6), 28.5 (C3,C5).; HRMS (ESI) calc. for 
C7H16O3 [M + Na]+ 171.0997, found 171.0992 m/z.  
 

5.4.2.2 1,7-di-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)heptane-1,4,7-triol (S2) 

S2 was prepared according to the procedure170. To a solution of 
heptane-1,4,7-triol (1.10 g, 7.42 mmol) in anhydrous pyridine 
(30 mL) was added DMT chloride (10.56 g, 31.16 mmol). The 
reaction was stirred overnight at rt., upon which was partitioned between brine (150 mL) and 
DCM (4 x 150 mL). The organic phases were collected, reduced under pressure and purified by 
column chromatography (10-35% EtOAc in heptane) to obtain the title compound S2 as a white 
foam (5.08 g, 91 %). Rf = 0.21 (EtOAc/Hept, 30:70); 1H NMR (400 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 7.53 – 7.15 
(m, 18H, 2xDMTr), 6.90 – 6.81 (m, 8H, 2xDMTr), 3.77 (s, 12H, OCH3), 3.54 – 3.43 (m, 1H, H4), 3.07 
(t, J = 6.5 Hz, 4H, H1,H7), 1.86 – 1.36 (m, 8H, H2,H3,H5,H6); 13C NMR (101 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 
159.5, 146.7, 137.5, 130.9, 129.0, 128.5, 127.4, 113.8 (DMTr), 86.5 (DMTr-C), 64.2 (C1,C7), 55.5 
(OCH3), 35.2 (C3,C5), 27.1 (C2,C6); HRMS (ESI) calc. for C49H52O7 [M + Na]+ 775.3611, found 
775.3605 m/z.  
 

5.4.2.3 1,7-di-O-dimethoxytrityl heptane-4-O-(2-cyanoethyl)-
N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidite (S3)  

S3 was prepared according to the procedure170. Compound S3 
was prepared by co-evaporating S2 (400 mg, 531.25 µmol) with 
anhydrous DCE (7 mL) and redissolved in anhydrous DCM (4 mL). 2-Cyanoethyl N,N,N’,N’-
tetraisopropylphosphoramidite (320 mg, 340 µl, 1.06 mmol) and diisopropylammonium 
tetrazolide (182 mg, 1.06 mmol) were added, and the reaction was stirred under argon at rt 
overnight. The mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure and loaded onto silica column. 
The crude product was eluted with 10-35% EtOAc in heptane and reduced under pressure to 
obtain the title compound S3 as a white foam (485.0 mg, 95%). Rf = 0.36 (EtOAc/Hept, 30:70); 31P 

NMR (162 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 146.67; HRMS (ESI) calc. for C58H69N2O8P [M + Na]+ 975.4689, found 
975.4684 m/z.  
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5.4.2.4 5'-O-tert-Butyldimethylsilyluridine (S4)  

S4 was prepared according to the procedure181. Compound S4 was 
prepared from uridine (3.02 g, 12.28 mmol) that was co-evaporated with 
anhydrous pyridine (20 mL) and dissolved in anhydrous DMF (40 mL). 
Imidazole (1.87 g, 27.27 mmol) was added, and the reaction mixture stirred 
until all solids had dissolved. tert-Butyldimethylsilyl chloride (2.07 g, 13.64 mmol) was added, 
and the solution was stirred for 3.5 h. The mixture was then poured into water (200 L) and stirred 
vigorously for 30 min. The white solid that formed was collected by vacuum filtration through a 
sintered glass funnel to give the title compound S4 as a white solid (3.69 g, 84%). Rf = 0.23 (5% 
MeOH in DCM); 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.35 (s, 1H, NH), 7.79 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, H6), 
5.77 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H, H1'), 5.58 (dd, J = 8.1, 2.1 Hz, 1H, H5), 5.47 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H, OH), 5.12 (d, 
J = 5.3 Hz, 1H, OH), 4.05 – 3.87 (m, 3H, H2', H3', H4'), 3.84 (dd, J = 11.6, 2.9 Hz, 1H, H5’), 3.73 (dd, 
J = 11.4, 3.1 Hz, 1H, H5’’), 0.90 (s, 9H, 3xCH3,TBDMS), 0.09 (s, 6H, 2xCH3, TBDMS); 13C NMR 
(101 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 163.1 (C4), 150.6 (C2), 140.3 (C6), 101.6 (C5), 88.0 (C1'), 84.1 (C4'), 73.8 
(C2'), 69.6 (C3'), 62.7 (C5'), 25.9 (3xCH3, TBDMS), 18.1 (TBDMS-C), -5.5 (2xCH3, TBDMS); LCMS 
(ESI) calc. for C15H26N2O6Si [M+H]+ 359.1633 found 359.6 m/z.  
 

5.4.2.5 2'-O-Acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine 
and 3'-O-Acetyl-2'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl) 
uridine (S5a+ S5b)  

S5a+S5b was prepared according to the procedure182. 
5'-O-tert-butyldimethylsilyluridine S4 (13.0 g, 35 mmol) 
was co-evaporated with anhydrous pyridine (100 mL) 
and then redissolved in anhydrous pyridine (100 mL). 
DMT-chloride (12.0 g, 36 mmol) was added, and the solution was stirred at rt for 48 h. Ac2O (20 
mL) and N-methylimidazole (2.0 mL, 25 mmol) were added, and the solution was stirred at rt for 
an additional 24 h, then concentrated under reduced pressure. The resultant residue was 
dissolved in EtOAc (300 mL), washed with 1 N citric acid (300 mL), brine (200 mL), dried over 
MgSO4, and concentrated under reduced pressure. The resulting oil was dissolved in THF (100 
mL), treated with 1 M TBAF in THF (50 mL), and stirred at rt. for 4 h. The solvent was then 
removed by rotary evaporation, and the residue dissolved in EtOAc (200 mL), washed with 
saturated aqueous NaHCO3 (200 mL), brine (200 mL), dried over MgSO4, and concentrated. The 
crude product was purified by column chromatography (0-5% MeOH in DCM) to give the title 
compound S5 as a white foam (11.9 g; 56%) and regioisomeric mixture in ratio 80:20 (S5a:S5b) 
from NMR. Rf = 0.13 (EtOAc/Hept, 60:40); 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.50 (s, 1H, NH, 
5a+5b), 7.78 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 0.2H, H6, 5b), 7.57 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 0.8H, H6, 5a), 7.50 – 7.42 (m, 0.4H, 
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aromatic), 7.36 – 7.30 (m, 3H,aromatic), 7.25 – 7.17 (m, 6H, aromatic), 6.97 – 6.89 (m, 1H, aromatic), 
6.86 – 6.75 (m, 3H, aromatic), 6.27 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 0.8H, H1', 5a), 6.17 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 0.2H, H1', 5b), 
5.68 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 0.2H, H5, 5b), 5.56 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 0.8H, H5, 5a), 5.22 (t, J = 4.3 Hz, 0.8H, OH, 5a), 
5.15 (t, J = 4.9 Hz, 0.2H, OH, 5b), 4.99 (dd, J = 7.0, 5.4 Hz, 0.2H, H2', 5b), 4.30 (dd, J = 5.4, 2.1 Hz, 
0.2H, H3', 5b), 4.25 (dd, J = 8.1, 5.2 Hz, 0.8H, H2', 5a), 3.86 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 0.8H, H4', 5a), 3.72 (2xs, 
6H, 2xOCH3, 5a+5b), 3.64 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 0.8H, H3', 5a), 3.36 – 2.92 (m, 2.2H, H5'/H5’’, 5a+5b, H4', 
5b), 2.13 (s, 0.6H, acetyl, 5b), 2.04 (s, 2.4H, acetyl 5a); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 169.7 (C=0, 
5a+5b), 163.0 (C4, 5a+5b), 158.5, 158.4 (aromatic, 5a+5b), 151.0 (C2, 5a+5b), 144.6 (aromatic), 140.4, 
139.7 (C2, 5a+5b), 135.6, 135.0, 134.9, 130.2, 130.1, 129.8, 129.7, 128.0, 127.9, 127.6, 127.1, 113.4, 113.2 
(aromatic, 5a+5b), 102.9 (C5, 5a), 102.5 (C5,5b), 86.4 (C1',5b), 86.3 (C1',5a), 85.4 (C4’,5a), 84.7 
(C4',5b), 74.0 (C2',5a), 73.4 (C2',5b), 72.8 (C3',5a), 72.6 (C3',5b), 61.2 (C5',5a+5b), 55.1, 55.1, (OCH3, 
5a+5b), 20.9 (acetyl, 5a), 20.7 (acetyl, 5b); HRMS (ESI) calc. for C32H32N2O9 [M + Na]+ 611.2006, 
found 611.2000.  
 

5.4.2.6 5'-O-(N,N-Diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphos-
phoramidite)-2'-O-acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimetho-
xytrityl) uridine and 5'-O-(N,N-Diisopropyl-2-
cyanoethylphosphoramidite)-3'-O-acetyl-2'-
O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S6a+S6b)  

S6 was prepared according to the procedure182. 2’-O-acetyl-3’-O-(4,4’-dimethoxytrityl)-5’-O-
uridine (S5a+S5b) (400 mg, 0.68 mmol) was co-evaporated with anhydrous DCE (5 mL) and 
redissolved in DCM (5 mL). 2-Cyanoethyl N,N,N’,N’-tetraisopropylphosphoramidite (410 mg, 
430 µl, 1.36 mmol) and diisopropylammonium tetrazolide (237 mg, 1.36 mmol) were added and 
the reaction mixture was stirred under argon at rt overnight. The mixture was concentrated in 
vacuo and purified by flash chromatography (30-60% EtOAc/Hept) to give the title compound 
S6a+S6b as a white foam (422 mg, yield 78%.). Rf = 0.45, 0.41, 0.34, 0.30 in 60% EtOAc/ Hept; 31P 

NMR (162 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 149.46, 148.86, 146.87, 145.66; HRMS (ESI) calc. for 
C41H49N4O10P [M + H]+ 789.3259, found 789.3259.  
 

5.4.2.7 2'/3'-O-acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxy-
trityl)uridine (S7a+S7b)  

S7 was prepared according to procedure171. To a 
solution of commercially available 5’-O-(4,4’-
dimethoxytrityl)uridine (1.5 g, 2.74 mmol) in dry 
THF (10 ml) was added anhydrous pyridine (222 μl, 2.74 mmol) followed by acetyl chloride (195 
μl, 2.74 mmol) at 0 °C under argon. The mixture was warmed to rt., stirred for 3 h and quenched 
with saturated NaHCO3 (15 ml). The organics were extracted with DCM (5x20 ml), dried over 
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MgSO4 and concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was purified using column 
chromatography (20-100% EtOAc in Heptane), co-evaporated with dry DCM to give a 
regioisomeric mixture of the title compound S7a and S7b as a white foam (429 mg, 26.6%). The 
isomers were not isolated but found in ratio 0.4:0.6 (7a:7b) in the UV-trace from LC-MS and 
confirmed by integration of H1' in NMR spectra. Rf = 0.39 (EtOAc/Hept, 80:20); 1H NMR (400 
MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.43 (s, 1H,NH), 7.70 (2xd, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H, H6,7a+7b), 7.44 – 7.20 (m, 9H, 
aromatic, 7a+ 7b), 6.95 – 6.87 (m, 4H, aromatic, 7a+7b), 5.92 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 0.4H, H1', 7a), 5.82 (d, J 
= 5.8 Hz, 0.6H, 2'-OH, 7b), 5.76 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 0.6H, H1', 7b), 5.58 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 0.4H, 3'-OH, 7a), 
5.46 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 0.6H, H5, 7b), 5.41 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 0.4H, H5, 7a), 5.27 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 0.4H, H2',7a), 
5.14 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 0.6H, H3', 7b), 4.45 – 4.19 (m, 1H, H3' 7a, H2' 7b), 4.12 (q, J = 4.2 Hz, 0.6H, H4', 
7b), 4.01 – 3.97 (m, 0.4H, H4', 7a), 3.75 (s, 6H, 2xOCH3, 7a+7b), 3.32 – 3.18 (m, 2H, H5’/H5’’, 7a+7b), 
2.09 (s, 1.2H, CH3, 7a), 2.07 (s, 1.8H, CH3, 7b); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 170.1, 170.0 (acetyl 
C=0), 163.4, 163.4 (C4), 158.6, 158.6 (aromatic), 150.1 (C2,7a+7b), 145.1, 145.0 (aromatic), 140.5 
(C6,7a+7b), 135.7, 135.5, 130.2, 130.2, 128.4, 128.4, 128.2, 128.1, 127.3, 127.3, 113.8, 113.7 (aromatic), 
102.9, 102.4 (C5,7b+7a), 88.9 (C1',7b), 86.5 (C1',7a), 86.4 (DMTr-C), 83.4 (C4',7a), 80.7 (C4’,7b), 75.6 
(C2',7a), 72.4 (C3',7b), 71.7 (C2',7b), 68.7 (C3',7a), 63.5, 63.4 (C5’,7a+7b), 55.5 (OCH3,7a+7b), 21.2, 
21.1 (acetyl CH3,7a+7b); LCMS (ESI) calc. for C32H32N2O9 [M-H]- 587.6, found 587.7 m/z for both 
regioisomers. 
 

5.4.2.8 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)-
uridine-3'/2'-O-(2-cyanoethyl-N,N-diiso-
propyl)phosphoramidite (S8a+S8b)  

S8 was prepared according to procedure171. 
Compound S8 was prepared by co-evaporating S7 
(204 mg, 340 μmol) in a dry round bottom flask with dry DCE (7 ml) and redissolved in dry DCM 
(5ml) followed by addition of 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N',N'-tetraisopropylphosphoramidite (205 mg, 
215 µl, 680 µmol) and diisopropylammonium tetrazolide (116 mg, 680 µmol). The reaction was 
stirred under argon o/n. The reaction mixture was reduced and purified on column using 10-70% 
(EtOAc in Heptane) as eluent. The pure fractions were collected, reduced and redissolved in dry 
DCM and finally evaporated to obtain the title compound S8 as a white foam (220 mg, 82%) and 
a regioisomeric mixture. Rf =0.45, 0.40 (EtOAc/Hept, 60:40); 31P NMR (162 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 
151.78 (S8b), 151.16 (S8b), 151.04 (S8a). Last S8a-isomer not collected due to oxidation. 
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5.4.3 Synthesis of miRNA pools 

5.4.3.1 Automated synthesis of microRNA pools  

Oligonucleotide pools (P1-P6) were synthesized on Expedite 8909 Nucleic Acid Synthesis System 
from Applied Biosystems in 0.2 μmol scale using universal support (CUTAG 1000 Å CPG from 
Sigma Aldrich). 2'-O-TBDMS and 2'O-Methyl protected phosphoramidites from Sigma Aldrich 
(rA(bz), rC(ac), rG(ib), rU) were dissolved in dry MeCN (0.07 M) and put on machine. Reagents 
for standard automated oligonucleotide synthesis were MeCN, TCA Deblock, DCI Activator 
0.25M (4,5-dicyanoimidazole), Oxidizer 0.02M, Cap A (acetic anhydride, THF), Cap B  (NMI, 
pyridine, THF) from Sigma Aldrich. S3, S6 and S8 were coupled manually by dissolving the 
respective phosphoramidite (15 mg) with 400 μl MeCN and 600 μl activator (DCI) in 1 ml syringe 
and added to the column in a pace of 50 μl/min (over 20 min). Trityl values was monitored on the 
machine. Automated oligonucleotide solid-phase synthesis was run on DMT-off mode on 0.2 
μmol double-coupling program for linear and 1 μmol double-coupling program for branched 
with coupling time on 20 min for each cycle.  
 

5.4.3.2 Deprotection, cleavage, quantification and purification of microRNA pools 

The column was dried with nitrogen and cleavage from solid support was done using 
methylamine solution (33 wt. % in absolute ethanol) at 65°C in 2 h, desilylated with triethylamine 
trihydrofluoride in dry triethylamine and dry N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone and precipitated in cold 
acetone. The microRNA pools were dissolved in RNase free water and identified using an 
Autoflex speed MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Hamburg, Germany). The 
oligonucleotides were purified on UHPLC (Dionex Ultimate 3000) using a DNA-Pac RP column 
(4 µm) with a 5 - 15 % gradient, 30 min at 75 °C with 0.05 M TEAA in MQ pH 7.4 (buffer A) and 
acetonitrile (buffer B). Peaks were monitored at 260 nm. Calibration curves were made from 
control miRNAs purchased from IDT (Table S2.2). Yield estimations and calculations were based 
on calibration curves and purity peaks from HPLC (Table S5.3). 
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5.5 Supporting Information 

5.5.1 NMR-spectra of S1-S8 

5.5.1.1 Heptane-1,4,7-triol (S1) 

 
Figure S5.1: 1H-NMR spectra of Heptane-1,4,7-triol (S1) 

 
Figure S5.2 13C-NMR spectra of Heptane-1,4,7-triol (S1)  
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5.5.1.2 1,7-di-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)heptane-1,4,7-triol (S2) 

 
Figure S5.3 1H-NMR spectra of 1,7-di-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)heptane-1,4,7-triol (S2) 

 
Figure S5.4 13C-NMR spectra of 1,7-di-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)heptane-1,4,7-triol (S2) 
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5.5.1.3 1,7-di-O-dimethoxytrityl heptane-4-O-(2-cyanoethyl)-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidite 
(S3)  

 
Figure S5.5 31P-NMR spectra of 1,7-di-O-dimethoxytrityl heptane-4-O-(2-cyanoethyl)-N,N-

diisopropylphosphoramidite (S3) 
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5.5.1.4 5'-O-tert-Butyldimethylsilyluridine (S4) 

 
Figure S5.6 1H-NMR spectra of 5'-O-tert-Butylmethylsilyluridine (S4)  

 
Figure S5.7 1H-1H COSY-NMR spectra of 5'-O-tert-Butylmethylsilyluridine (S4) 
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Figure S5.8 13C-NMR spectra of 5'-O-tert-Butylmethylsilyluridine (S4) 

 
Figure S5.9 HSQC-NMR spectra of 5'-O-tert-Butylmethylsilyluridine (S4) 
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5.5.1.5 2'-O-Acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine and 3'-O-Acetyl-2'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl) 
uridine (S5a+ S5b)  

 
Figure S5.10 1H-NMR spectra of 2'-O-Acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine and 3'-O-Acetyl-2'-O-(4,4'-

dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S5a+S5b) 

 
Figure S5.11 1H-1H COSY NMR spectra of 2'-O-Acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine and 3'-O-Acetyl-2'-O-

(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S5a+S5b) 
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Figure S5.12 13C-NMR spectra of 2'-O-Acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine and 3'-O-Acetyl-2'-O-(4,4'-

dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S5a+S5b) 

 
Figure S5.13 HSQC-NMR spectra of 2'-O-Acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine and 3'-O-Acetyl-2'-O-(4,4'-

dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S5a+S5b) 
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5.5.1.6 5'-O-(N,N-Diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphosphoramidite)-2'-O-acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxy-
trityl) uridine and 5'-O-(N,N-Diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphosphoramidite)-3'-O-acetyl-2'-O-
(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S6a+S6b) 

 
Figure S5.14 31P-NMR spectra of 5'-O-(N,N-Diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphosphoramidite)-2'-O-acetyl-3'-O-(4,4'-

dimethoxytrityl) uridine and 5'-O-(N,N-Diisopropyl-2-cyanoethylphosphoramidite)-3'-O-acetyl-2'-O-(4,4'-
dimethoxytrityl) uridine (S6a+S6b) 
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5.5.1.7 2'/3'-O-acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine (S7a+S7b)  

 
Figure S5.15 1H-NMR spectra of 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine (S7a+S7b) 

 
Figure S5.16 1H-1H COSY NMR spectra of 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine (S7a+S7b) 
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Figure S5.17 13C-NMR spectra of 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine (S7a+S7b) 

 
Figure S5.18 HSQC-NMR spectra of 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine (S7a+S7b) 
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5.5.1.8 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine-3'/2'-O-(2-cyanoethyl-N,N-
diisopropyl)phosphoramidite (S8a+S8b)   

 
Figure S5.19 31P-NMR spectra of 2'/3'-O-Acetyl-5'-O-(4,4'-dimethoxytrityl)uridine-3'/2'-O-(2-cyanoethyl-N,N-

diisopropyl)phosphoramidite (S8a+S8b) 
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5.5.2 Oligonucleotide Design, Synthesis and Characterization 

5.5.2.1 Design of microRNA  

miRNAs were found in literature to have activity in breast cancer and then modified from 
sequences in miRBase (https://www.mirbase.org/) with 2'OMe in the 3'end, 5'end and middle to 
stabilize the sequence. Furthermore, miR27b-3p and miR129-1-5p were truncated with one and 
two nucleobases respectively. NUPACK (https://nupack.org) was applied to investigate 
theoretical hairpin structure at 37°C.  

miR Sequence 5′→3′ MW 
(g/mol) 

Nt. Regulation and Function in 
breast cancer cells  

Hairpin 
(orig.) 

Hairpin 
(modif.) 

 

hsa-miR-
31-5p 

r(AGGCAAGAUG
CUGGCAUAGCU) 6775.1 21 

↓ 

Tumor suppressor: 
Involved in 
apoptosis, cell 
motility, cell 
invasion177   

 

 

Modified 
miR31 

r(mAmGGCAAGm
AmUGCUGGCAU
AGmCmU) 

6859.3 21 

hsa-miR-
206 

r(UGGAAUGUAA
GGAAGUGUGUG
G) 

7202.4 22 

↓ 
Tumor suppressor: 
Inhibit cell 
proliferation175 

  
Modified 
miR206 

r(mUmGGAAUGm
UmAAGGAAGUG
UGUmGmG) 

7286.5 22 

hsa-miR-
27b-3p 

r(UUCACAGUGGC
UAAGUUCUGC) 6650 21 

↑ 

Oncogenic: Promotes 
tumor progression 
and metastasis. 
Targets multiple 
tumor  suppressors in 
breast cancer183   

Modified 
miR27-3p 

r(mUmCACAGUG
GmCmUAAGUUC
UmGmC)  

6428 20 

hsa-miR-
129-1-5p 

r(CUUUUUGCGG
UCUGGGCUUGC) 

6720.1 21 

↓ 
Tumor suppressor:  
Inhibit proliferation 
and metastasis 
targeting CBX4176  

  

Modified 
129-1-5p 

r(mUmUUUGCmG
mGUCUGGGCUU
mGmC) 

6108.7 19 

Table S5.1: microRNA table with original and modified sequences, biological function in breast 
cancer, MW, length (nt) and hairpin structure before and after modification.  

 

5.5.2.2 Purchased control oligonucleotides 

hsa-miR MW (g/mol) Sequences (5'→3') nt 
31 c 6859.3 mAmGrGrCrArArGmAmUrGrCrUrGrGrCrArUrArGmCmU 21 

206 c 7286.5 mUmGrGrArArUrGmUmArArGrGrArArGrUrGrUrGrUmGmG 22 
27b-3p c 6428.0 mUmCrArCrArGrUrGrGmCmUrArArGrUrUrCrUmGmC 20 

129-1-5p c 6108.7 mUmUrUrUrGrCmGmGrUrCrUrGrGrGrCrUrUmGmC 19 
Table S5.2: Purchased control miRNA from IDT. c = control 

 

https://www.mirbase.org/
https://nupack.org/
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5.5.2.3 Trityl Values from Oligonucleotide Synthesis 

a) P1 (KAS327)                                                            b)     P2 (KAS328) 

     
c) P3 (KAS329)                                                                   d)     P4 (KAS330)  

     
e) P5 (KAS331) part 1                                                        f)     P5 (KAS331) part 2 

     
g)     P6 (KAS332)  

 
Figure S5.20. Trityl readout from oligonucleotide synthesis on Expedite Nucleic acid System. Note: 
Lines in the middle of the pictures are due to screen failure. Deprotection of branched linker S3 are 
shown as black arrows.  

 

  

↓  

↓  ↓  

↓  ↓  ↓  
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5.5.2.4 MALDI spectra of crude pools 

a) P1 (KAS327)                                                                           b) P2 (KAS328) 

 
c)   P3 (KAS329)                                                                     d)  P4 (KAS330) 

 
           e)  P5 (KAS331)                                                                      f) P6 (KAS332) 

 
Figure S5.21. MALDI-TOF spectra of P1-P6 crude. Observed masses (m/z): (a) P1 (KAS327): 6129.93, 6864.39; (b) P2 
(KAS328): 6103.02, 6850.84, 7284.55; (c) P3 (KAS329): 6109.14, 6453.91, 6862.93, 7296.97; (d) P4 (KAS330): 6126.55, 
6864.44; (e) P5 (KAS331): 6110.00, 6861.67, 7286.73; (f) P6(KAS332): 4157.69 (failure), 6122.13, 6452.01, 6840.42, 
7278.16.  
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5.5.2.5 Standard curves of miRNA controls 

Dilution row was made from having 60μl of stock concentration (800ng/μl) in vial 1, and 
transferred 40μl to vial 2 containing 20μl and mixed 10 times, before transferring the next 40μl to 
vial 3 and so on. This resulted in a dilution factor of 1.5 with 20μl in each vial for HPLC. 10μl was 
injected and run at 75°C, 5-15% over 30min. Values from HPLC was written into lab notes and 
standard curves constructed.  

 

 

Figure S5.22: Standard curves for control miRNA: miR31, miR206, miR27b-3p, miR129-1-5p. 
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5.5.2.6 Yield estimation of miRNA in pools 

Yields and amount of each miRNA in each pool was calculated from standard curve equations 
shown above along with purity of each HPLC peak. miR31 and miR206 have the same retention 
time, so these were calculated as a mix or one peak in P2, P3, P5, P6. Pools were made on 200nmol 
scale and was after purification dissolved in 650μl RNase free water. 10μl of each pool were 
injected to HPLC and UV readout (mAU) of each peak was evaluated relative to standard curves. 

  

Pool miRNA Eq. mAU 
(hight) 

Purity 
(%) 

ng 
injected  

%Volume 
injected 

ng/ul %Total 
volume 
(650 ul) 

ng (total) nmol 
(total) 

Estimated 
Yield%  

P1 
129-5p 1 138.72 27.6 2323.76 2.76 841.94 179.4 151044.5 25 24.7 % 
31 1 205.1 38.3 2558.36 3.83 667.98 248.95 166293 24 24.2 % 

P2 
129-5p 1 67.04 19.95 1129.15 1.99 565.99 129.68 73394.63 12 18.0 % 
31 1 

127.75 44.67 1575.51 4.47 352.70 290.36 102408 15 11.2 % 
206 1 

P3 

129-5p 1 75.04 16.13 1263.82 1.61 783.53 104.85 82148.84 13 26.9 % 
31 1 

145.59 37.5 1802.19 3.75 480.58 243.75 117142.5 17 17.1 % 
206 1 
27b-3p 1 75.04 16.13 1263.83 2.07 783.53 104.85 82148.84 13 26.9 % 

P4 
129-5p 2 68.05 31.95 1146.15 3.20 358.73 207.68 74499.85 12 6.1 % 
31 1 187.4 63.38 2333.45 6.34 368.17 411.97 151674.2 22 22.1 % 

P5 
129-5p 4 178.8 28.49 3010.63 2.85 1056.73 185.19 195690.9 32 8.0 % 
31 2 

234.02 48.91 2925.83 4.89 598.21 317.92 190178.7 28 9.2 % 
206 1 

P6 

129-5p 8 85.58 19.8 1441.27 1.98 727.92 128.7 93682.51 15 1.9 % 
31 4 

110.67 28.15 1358.48 2.82 482.59 182.98 88301.3 13 2.1 % 
206 2 
27b-3p 1 131.15 25.01 1736.24 2.50 694.22 162.57 112855.4 18 17.6 % 

Table S5.3:  Estimated amount and yield of each miRNA in each pool based on calculations from standard curves 
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6 PCR-Free Targeted Single Primer Capture for Ultra-
Deep Sequencing 

This chapter is about the experiments conducted at Stanford University from October 2021 to 
March 2022 as a part of my external stay. It concerns the optimization of the Oligonucleotide-
Selective Sequencing method on APEX beads (OS-Seq-APEX) using branched oligonucleotide as 
primer spacing for improving capture performance. The experiments were carried out in the Ji 
Research Group, Division of Oncology at Stanford University with supervision from GiWon Shin 
and Professor Hanlee P. Ji.    

 

6.1 Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing (OS-Seq) 

Targeted sequencing has shown to be an important tool in cancer diagnostics28,114. Target methods 
reduce the cost and time for Next-Generation Sequencing, by capturing genomic regions of 
interest from a DNA sample before sequencing. Several targeted sequencing methods have been 
developed115,184–186. Oligonucleotide-selective sequencing (OS-Seq) is a targeted sequencing 
technique developed in the Ji Research Lab that involves capturing and sequencing genomic 
target DNA on a sequencers solid-phase, such as the Illumina flow cell187,188. This method was 
developed to overcome limitations faced using other targeted sequencing techniques at the 
time115,187,188. However, due to less freedom modifying existing Illumina platforms, the OS-Seq 
was moved from flow cell to agarose beads, and currently needs to be optimized. The first 
generation on flow cell will be referred to as OS-SeqV1, second generation of agarose beads OS-
SeqV2 and optimizations of this OS-SeqV2.1.  

6.1.1 Principals of OS-Seq 

The OS-Seq method can be divided into three overall steps (Figure 6.1): 1) Flow cell modification 
step, where flow cells are modified with primer-probes containing target-probe (purple) and 
sequencing primers (green). 2) Library extension step, where desired targets are captured by the 
immobilized primer-probes. 3) Lastly, captured library are sequenced using standard sequencing 
protocol to generate Read 1 and Read 2 holding the genomic information of the targeted capture 
sequences.187,188  
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Figure 6.1: First generation of oligonucleotide selective sequencing (OS-Seq)187,188. 1) Flow cell 

modification with primer-probe; 2) Library hybridization and extension; 3) Sequencing188. 

 

In the first generation of OS-SeqV1, the existing P7 primer on Illumina flow cell is 1) modified to 
become a target-specific primer probe. This is done, by hybridizing with its complement primer 
probe. Primer probe contain target specific sequence (purple) and sequencing primers SP2 (lime 
green) and P7 (green) in the design (Figure 6.1). By extending the P7 primer with polymerase 
followed by denaturation, a set of randomly placed target-specific primer probes are generated 
on the flow cell surface. Next, 2) the extended primer probe capture target sequence of prepared 
DNA library and function as a primer for polymerase extension. The library is prepared with 
adaptors that enable binding with primers on flow cell and multiplexing. After hybridization, 
extension and denaturation, the 3) extended library is bridge amplified to make clusters of library 
molecules on the flow cell ready sequencing (Read 1 and Read 2). The captured molecules are 
bridge amplified and sequenced using standard sequencing protocols187.  

The first generation OS-Seq was applied to resequence exons of either 10 or 344 cancer genes from 
human DNA samples. This showed selectivity >87% of captured sequences originated from the 
intended target regions187. Sensitivity >95% of single nucleotide variants called with OS-Seq 
agreed with whole-genome sequencings (WGS) for the same individuals187. Later on, the OS-Seq 
method was further improved by Hopmans et al. where all steps, except for library preparation, 
were automatized to eliminate complicated sample preparations steps188. 

 

 

1)                  2)                  3) 
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6.1.2 Second Generation of OS-Seq on Agarose Beads 

Recently, Illumina made their sequencing platforms more user-friendly, limiting the ability and 
degree of freedom to modify the flow cell. Therefore, in the second generation (OS-SeqV2), the 
chemistry was moved from flow cells to APEX (attachment-based primer extension) magnetic 
agarose beads  functionalized with tetrazine (Tz). APEX beads has previously been used to attach 
genomic library allowing for iterative molecular analysis and storage189. The workflow in OS-
SeqV2 is illustrated in Figure 6.2A-E, and the steps described in the section below.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Workflow in OSSeqV2 method: (A) Library prep of genomic DNA. (B) Conjugation of 
primer probe (P7) to APEX beads. (C) Primer extension of P7 with target probe pool. (D) Library 
capture, extension and cleavage of final extended library. (E) Quantification, amplification and 

sequencing of library. (F) Fragmented dsDNA with A-tails; (G) Applied adapters; (H) Cleaved library 
from beads ready for sequencing. 

 
Library preparation. Genomic DNA (NA12822, Coriell Institute) were first fragmented to size of 
~500nt in average using fragmentation enzymes, and then treated with End-Repair and A-tailing 
enzymes followed by ligase so the fragmented DNA could be ligated to adaptors (Figure 6.2A+F). 
The adapters contained P5-primer, 5index (unique barcode on 8nt) and SP1-primer all needed for 
sequencing and identification (Figure 6.2H and Table S6.2).  The library is prepared for a Single-
Indexing Paired-End Flow Cell Sequencing.  

P5 P7 SP2 Probe i5 SP1 
T 

ddC 

i5 P5 SP1 
A 

A 

(A) (B) (C) 

(D) (E) 

(F) (G) (H) 
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Primer conjugation to APEX beads. By functionalizing the P7 probe with trans-cyclooctene 
(TCO) the P7 primer can be conjugated to magnetic beads through an inverse electron demand 
Diels−Alder cycloaddition (iEDDA) (Figure 6.3)190,191. This reaction occurs between an electron-
rich dienophile (alkene in TCO) and an electron-poor diene in Tz to make a [4+2] cycloaddition, 
followed by a retro [4+2] cycloaddition to liberate N2. This reaction will generate a 4,5-
dihydropyridazine species which either isomerize to 1,4-dihydro-isomers or oxidize to form 
pyridazine product190. iEDDA click reactions has emerged into biology, imaging and therapeutic 
applications due to its fast reaction kinetics, excellent orthogonality and biocompatibility 
allowing in vivo reactions191.  

 

Figure 6.3: Mechanism of iEDDA: Schematic representation of reaction between tetrazine (Tz) and 
trans-cyclooctene (TCO)190,191.  

 

Primer Extension. When conjugated to beads, the P7 primer was extended with different target 
probes. This is a pool of different oligonucleotides on 101nt in size, containing complement P7 
(24nt, green) and complement SP2 (37nt, lime green) and targeting sequences (40nt, purple), all 
needed for capturing and sequencing (Figure 6.2C). In this project, we have used OS42 consisting 
of 6205 different oligonucleotides targeting 84 different oncogenes relevant for colon cancer192. 
When the oligonucleotide template has hybridized to conjugated primer, polymerase (Q5U) is 
added to extend the primer and the OS42 is denatured so only the extend primer remains on the 
beads.  

Library Capture, Extension and Cleavage. The prepared library is added to the beads containing 
extended primer probe ensuring the target probe can catch targeted region in genomic library. 
The library is extended on the beads using Bst DNA polymerase to obtain a full library on beads 
with different genomic target sequences of interests. After library capture, the library is cleaved 
from the beads with USER enzyme. The USER enzyme is an uracil glycolase enzyme that 
recognizes dU in the sequence by removing the base. The resulting structure is not stable so it 
will readily undergo first β-elimination followed by δ-elimination to release the two phosphate-
functionalized oligonucleotides and α,β-unsaturated aldehyde as byproduct (Figure 6.4)193.    
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Figure 6.4: Mechanism for USER enzyme (Uracil DNA Glycolase) removing uracil, followed by 
spontaneous β,δ – elimination to liberate the two oligonucleotides and a α,β-unsaturated aldehyde193.  

Quantification and Sequencing. The cleaved library is quantified using qPCR followed by 
amplification with PCR. Ideally, the method should be PCR-free, however in order to have 
enough material and ensure high sensitivity and selectivity, PCR is applied. After PCR 
amplification, the library is quantified again with qPCR and sequenced using iSeq 100. Reference 
genome (PhiX) is added to align the reads correctly. Sequencing is made on a Paired-End Flow 
cell from Illumina (Figure 1.5B) with 300 cycles meaning, SP1 primer is added, and 150 bases are 
read in the forward direction (genomic part of library). Next, the adapter in library bind to P5 
primer on the flow cell initiating i5 reading (8nt barcode). The library is bridge amplified, and 
SP2 primers are added, such 150 bases are read from the other side of the library but in forward 
direction (targeted + genomic part of library).   

 

6.1.3 Sequencing parameters  

Post sequencing, the data was evaluated and analyzed using in-house bioinformatics pipeline 
created in the Ji Group specific for the OS-Seq method187,188. The pipeline is only applied as a tool  
and not discussed in the thesis. To compare the performances of the first and second generation 
of OS-Seq we looked at three main parameters: Total number of reads, %On-target reads, and %OK 
reads. Total number of reads is important in terms of sensitivity. The reads are designed to cover 
specific target regions in the genome. Therefore the percentage of aligned reads covering the 
target area (%On-target)  is also important factor and relates to selectivity. Lastly, %OK reads, is 
the number of reads (read 1 and read 2) that lays within the target region and do not overlap. Table 

6.1 shows the performance of first generation (V1) and second generation (V2) of OS-Seq with 
current conditions optimized by GiWon Shin (GS). It is seen that V2 does not yet perform in the 
same way as V1 in terms of number of reads on target (82% vs. 20%) and OK reads (43% vs. 9.5%). 
Therefore, the current platform on APEX beads needs to be optimized in order to be suitable for 
targeted sequencing in diagnostic cancer samples.  
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OS-Seq Parameters 
V1 (Run633, 

L006942)188 

V2 (SP1 blocker, 

1/4 beads)* 

%On-target 82% 20% 

On-target read pair 8,325,559 110,218 

Ok reads 7,146,544 20,978 

%Ok 42.92% 9.52% 

Table 6.1: Current performance of first (V1) versus second (V2) generation of OS-Seq.  
*Numbers of V2 obtained by GiWon Shin and reprinted with permission (unpublished). 

 

6.2 Project outline: Optimization of OS-SeqV2 

To optimize the current Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing method (OS-SeqV2) we 
hypothesize the amount and quality of reads can be increased by improving capture 
performance. Capture performance is defined, by how well the extended primer probe bind end 
elongate the prepared genomic library. There are different approaches to optimize these 
conditions. Looking at the primer-library intermediate before extension (Figure 6.5), one could 
imagine several things interfering and affecting the performance of the elongation. The SP1 
primer in the 5'-end, originating from the library preparation, could potentially self-hybridize to 
complementary part in the 3'-end thereby inhibiting polymerase activity. Likewise, unspecific 
binding of SP2-primer or non-extended P7-primer could also result in shorter reads or reads 
missing important parts. To avoid incorrect binding and interference, different blockers (SP1-
blocker, SP2-blocker and P7-blocker) could be added prior to elongation.  Another target for 
optimization could be varying the space between the P7-primer on the beads to improve 
conditions for the enzyme to function.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Potential optimization strategies for improving capture performance. 

Primer Spacing 

P7-blocker 

SP2-blocker 

SP1-blocker 
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The overall goal of this project was to improve existing OS-SeqV2 platform by optimizing capture 
performance, and ideally make it PCR-free. Therefore, we designed six different branched 
oligonucleotides with different spacing (Figure 6.6A). By increasing or decreasing the distance 
between P7 primers on the APEX beads using branched oligonucleotides instead of conventional 
linear primers, we could potentially improve capture performance. Branched oligonucleotides 
have previously been applied for signal amplification in branched assays for use in single cell 
sequencing194. Furthermore, cone-shaped dendrimers have been used for spacing in microarrays 
to improve yields of detected DNA and improved discrimination117,118. Therefore, we decided to 
make branched oligonucleotides for spacing. The effect of different primer lengths and blockers 
were also investigated. We looked at SP1 blocker, P7 blocker, SP2 blocker and extended P7-primer 
(P7.2) containing a phosphorothioate (PS) bond in the 3'end as potential factors to improve 
capture performance and library yield.  

 

6.2.1 Design of branched oligonucleotides  

We designed six branched oligonucleotide that could generate more and less space between the 
primers on the APEX-beads. Spacing branched oligonucleotides (Sb) for increased space and 
crowding branched oligonucleotides (Cb) for decreased space (Figure 6.6A). It was assumed that 
Sb-primers would improve capture performance, but to have the opposite effect to compare with, 
Cb structures were also designed and synthesized.  

 

(A) 

N=2 

N=1 

N=0 
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Figure 6.6: Principals of primer spacing using branched oligonucleotides. (A) Sb-primers (increased 
space) and Cb-primers (decreased space); (B) NHS-coupling of amino-modified oligonucleotides with 

TCO-NHS-ester to obtain TCO-primers for OS-SeqV2; (C)Types of phosphoramidites applied in 
synthesis of Cb and Sb oligonucleotides.  

The Sb structure was designed so the functional primer sequence (P7, green in Figure 6.6A) would 
point outwards with 3'-OH group, enabling enzymatic reactions and having the 5'-end anchoring 
the APEX beads. Sb-structures were synthesized from the 3'-end starting with the P7 sequence 
with incorporation of a deoxy-uridine base (dU) enabling cleavage from beads, and a T9-spacer. 
From the spacer, the branching linker phosphoramidite (S3) was added, from where two 
secondary sequences (RS1) were made in two branches, each with 5'-amino-modifiers in the end. 
After synthesis, the amino-modified ends were conjugated with TCO-NHS-ester enabling 
conjugation to the Tz-beads (Figure 6.6B).  

Likewise, the Cb structures were “flipped” in structure compared to Sb-structures. Consequently, 
the RS1 would anchor the APEX beads, and the 5'-ends would have P7 primer branches crowding 
the space. However, because enzymes only work from 3'-end starting with a hydroxyl or 
phosphate group, we built the P7 primer branches from dU in reverse direction with reverse 
phosphoramidites (Figure 6.6C). The 3’-amino-modified RS1 end was conjugated with TCO-NHS 
ester to enable Tz-bead conjugation.  

We also wanted to investigate numbers of branches (N = 0, 1, 2… n) in spacing and crowding (Sb1 
and S2b1, Cb1 and C2b1), the length of primer sequence (P7.1 and P7.2, Sb2.1 and Sb2.2) and the 
length of secondary probe (Sb2.1 and Sb2.2). In total, we made six different branched TCO 
modified oligonucleotides: Four spacing and two crowding branched oligonucleotides for use in 
the OSSeqV2. The TCO-P7.1 and TCO-P7.2 primers were applied as control (Figure 6.7).    

(B) 

(C) 
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Figure 6.7: Chemical structures of TCO-Primers tested in OS-SeqV2 method. Branched oligonucleotides 
designed and synthesized for optimization study of OS-SeqV2: TCO-P7.1; TCO-P7.2, TCO-Sb1, TCO-

S2b1, TCO-Sb1.2, TCO-Sb2.2, Cb1-TCO and C2b1-TCO. Sb: Spacing; Cb: Crowding; S2b1/C2b1: N=2. 
TCO-Primers with P7.1 sequence are green, P7.2 sequence are blue; RS1: random sequence 1 (violet); 

RS2: random sequence 2 (yellow); DNA (white) and revers phosphoramidites (green); PS linkage 
(purple); dU (pink). 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Synthesis of Branched Oligonucleotides  

Branched oligonucleotides were synthesized using solid-phase synthesis with DNA 
phosphoramidites. Branched linker S3 was synthesized and applied to obtain branched 
structures (Figure 6.6C). Adrian Hérnandez Bustos helped with synthesis of the final structures. 
We tried to obtain MS spectra using MALDI-TOF but without success as the branched 
oligonucleotides did not fly. Consequently, the oligonucleotides were not tried purified with 
HPLC. Instead, the oligonucleotides were tried characterized with NovexTM denaturing 
polyacrylamide TBE-Urea gels (1xTBE, 7M Urea, 10%) (Figure 6.8A). 

      
(A)     1:100 dilution                                           (B) 1:100 dilutions + USER cleavage  

Figure 6.8:  PAGE of TCO-branched primers (Sb1, Sb1.2, Sb2.2, S2b1, Cb1 and C2b1) (left), cleaved 
with USER enzyme (Sb1, Sb1.2, Sb2.2, Cb1) and cleaved Sb1U, Sb1.2U, Sb2.2U, Cb1U. 1:100 dilutions in 

1xTBE, 7M Urea, 10% PAGE.  

It was expected, the branched structure might act differently than linear sequences in the gel, and 
have different running patterns. From Figure 6.8A it is seen that Sb1 (in lane 1 and 2) gave smears 
with one band around 140nt which is much above the expected linear length of 59nt (80nt in 
total). Furthermore, it was observed that Cb1, Sb1.2 and Sb2.2 all gave a three-bond pattern with 
the strongest signal on top (much higher than expected) and weaker bonds below, with similar 
difference in between. S2b1 and C2b1 gave only smears probably because they were more 
branched than Sb1 and Cb1.  

Because of the unexpected pattern in the gel, we could not confirm the size of the 
oligonucleotides. However, we could confirm they were not running as linear structures, and 
therefore could be branched. We decided to treat a small portion of Sb1, Sb1.2, Sb2.2 and Cb1 
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with USER to cleave each oligo into two fragments (Figure 6.8B). Sb1 would give two fragments: 
a linear at 24nt and branched at >57nt that might lay higher due to the structure. Similar for Sb1.2: 
24nt + >37nt; Sb2.2: 30nt + >37nt; Cb1: 24nt + >42nt. Using this approach we could confirm the size 
of the structures (Table 6.2). After cleavage with USER two bands appear for each oligo, all 
showing the right linear primer sequence length at 24nt or 30nt, with a secondary fragment laying 
higher than calculated due to branched structure. This confirmed the size of Sb1, Sb1.2, Sb2.2, 
Cb1. Testing of S2b1 and C2b1 will be done in near future. We decided to continue with TCO-
NHS coupling and use the oligonucleotides in assay.   

Name Sequence 5'→3' 
Length 
[nt] 
(total) 

MW 
[g/mol] 

Length 
obs. [nt] 

Length 
obs.+ 
USER 
[nt] 

P7.1 /5TCO-PEGN/TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT 34 11035.5 - - 

P7.2 
/5TCO-PEGN/ 
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGTC*T 40 12896.7 - - 

Sb1 
5’-[TCO]-Y-AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X-
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’ 59(80) 25285.6 140 

24+ 
~75  

S2b1 
5’-[TCO]-Y-AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X- 
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X-
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’ 

83(172) 54584.9 smear - 

Sb1.2 
5’-[TCO]-Y-CGACGGATCAAGT-X- 
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’ 49 (63) 19009.4 34,50, 78 24+ 

~45 

Sb2.2 
 5’-[TCO]-Y-CGACGGATCAAGT-X-
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGTCT-3’ 55 (69) 20854.6 40,56,84 

30+ 
~45 

Cb1 
3’-tagagcatacggcagaagacgaac-5’-5’-UTTTTTTTTT-X- 
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-Z-[TCO]3’ 

59 (91) 28471.6 48,76, 
140 

24+ 
~50 

C2b1 
3’-tagagcatacggcagaagacgaac-5’-5’-UTTTTTTTTT-X- 
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X- 
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-Z-[TCO]3’ 

83(205) 64082.7 smear - 

Table 6.2:  Overview of applied oligonucleotide for OSSeq optimization. A, C, G, T, U = 5’DMT-dA, 
dC, dG, dT, dU CE phosphoramidites; a, c, g, t = reverse phosphoramidites (dA-5'-CE, dC-5'-CE, dmf-dG-

5'-CE and dT-5'-CE), X = S3 Linker, Z = 3'-amino-modifier CPG, Y = 5'-amino-modifier C6 (MMT). Bold 
are the stronger appearing bonds on gel. Not measured (-). 

 

The final NHS-coupling with TCO-NHS-ester was done using standard NHS-condition from 
published procedure195. TCO-NHS-ester (8 eq. per amine-modification) was added to each 
oligonucleotide to obtain TCO-primer oligonucleotides. However, the size of TCO when 
conjugated, only added 137.2 g/mol to the final structure per amino-modification, which made it 
very difficult to confirm successful conjugation with PAGE due to the small size difference. 
Instead, we decided to use the TCO-oligonucleotides in the assay and confirm the TCO-
conjugation by successful conjugation with Tz-beads.  
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6.3.2 Optimization of OSSeqV2 (2.1) 

Previously, GiWon Shin (GS) optimized the OSSeqV2 platform by exchanging the Taq 
polymerase (standard for PCR reactions) with a Bst DNA polymerase, which is a strand 
displacement enzyme, optimized for isothermal amplification196. This polymerase is less sensitive 
to potential interruptions and therefore the extension happens more smoothly. He added SP1-
blocker prior to the library extension which improved %On-target from 5% to 15%. Furthermore, 
the optimal bead-library ratio was determined to be 1/4, resulting in the current performance 
shown in Table 6.1.  All optimization experiments done on OS-SeqV2 are illustrated in Figure 

6.9. We tried to convert OS-Seq from APEX beads to Tz-tubes, however this was not successful, 
and the results are not shown here.  

 

Figure 6.9: Experiments conducted to optimize OSSeqV2. Bead ratio, type of enzyme, SP1-blocker, 
P7-blocker, SP2-blocker, length of P7 primer, tubes vs. beads, and primer spacing using branched 

oligonucleotides. Experiments conducted by GS are stated in the figure. 

 

6.3.2.1 Effect of P7- and SP2 Blocker in Library Capture Step 

The OSSeqV2 method was applied as shown in Figure 6.2 and the blockers were added to the 
library capture step prior to elongation. Library prepared (L1-L8) are shown in Table 6.3 along 
with results of %On-target, %Ok and amount of library after USER (from qPCR). L1-L8 are 
merged in the table but were run as two experiments (L1-L4) and (L5-L8). L1-L4 all had SP1-
blocker with varying parameters: Bst amount and P7-blocker (P7b). L5-L8 all had SP1-blocker 
and 0.5μl Bst enzyme with varying parameters being SP2-blocker (SP2b) and bead amount 
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(B:bead). It is seen from Table 6.3 that L1-L8 all had %On-target around 25-30% and not affected 
much by either P7b or SP2b. However, looking at %Ok reads, P7b increase the percentage (~56%) 
while SP2b decrease the amount. An explanation of this could be that SP2b is too close to target 
binding area thereby affecting the quality of reads. Furthermore, it is observed that the amount 
of library after USER varies from L1-L4 to L5-L8 with a 50 fold increase. This is because larger 
fragments (~700bp) were used in L1-L4 while library size for L5-L8 was ~500bp. Larger fragments 
resulted in better %Ok reads, but less library is captured and elongated. We decided to aim for a 
fragment size between 500bp and 700bp for the next experiments. Best conditions from these 
experiments was SP1 blocker, 0.5μl Bst and P7 blocker.  

 

Test TCO-Primer %On-target %OK 
Total amount a. 

USER (amol) 

 
 

P7b 

L1 (1ulBST) 31 37.7 4.0* 

L2 (1ulBST, P7b) 23 55.8 3.3* 

L3 (0.5ulBST) 31 31.0 5.9* 

L4 (0.5ulBST,P7b) 25 56.9 4.0* 

 
 

SP2b 

L5 (1xB) 26 27.8 138.1** 

L6 (1xB, SP2b) 26 16.3 193.7** 

L7 (0.5xB) 27 24.2 82.8** 

L8 (0.5xB, SP2b) 30 17.4 134.7** 

Table 6.3. Effect of SP2 blocker and P7 blocker in OSSeqV2. 
*Library size ~700bp, **Library size ~500bp. 

 

 

6.3.2.2 Length of P7 Primer 

The length of P7 primer was investigated by comparing two different lengths: P7.1 and P7.2, 
having extra 6nt, and a PS linkage in the 3'-end to avoid potential nuclease activity (Table 6.2). 
The two primers were tested with and without P7b and results shown in Table 6.4. It is seen that 
%On-target is slightly higher but similar for both primers around 25-31%. Moreover, the quality 
of reads was higher for P1.7, both with and without P7 blocker compared to P7.2 primer. Best 
conditions for this experiment were P7.1 primer with P7b.     
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TCO-Primer %On-target %OK 

L1 (P7.1, P7b) 31 29.4 

L2 (P7.1) 27 25.1 

L3 (P7.2, P7b) 25 14.8 

L4 (P7.2) 25 18.8 

Table 6.4. Effect of P7.1 primer vs. P7.2 primer. 

 

6.3.2.3 Effect of Spacing between Primers using Branched Oligonucleotides  

For testing spacing between primer probes we tested P7.1, P7.2, Sb1, Sb2, Sb1.2, Sb1.3, Cb1, Cb2 
with the conditions SP1 blocker, P7 blocker and 0.5μl Bst enzyme. The branched oligonucleotides 
were first conjugated to the beads, confirming the TCO-NHS-ester conjugation on amino-
modified branched oligonucleotides. TCO-primers were added to Tz-beads and after 4 hours, no 
more oligonucleotide was removed from solution (Figure 6.10). The %conjugated TCO-primer 
was calculated from concentration difference between 0h and after 4h and results are seen in 
Table 6.5. Sb and Cb do not conjugate as well as P7.1 and P7.2, however they are also bulkier and 
occupy more space. Since no more primer was conjugated after 4 h, we expected beads were 
saturated with TCO-primer.   

  

TCO-primer %Conjugated 

P7.1 99.7 

P7.2 90.9 

Sb1 56.3 

S2b1 54.8 

Sb1.2 65.1 

Sb2.2 77.3 

Cb1 49.4 

C2b1 18.3 

Figure 6.7. Conc. of TCO-primer in APEX solution 
during conjugation. P7.1, P7.2, Sb1 and Cb1 are 

shown as examples.  

Table 6.5.  Conjugated TCO-primer to beads, 
(% removed from solution). 

After conjugation of branched TCO-primers, the primers were extended with targeting probes 
(OS42 pool). This process was monitored by measuring the concentraiton of removed oligo from 
solution before and after hybridisation. This showed unexpected results for the branched primers. 
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From the concentration of OS42 before and after, all the branched primers had hybridized 
between 0-10% (Table S6.3). These numbers were suprsingly low compared to P7.1 and P7.2 
which hybridizedd 78% and 55% respectivley. Therfore we decided to normalize the bead ratio, 
ensuring the beads contained 2.5pmol primer in all samples to be able to compare the individual 
primer performance in the next steps.    

The procedure was continued with library capture using SP1b and P7b as optimal conditions. 
The extended library were cleaved with USER, showing a concentration around 4 amol (10-18mol) 
for branched oligos. The library was amplified, quantified and sequenced. The results of %On-
target reads and %Ok reads are shown in Table 6.6.     

It is seen from the results that %On-target are in genral low compared to previous experiments, 
also for control primers. This is because we accedently used other adapters for the library prep 
which can self-ligate resulting in lower yield. However, it is also seen that all branched primers 
had 2-fold more %On-target reads (26-32%) compared with the two control sequence (15%). 
Moreover, the %Ok reads were worse for the branched primers compared to the controls, but 
among the branched primers, Cb1 had the highest quality similar to P7.2 primer. These findings 
are interesting, because the branched primers, especially Cb1, seems to have a good effect of 
number of reads captured in region of intrest, and Cb1 has the same amount of OK reads as P7.2. 
This is also surprisning since we assumed Sb structures would have the best effect, but from the 
results Cb1 has the highest %OK reads among the branched structures. It was also noted that 
C2b1 did not perform better than Cb1, concluding the amount of branches (N=2) did not improve 
the capture performance compared to N=1. However, these finding must be repeated with the 
right adapters, and small optimizations in the assay to confirm the results.  

TCO-Primer %On-target %OK 

L1: P7.1 14 11.6 

L2: P7.2 15 7.0 

L3: Sb1 28 3.5 

L4: S2b1 28 4.5 

L5: Sb1.2 27 4.0 

L6: Sb2.2 32 3.6 

L7: Cb1 26 6.1 

L8: C2b1 29 3.7 

Table 6.6. Extracted sequencing data evaluating the performance of branched primers in OS-SeqV2. 
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6.3.3 Summary of OS-SeqV2 optimizations 

In summary, we investigated the effect of P7-blocker, SP2-blocker, primer length and primer 
space to improve capture performance of current Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing method 
(OS-SeqV2). We evaluated the performance in terms of %On-target reads and %Ok reads from 
sequencing data. P7-blocker improved %On-target from 20% to 34% and %Ok reads increased 
from 10% to 32%. SP2-blocker or a longer primer (P7.2) did not improve the assay. Primer spacing 
were investigated using synthesized spacing primers (Sb1, S2b1, Sb1.2, Sb2.2) and crowding 
primers (Cb1 and C2b1). Branching primers seem to improve %On-target 2-fold compared to 
control primers which is promising. Cb1 had the best %Ok reads of the branched primers similar 
to P7.2 control sequence. The amount of library captured and elongated on the beads are less (~5 
amol) compared to P7.1 primer (~100 amol), and therefore not suitable in potential PCR-free 
assay. The optimal loading concentration for e.g. NextSeq platform is 1.5pM but can work in fmol 
scale197. Therefore, the assay needs to be further optimized to reach a PCR-free stage. However, 
branched primers seem to have a good effect on %On-target reads, compared with controls and 
is something we want to confirm in the future. The performances of OS-SeqV1, OS-SeqV2 and 
newest optimization OS-SeqV2.1 are shown below.  
 

Condition 
V1 

(Run633, L006942)188 

V2 

(SP1b,1/4 beads)* 

V2.1 

(P7.1, SP1b, P7)** 

%On-target 82% 20% 34% 

On target read pair 8,325,559 110,218 949,338 

Ok reads 7,146,544 20,978 609,852 

%Ok 42.92% 9.52% 32.2% 

Table 6.7: Summary table of OSSeq performance of first versus second generation of OS-Seq.  
*Numbers of V2 obtain by GiWon Shin (GS) and reprinted with permission. **Potential PCR-free. 

 

6.3.4 Future work 

In the future, we want to confirm the mass of branched oligonucleotides with MS, and purify to 
validate the results. Furthermore, we want to repeat the primer spacing experiment with the right 
adapters and few optimizations on the assay to confirm performance of branched primers 
improving %On-target with 100% compared to control sequences. When the best conditions have 
been established, we want to test the optimized OS-SeqV2.1 in cancer plasma samples to 
determine selectivity compared to whole-genome sequencing.    
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6.4 Experimental  

6.4.1 General Chemical Experimental Methods  

Chapter 5, section 5.4.1.  

 

6.4.1.1 Synthesis of Branched Linker (S3) 

S3 is described in Chapter 5, section 5.4.2.  

 

6.4.2 General Methods for Molecular Assays  

All reagents and enzymes were purchased from either Roche, New England Biolabs, Invitrogen, 
Cube Biotech or PolyAn. Genomic DNA sample used in this study was NA12822 (428 ng/ul) from 
Coriell Institute. Buffers were freshly prepared using lab procedure. PCR amplification (KAPA 
HiFi HotStart kit from Roche with Illumina primers 10X mix (P7 and P5)) was performed on 
Applied Biosystems Veriti 96 well Thermal Cycler. RT-qPCR quantification was performed using 
Applied Biosystems StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR-systems with RT-qPCR-kit from Roche (KAPA 
SYBR mastermix, KAPA primer mix, ROX High, Standards 1-6: 20, 2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 pM). 
Fluorescence quantification of dsDNA or ssDNA was measured using Qubit4 Fluorometer from 
Invitrogen with Qubit 1x dsDNA BR Assay kit and Qubit ssDNA Assay kit. Size characterization 
of library was made using E-Gel EX Agarose Gels, 2% from Invitrogen, with 100bp latter from 
NewEngland Biolabs. Gels were run for 9min on E-Gel Power Snap Electrophoresis device, and 
visualized with E-Gel Power Snap Camera both from Invitrogen. Sequencing was performed on 
iSeq 100 i1 from Illumina with Cartridge and Flow Cell. PhiX (50pM) was used as reference 
genome for alignment.  

 

6.4.3 Oligonucleotide Synthesis  

All branched oligonucleotides were synthesized on Biosset DNA/RNA Synthesizer in 0.1µmol 
scale using universal support (CUTAG CPG 1000 Å from Sigma Aldrich) for Sb and 3'-Amino- 
Modifier C7 CPG 1000 (Z), Glen Reaserch for Cb. Reagents applied for automated solid-phase 
DNA synthesis were dry MeCN,  TCA Deblock, DCI Activator 0.25M, CapA, CapB, Oxidizer 
0.02M from Sigma Aldrich. Phosphoramidites dA(bz), dC(bz), dG(ib), dT and dU (Sigma Aldrich 
and Glen Research) were dissolved with dry MeCN in 0.1M. Furthermore, reverse 
phosphoramidites (dA-5'-CE, dC-5'-CE, dmf-dG-5'-CE and dT-5'-CE from Glen Research) were 
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also prepared for Cb in dry MeCN (0.1M). Branched Linker (X: S3) were coupled manually (12 
mg in 400μl MeCN, 600 μl DCI Activator over 20 min). MMT-protected 5’-Amino-Modified 
phosphoramidite (Y) was dissolved in dry MeCN (0.1M) and applied for all Sb oligonucleotides. 
All oligonucleotides were synthesized in DMT-off mode with extra deprotection provided on the 
last base to insure complete removal of MMT from the amines. The oligonucleotides were dried 
with N2 and put into a 5mL vial, treated with ammonia, 55°C, o/n to remove solid-support, 
protecting groups, Fmoc and MMT amine protecting groups. The oligonucleotides were cooled 
down, filtered into Eppendorf tubes, washed with EtOH:MQ (1:1), and solvent removed on 
vacuum centrifuge to dryness. The oligonucleotides were dissolved in 1000µL MQ water and 
quantified with nanodrop. The length of the oligonucleotides were identified using NovexTM TBE-
Urea Gels 10% and USER enzyme. Oligonucleotides were not purified. 

Name Sequences 5'→3' 
MW 

[g/mol] 

Length 

[nt] 
Length 

obs. [nt] 

Sb1 5’Y-AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X-
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’ 

25285.6 59 (80) ~140 

S2b1 
5’Y-AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X-
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X- 
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’ 

54584.9 83 (172) Smear 

Sb1.2 5’Y-CGACGGATCAAGT-X- 
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’ 

19009.4 49 (63) 34, 50, 78 

Sb2.2 5’Y-CGACGGATCAAGT-X-
TTTTTTTTTUCAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGTCT-3’ 

20854.6 55 (69) 40, 56 ,84 

Cb1 
3’-tagagcatacggcagaagacgaac-5’-5’-UTTTTTTTTT-X-
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-Z-3’ 28471.6 59 (91) 

48, 76,  
~140 

C2b1 
3'-tagagcatacggcagaagacgaac-5’-5’-UTTTTTTTTT-X-
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-X-
AATGATACGGCGACGGATCAAGT-Z-3’ 

64082.7 83 (205) Smear 

Table S6.1: Oligonucleotide Synthesis and Characterization. Y: 5'-Amino-Modifier-C6 (MMT), X: S3 
Branched Linker, Z: 3'-Amino-Modifier-C7 CPG (Fmoc, FW: 209.18g/mol), U=dU, lower case: revers 

DNA phosphoramidites, upper case: DNA phosphoramidites. 
 

6.4.4 Gel Characterization of Branched Oligonucleotides  

6.4.4.1 Sample Preparation 

Dry oligonucleotides were dissolved to stock concentration 1000 ng/μl. Dilution (1:100) was made 
to reach conc. 10 ng/μl, and 5μl of each dilution was mixed with 5μl loading dye (NBE) and 
denatured before loaded on gel (95°C, 3min and on ice). 10bp ladder applied from NBE, and 
prepared in 1:10 dilution in MQ with addition of 5μl loading dye to reach 10μl.   
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6.4.4.2 Gel Preparation 

Oligonucleotides were characterized using NovexTM TBE-Urea Gels 10% from Invitrogen. The gel 
was rinsed with demi-water (comb and tape removed) and pre run at 160V for 30 min with 1xTBE 
as running buffer solution. Running buffer was pipetted into each well twice (1000μl) to remove 
urea and samples loaded (10μl, 50 ng in each well) and gel run at 180V. When finished, the gel 
was released and stained with SYBRGold in 1xTBE (5min). Gel was visualized on Gel Dox XR+ 
Systems from Bio-Rad with UV light. 

6.4.4.3 Treatment with USER  

For treatment with USER, the thermomixer was set to 37°C, then dilutions was made and enzyme 
mix made. USER mix was made by adding 1U/μl USER enzyme (11μl) to 10X CutSmart buffer 
(22μl) and 187μl water (4 rxn of 50μl). 1:10 dilutions was made from stock conc. of Sb1, Sb2.1, 
Sb2.2 and Cb1. 5μl oligonucleotide dilutions was transferred to tubes with 50μl USER enzyme 
mix and left for react on thermomixer o/n (18h) at 1400 rpm. 5μl oligonucleotide+USER mix was 
transferred to new tubes with addition of 5μl loading dye, and loaded on gel as described above.  

 

6.4.5 NHS coupling  

Each oligonucleotide (4nmol) was taken from a stock (1000 ng/μl) and transferred to a new 
Eppendorf tube and evaporated to almost dryness. Bicarbonate buffer (108μl, 0.1M) was added, 
followed by addition of DMSO (32.8μl/36.8μl). A freshly prepared solution of TCO-NHS ester 
(BroadPharm) in DMSO (1mg/300μl) was added to each oligonucleotide solution with 8 eq. per 
reactive amino site: Sb1/Sb2.1/Sb2.2 (16eq.); S2b1 (32eq.), Cb1/C2b1 (8eq.). The reaction is mixed 
by vortex and put on invert rotation o/n at rt to react. After 24h, the tubes were spin down, added 
1ml cold acetone to precipitate. The tubes were put in freezer overnight to complete precipitation 
of conjugated oligonucleotides. The pellets were centrifuged 10 min, supernatant removed and 
washed with additional 1ml cold acetone followed by centrifuge. Washing step was repeated 3 
times. In the final wash, excess acetone was removed using vacuum concentrator and the dry 
pellet dissolved in MQ to a final conc. of 100μM for each branched TCO-oligonucleotide. Due to 
the large size difference between oligonucleotide (ranging from 19009.4-64082.7 g/mol) and 
conjugated TCO moiety (~150g/mol) it was not possible to see the difference in gel. MALDI-TOF 
was not available at the site. Therefore, we confirmed the conjugation by using the TCO-primers 
in the assay.  
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6.4.6 OSSEQ-APEX Method  

6.4.6.1 Adaptor-preparation 

Adapters design is shown in Figure 6.2G and sequences applied are shown in Table S6.2, with 
top-part containing P5 (blue), i5 (red) and SP1 (black) and phosphorthioate in 3'-end. The 
universal bottom was complementary to SP1 having dideoxy-cytosine (ddC) in 3'-end. The 
oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT and prepared in stocks of 100μM. The adapter pairs 
were annealed by mixing respective adapter top (7.5μl, 100μM) with universal bottom (7.5μl, 
100μM), with 15μl Nuclease Free Duplex buffer (IDT) to a final volume and conc. on 30μl, 15μM. 
The mixture were run on PCR thermocycler: 95°C for 5 min, then ramp down to 20°C with rate 
of 1.5°C/min and stored in -20°C prior to use. Final adapter pairs were named D501-D508. 

Oligo ID Sequence 5'→3'    (P5-i5-SP1) 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D501 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTATAGCCTACACTCTTTCCCT
ACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D502 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACATAGAGGCACACTCTTTCCC
TACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D503 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACCCTATCCTACACTCTTTCCCT
ACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D504 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACGGCTCTGAACACTCTTTCCCT
ACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D505 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACAGGCGAAGACACTCTTTCCC
TACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D506 AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTAATCTTAACACTCTTTCCCT
ACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D507 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACCAGGACGTACACTCTTTCCC
TACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_top_OSSEQ_D508 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACGTACTGACACACTCTTTCCCT
ACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T 

Ad_bot_OSSEQ_i5_universal_
ddC 

/5Phos/GATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT/3ddC/ 

Table S6.2: OS-Seq adapter sequences, top and universal bottom. *Phosphortioate bond; Phos: 
Phosphate; ddC: dideoxy cytosine; P5 (blue), i5 (red), SP1 (black).     

  

6.4.6.2 Library Preparation 

The library was prepared from a genomic DNA sample (NA12822, 428 ng/μl, Coriell Institute). 
First a dilution of the sample (132μl, 33.33 ng/μl) was enzymatically fragmented by adding 22μl 
diluted conditioning solution (3.1μl in 96.9ul water), 22μl 10X reaction buffer, and 44μl 
fragmentation enzyme to the diluted sample and put on ice. The reaction mixture was mixed well 
by pipet and divided into 4 PCR-tubes (each 50μl), incubated for 17 min at 37°C in a thermocycler 
and immediately put on ice. A reaction mixture of End repair & A-tailing buffer (35μl) and 
enzyme mix (15μl) was made and added to each tube (10μl) to add A-tails to the 5'end of the 
fragments. Tubes were incubated at 60°C for 30 min. Next, the adapters (15μM, D501-D504 or 
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D505-D508) were added (5μl) to each tube (65μl in total) and a ligation mixture was made by 
adding water (22μl), ligation buffer (132μl) and DNA ligase (44μl) and 45μl was added to each 
tube and incubated for 30 min at 20°C. The library was purified with magnetic OMEGA beads 
(0.8x (88μl)), incubated for 5 min at rt., washed twice with 200μl 80% EtOH, dried for 3 min and 
eluted with 54.5μl 10mM Tris. To characterize library size, 2% agarose gel was made by loading 
samples (1:10 dilution) and 100bp ladder (1:20 dilution) to the gel and run E-Gel Power Snap 
Invitrogen (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 8 min and visualized by UV. The library was kept at -20 
°C until used for library capture.    

 
Figure S6.1: Example of Library prep (L1-L4) in 2% Agarose, 

with size ˜500bp. 
 

6.4.6.3 Primer conjugation 

An aliquot of primer stock (TCO-P7 or TCO-P7.2, 10μl, 100 pmol/μl) was diluted with 94ul 
TrisTween buffer and 2μl was saved for quantification (1:10, 0h) for each primer. Magnetic 
tetrazine beads (APEX) was transferred to new PCR-tubes (10μl in each) for each primer and 
washed twice with 100μl TrisTween buffer. The remaining primer dilution (2x51μl) was 
transferred to the washed beads (51μ) and incubated for 2h at rt. by inverting rotation. The 
supernatant was kept for quantification measurement by Qubit (ssDNA kit) and primer 
conjugated beads were stored in APEX-storage buffer at -20°C until next step.   

 

6.4.6.4 Primer extension with targeting oligonucleotide pool 

The oligonucleotide pool (OS42) was available in the Ji Research Lab, and was similar to the one 
applied and described in the paper from Shin et al. in supplementary Information (Additional 
file 2 and 3)192. However, OS42 did not contain probes targeting the MSH3 gene. The OS42 
oligonucleotide pool contained in total 6205 different primer probes targeting 84 different genes 
(target size 411.2 kb.). The oligo pool library (OS42) was added to the beads for hybridization and 

L1  L2  L3  L4 

500bp 

 

100bp 
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extension. The stored APEX were washed twice with 100μl TrisTween buffer and once with 100μl 
hybridization buffer 1 (HT1). A dilution of oligo pool was made by adding 4 x hybridization 
buffer (19.3μl) and water (30.3μl) to 2μM OS42 oligo stock solution (27.5μl), and 70μl of the 
diluted oligo solution was added to the APEX, mixed on thermomixer 96°C, 5min, 1400rpm, and 
then cooled to 40°C while on mixer (1400rpm). 2XQ5U mix (polymerase) was diluted with water 
(50:50), hot started on thermocycler 95°C in 3min. The supernatant from beads were saved for 
quantification measurement, beads washed twice with hybridization buffer 2 (HT2) and Q5U mix 
was added (70μl) and mixed at 74°C, 10min at 800rpm, then 2min with 1400rpm. The supernatant 
was saved for quantification and formamide buffer (70μl) was added twice and incubated at 96°C 
for 5min at 1400rpm to denature any hybridization to the extended primer probes (both 
supernatants were kept). Post denaturation, the beads were washed with TrisTween buffer (70μl), 
incubated at 96°C for 5min at 1400rpm (supernatant kept), and finally washed with 100μl HT1. 
The extended primer probe beads were split into 4 aliquots (25μl each) and used directly for 
library capture. Supernatants measured by Qubit (ssDNA kit). For experiment with branched 
primers, hybridization did not occur completely, so the libraries were normalized to the primer 
with lowest amount of extended primer probe (Cb1 with 2.5pmol). All primers were normalized 
to have 2.5pmol extended primer on beads. The two cases with negative values were calculated 
as 100μl.  

Primer probe 
Conc. after 

hybridization [ng/μl] 
Total amount in 
solution [pmol] 

Hybridized primer 
probe [pmol] 

Beads transferred 
for 2.5pmol [μl] 

OS42 2μM 36.1 81   
P7.1 7.73 17 63.6 4 
P7.2 16.1 36 44.8 5 
Sb1 37.3 84 -2.7 100 

S2b1 37.6 84 -3.4 100 
Sb1.2 32.6 73 7.8 31 
Sb2.2 31.7 71 9.9 25 
Cb1 35 78 2.5 100 
C2b1 34.7 78 3.1 79 

Table S6.3: Examples of Probe hybridization (OS42) to branched primers. Conc. of OS42 in solution 
after hybridization [ng/μl]; Total amount of OS42 in solution [pmol]; Hybridized primer probe (101nt) 

[pmol] and Beads transferred for 2.5pmol in each tube [μl].   

 

6.4.6.5 Library Capture  

The prepared library was added specific blockers (P7b, SP2b, 1μl), water (1μl) and 4X Hyb buffer 
(17.5μl all wells) depending on the experiment and incubated for 15min at 95°C and immediately 
put on ice. HT1 from beads were removed and the library containing blockers was added to the 
beads (70μl) and incubated 5min at 96°C, 1400rpm, then cooled to 65°C while 1400rpm and left 
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for >20h on shaker 65°C, 1400 rpm. The polymerase mixture (Bst) was made by adding 10X 
isothermal amplification buffer (30.8μl), dNTP 10mM each (6.2μl), Bst 2.0 warmstart (2.2μl) in 
water (268.8μl). The supernatant from after hybridization was kept (dsDNA kit), beads washed 
twice with 100μl HT2 and the Bst reaction mixture was added (70μl) to the beads, incubated for 
10 min at 65°C with 800rpm, then 2min at 65°C with 1400rpm (supernatant saved after this step, 
dsDNA kit). To denature the library from extended probes, formamide buffer (70μl) was added 
to the beads twice, incubated at 96°C for 5min at 1400rpm, and washed once with TrisTween 
buffer (70μl), 96°C for 5min at 1400rpm. Supernatant from first denaturation was kept for 
quantification with Qubit (ssDNA), and beads used directly in next step.    

 

6.4.6.6 Cleavage from APEX (USER) 

The beads were washed with 100μl 1XCutSmart buffer and added 70μl of the USER enzyme 
mixture (1U/u USER enzyme 15.4μl, 10XCutSmart buffer (30.8μl), water (261.8μl)) in each tube, 
and incubated for 19h at 37°C with 1400rpm.  The cleaved library (supernatant) was transferred 
to new tubes and the beads was washed with 50μl TrisTween buffer and stored in APEX-storage 
buffer (70μl) at -20°C. The library was purified with OMEGA beads (1.8x (126μl)), incubated for 
15min at rt., washed twice with 200μl 80% EtOH, dried for 3min and eluted with 22μl 10mM Tris. 
2μl of the cleaned library was diluted with water and used to determine concentration with Qubit 
and qPCR. The library was kept at -20◦C until ready to pool for sequencing.    

 

6.4.6.7 Quantification and Amplification  

qPCR after USER cleavage was performed by making the qPCR reaction mixture (11 samples: 
KAPA SYBR master mix (110μl), water (72.6μl), KAPA primer mix (22μl), ROX High (22μl)) 
which was added to a qPCR 96 well plate. Standards 1-6 (20, 2, 0.2, 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 pM) and 
samples were diluted 1:20 with qPCR reaction mixture and mixed well, sealed with sticky plastic 
cover, centrifuged to avoid bubbles, and run on Real-Time qPCR, Applied Biosystem. qPCR 
settings were 95°C for 5min, 40 cycles of (95°C in 30s + 60°C in 90s), 72°C for 7min. 2% agarose 
gel was performed on the qPCR product after USER to control size. Results from qPCR are shown 
below with example of qPCR curves and calculated yield after USER for branched primer 
(2.5pmol). 

PCR were performed on the cleaned library by adding 5μl Illumina primer 10X mix and 25μl 
Kapa HiFi Hot Start to each library and mixed well (total volume 50μl). The PCR machine was 
set to 98°C for 5min, 12 cycles of (98°C in 15s + 60°C in 30s + 72°C in 30s), then 1min of 72°C and 
hold on 4°C. After PCR the amplified captured library was purified with OMEGA beads (1x vol.), 
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incubated for 5min at rt., washed twice with 200μl 80% EtOH, dried for 3min and eluted with 
30μl 10mM Tris.  

After PCR-amplification another qPCR and 2% agarose gel were made to determine 
concentration and library size. 2μl of the amplified captured library was diluted 1:10000 in water 
and used for qPCR and gel in the same settings and conditions as described above.  

 

Primer 
pM, 452bp 

std. 
Original conc. 

(pM) 
Total conc. after 

USER [amol] 
Total conc. after 

PCR [amol] 
P7.1 0,0181 0,1812 3,9859 4835 
P7.2 0,0224 0,2237 4,9203 10151 
Sb1 0,0124 0,1237 2,7212 3827 
Sb2 0,0077 0,0770 1,6948 1895 

Sb1.2 0,0087 0,0867 1,9083 1559 
Sb1.3 0,0079 0,0795 1,7481 2299 
Cb1 0,0284 0,2840 6,2479 7129 
Cb2 0,0112 0,1118 2,4593 4779 

Figure S6.4: Yield of libraries from branched primers (qPCR) after USER and yield after PCR.  

 

6.4.6.8 Sequencing  

The iSeq 100 i1 reagent kit from Illumina (cartridge) was taken out of the freezer and put in +4°C 
~1.5-2 days before sequencing. The library ware pooled to obtain a final volume of  40μl with a 
concentration of 1nM. The final sequencing reaction mixture was made by adding 1μl of the 
pooled library (1nM) and 2μl 50pM PhiX (9%) to 19μl 10mM Tris. The mixture was mixed well 
and added to the cartridge that has been shaken and flow cell added. The cartridge with flow cell 
and loaded sample (20μl) were put into iSeq 100 sequencer, and script made to prepared for 
sequencing. The sequencing took around 18 h, for the run to finish. Data was extracted using the 
OS-Seq pipeline, number of reads, on-target reads and OK reads were extracted. These were then 
evaluated and performance compered as shown in results.  
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7 Conclusion 

In the thesis, three strategies to optimize current FLEET platform established in Astakhova group, 
were investigated. First, by using calculation from the Peyrard-Bishop model, insertions of LNA 
in high-affinity capture sequences targeting oncogenes, could be designed and their Tm predicted. 
Selected probes were synthesized, and had their Tm measured, resulting in an accuracy of 1°C. 
This indicated the PB model could indeed be applied for future design of ultra-specific probes.  

Secondly, we aimed to implement the FLEET assay in microfluidic PMMA chips using TC-tagged 
capture probes immobilized with UV light. For this purpose, we fabricated microfluidic PMMA 
chips and estimated LOD to be 6.4pM – 32pM using a spectrofluorometer. The assay was tested 
with BRAF-probes, designed with the PB model, showing detectable signal. However, even after 
repeated attempts of improvement, the signal remained low and inconsistent. Therefore, further 
optimizations are needed to reach a satisfactory result.  

To expand the FLEET assay, we designed specific hybridization probed to detect SNPs in 
miRNA-128-2-3p. Again, we applied the PB model to design LNA enriched capture probes with 
high specificity for miRNA128-2-3p and its mutants. We showed high discrimination between 
match and mismatch probes with ΔTm range between 6.6-25.5°C. Using the assay, we successfully 
quantified levels of miRNA128-2-3p and its mutated variants in plasma samples from colitis and 
colorectal cancer patients. A significantly higher level of wild type miRNA128-2-3p in colitis and 
colorectal cancer than in healthy was detected. Moreover, a generally higher amount of mutated 
miRNA128-2-3p in colitis and CRC than in healthy controls, except for mutations in the 3’-3 
position was observed. 

Related to production of probes, the thesis presents a strategy to make pools of miRNA using 
TONS by integrating synthesized 2'/3'OAc uridine phosphoramidites (normal and reverse). In 
combination these phosphramidites, act as cleavable site during the solid-phase synthesis. We 
successfully made two, three and four consecutive microRNAs (miR129-1-5p, miR31, miR206, 
miR27b-3p) using linear pool strategy. Furthermore, we investigated the effect of branching 
oligonucleotides aiming for increase in yield. However, the overall yields were not improved 
compared to linear approach. Our cleavable cite approach is a promising way to make microRNA 
pools and can contribute to the synthesis of RNA therapeutics in the future. 
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Targeted sequencing has great importance in finding new variants of nucleic acid biomarkers. In 
this thesis, we try to optimize a targeting sequencing method, Oligonucleotide-Selective Sequencing, 
established in the Ji Research lab. Specifically, we investigate the effect of primer spacing using 
synthesized branched oligonucleotide as primers, with the hope of improving the yield and 
sensitivity. The branching primers were found to improve %On-target by 2-fold compared to 
control primers which is promising. The crowding branched oligo had the best performance of 
the branched primers. Unfortunately, the yield is decreased with branched primers, and therefore 
not suitable for potential PCR-free application. However, these findings need to be confirmed in 
near future.  
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8 Future Perspective 

Implementing the FLEET assay in microfluidic chips in the course of making a PoC platform is 
an exciting and challenging interdisciplinary task. However, many optimizations steps are 
needed to reach a final product. The FLEET platform still has potential to be a PoC device. A 
future strategy could be to ensure the chemistry is working on established platforms similar to 
microarrays before moving to cheaper options. Therefore, we would like to test the assay on 
another material than PMMA in near future, such as glass slides functionalized with aldehyde. 
Furthermore, we should ensure optimized conditions in every step using established detection 
for microarrays, such every step can be followed.   

For the OS-Seq method, we want to confirm the mass of branched oligonucleotides with MS, and 
purify to validate the results. Furthermore, we want to repeat the primer spacing experiment with 
the right adapters and few optimizations on the assay to confirm performance of branched 
primers improving %On-target with 100% compared to control sequences. When the best 
conditions have been established, we will test the optimized OS-SeqV2.1 with colon cancer 
plasma samples to determine selectivity and compare with whole-genome sequencing.    
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ABSTRACT: The use of mesoscopic models to describe the
thermodynamic properties of locked nucleic acid (LNA)-modified
nucleotides can provide useful insights into their properties, such as
hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions. In addition, the
mesoscopic parameters can be used to optimize LNA insertion
in probes, to achieve accurate melting temperature predictions, and
to obtain duplex opening profiles at the base-pair level. Here, we
applied this type of model to parameterize a large set of melting
temperatures for LNA-modified sequences, from published
sources, covering all possible nearest-neighbor configurations. We
have found a very large increase in Morse potentials, which
indicates very strong hydrogen bonding as the main cause of
improved LNA thermodynamic stability. LNA-modified adenine−thymine (AT) was found to have similar hydrogen bonding to
unmodified cytosine−guanine (CG) base pairs, while for LNA CG, we found exceptionally large hydrogen bonding. In contrast,
stacking interactions, which were thought to be behind the stability of LNA, were similar to unmodified DNA in most cases. We
applied the new LNA parameters to the design of BRAF, KRAS, and EGFR oncogene variants by testing all possible LNA
modifications. Selected sequences were then synthesized and had their hybridization temperatures measured, achieving a prediction
accuracy within 1 °C. We performed a detailed base-pair opening analysis to discuss specific aspects of these probe hybridizations
that may be relevant for probe design.

■ INTRODUCTION
Locked nucleic acid, or LNA, are DNA/RNA analogues with a
modification that adds a methylene bridge between the 2′-
oxygen and 4′-carbon of the ribose sugar, locking it in a C3′-
endo/N conformation reducing its flexibility, resembling an
RNA helix. They were synthesized in the late 1990s by several
groups.1−6 One of the most remarkable properties of LNA is
the ability to increase the stability of chimera duplexes in both
DNA and RNA. This stability has a direct impact on the
denaturation temperatures of the sequences. Several studies
have shown a considerable increase in the melting temper-
ature7−10 reaching up to 10° C per added modification. The
presence of three LNAs at the 5′ and 3′ ends is enough to
increase the half-life of the nucleotide,11 and LNA-modified
probes can selectively capture genomic DNA sequences.12

Its base pairing specificity and mismatch sensitivity make it
attractive for use in many applications, such as polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) detection and diagnosis,13−15 high
binding diagnostic probes,16−18 stability improvement and
hybridization efficiency in loop-mediated isothermal amplifi-
cation (LAMP) detection,19 improvement of targeting,
specificity and stability in antisense oligonucleotides
(ASOs),20−22 aptamers,23−25 and siRNA approaches.26,27

LNA is also used in DNAzymes and LNAzymes to improve
targeting and cleavage efficiency,28−30 molecular beacons,31

and as enhancers to RNA in situ hybridization32,33 and as direct
antagonist in miRNA silencing.34−36

One application of LNA that is of particular interest is to
detect cancer mutations directly in DNA present in patients’
blood samples (so-called circulating tumor DNA, or ctDNA)
and in cellular mRNA.37 Recently, it was shown that mutations
in oncogene regions of ctDNA are attractive biomarkers for
early diagnostics and monitoring of different cancer diseases.38

Thus, the ability to effectively detect these oncogenes in
ctDNA would open up new opportunities for point-of-care
diagnostics and treatment of cancer. However, ctDNAs are
typically present in the very complex blood medium at
extremely low concentrations. This makes ctDNAs challenging
for detection and require ultrasensitive and specific probes.37

In turn, mRNA detection using new probes could provide
valuable insights into cancer development.39
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The design of ultrasensitive and specific probes with LNA
modifications requires a good understanding of intramolecular
interactions, specifically hydrogen bonding and stacking, that
gives LNA its increased thermodynamic stability. Yet, despite
the intensive use of LNA over the last two decades, the origin
of its enhanced base pairing stability is still not sufficiently
understood, and some conflicting explanations have been
given. It was suggested by thermodynamic studies that a
decrease in the entropy of duplex formation and improved
stacking on the duplex may both play a part, and there may be
a negative contribution in enthalpy due to the disruption of the
hydrogen bonds.40,41 Additionally, an association between a
favorable enthalpy increase and a more pronounced stacking
interaction was proposed; however, this is context-dependent
and might be influenced by flanking base pairs.10 Some studies
suggested that the conformation change induces a reduction in
entropy, being localized at the level of individual base pairs,
consequently increasing the overall thermodynamic helix
stability.42,43 Several studies attempted to address the source
of the stabilizing effect provided by LNA incorporation from a
structural point of view. For instance, NMR and X-ray
diffraction studies accounted for the stabilization in a stacking
enhancement induced by the modification.44−47 However,
another NMR assay ruled out both stacking interaction or
hydrogen bonding as a source of the stabilization effect, calling
for more detailed studies with hybridized water, that is, the
water molecule bridging two hydrogen bonds simultane-
ously.48

Nearest-neighbor (NN) models were extensively used to
predict the thermodynamic properties for LNA-modified
probes.41,43,49,50 However, these types of models provide little
insight into the intramolecular interactions and were unable to
indicate the physical source of the increased LNA stability. On
the other hand, mesoscopic models make use of the same
melting temperature data as NN models, but have the potential
to provide insights into the hydrogen bonds and stacking
interactions.51 We have shown that it is possible to obtain a
good insight into these interactions from melting temper-
atures,51 and we have validated the method over the past 10
years for a variety of different oligonucleotides, such as
RNA,52,53 DNA mismatches,54 and DNA analogues such as
TNA.55 A recent study by our group,56 using this type of
mesoscopic modeling, found that the increased stability of
LNA is largely hydrogen-bond-driven. Yet we also found that
in certain stacking configurations, a decrease of stabilization
may occur. These results were based on a small set of
experimental melting temperatures, and we could not cover all
possible stacking configurations. The sequences also had
additional elements such as overhangs of variable length and,
in some cases, fluorophores, which added to the uncertainty of
our results. Therefore, it became necessary to recourse to a
much larger set of melting temperatures, preferably without
overhangs and fluorophores, which would enable us to identify
the sources of LNA stabilization. Fortunately, the existing
published data of single LNA modifications is unusually
abundant,43,49,50 providing over 300 sequences and their
melting temperatures and allowing us to cover all single
LNA:DNA/DNA stacking interactions.
For probe design, one aims at maximizing the difference in

probe hybridization temperatures between the mutated and
wild-type genes. LNA enrichment allows us to further increase
this difference,57 but poorly placed LNA modifications may be
of little help as we have shown recently.56 The full mesoscopic

parameterization of LNA modifications opens the possibility to
optimize the LNA inserts for oncogene probes. An improved
stability and specificity of the probes is also highly desirable
since it allows the detection of small quantities of the mutation,
favoring an early diagnosis and detection. In terms of
hybridization temperature prediction, the mesoscopic model
has a similar predictive capability to the NN model;58 however,
it also allows stability analysis at a base-pair level, especially as
it takes into account the nonlinear interactions between
neighboring base pairs.
Here, we apply the new mesoscopic parameters to the high-

throughput prediction of hybridization temperatures of the
oncogene variants BRAF, KRAS, and EGFR, which were
reported to be present in over 30% of all solid tumors,
including breast, colon, and lung cancers.59 Additionally, KRAS
variants have been imposing a challenge in PCR and
sequencing assays, resulting in smaller sensitivities.60 It was
suggested that the poor discrimination in KRAS probes is due
to a CG internal region resulting in poor efficiency even in
LNA-enriched probes.56 First, we selected candidate probes for
these three variants and then tested all possible combinations
of one, two, and three LNA modifications, making use of the
new mesoscopic parameters. From these, we selected six
candidate probes, which were synthesized, had their melting
temperatures measured, and we obtained an average prediction
accuracy of 1°C.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model. The Peyrard−Bishop (PB) mesoscopic model uses

two different potentials in its Hamiltonian: a Morse potential
representing the hydrogen bonds that connect each base and a
harmonic potential describing the stacking interaction between
adjacent base pairs
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which describes the interaction of the ith base pair of type α
with its nearest neighbor i + 1 of type γ. The parameters Dα
and λα describe the depth and width of the potential well for
the ith base pair of type α, respectively.
During our calculations, the potential width λ is kept

constant; therefore, the potential D completely represents the
Morse potential. For the remainder of this work, we use λ = 3.2
× 10−2 and 0.97 × 10−2 nm for base pairs adenine−thymine
(AT) and cytosine−guanine (CG),51 respectively. Modified
LNA base pairs use the same values for λ as their canonical
analogues.
An elastic constant kα,γ is used to describe the coupling

between nearest-neighbor base pairs, and the coordinate y
represents the relative displacements between the bases.
Equation 1 is used to calculate the partition function over all

possible energetic configurations of N base pairs
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where β = 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. The integral over all possible config-
urations of base-pair displacements, yi, is performed and all
possible Morse potentials, and stacking interactions are
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considered simultaneously during the evaluation. The reduced
degrees of freedom of the model represented by eq 2, while
allowing for an efficient numerical evaluation, has a
consequence of resulting in transition temperatures, which
are very low for short sequences. To overcome this problem,
we introduced an adimensional index τ, which is calculated
from eq 2, and it is directly correlated with the experimental
melting temperatures.61

Moreover, the average relative displacement, ⟨ym⟩, at the mth
position in the sequence can be derived from
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Note that for the calculation of ⟨ym⟩, we will use temperatures
that are much lower than the actual melting temperatures.
Here, eqs 2 and 3 are evaluated via the transfer integral

technique for heterogeneous sequences,62 and we use ymin =
−0.1 nm and ymax = 40 nm, and a calculation temperature T =
370 K, which has no relation to the melting temperatures. The
relative displacement y can be negative, meaning that the bases
are moving toward each other. However, for negative y, the
Morse potential is strongly repulsive, which is why a short ymin
= −0.1 nm is sufficient for numerical convergence. On the
other hand, when the bases move away from each other
(positive y), the Morse potential becomes flat and a large value
of y is necessary to achieve numerical convergence.62 The
index τ is largely temperature-independent, and T = 370 K was
found to be adequate for its calculation from the classical
partition function; for details, see ref 61.
Temperature Prediction. Considering a set

= { }P p p p, , ...,1 2 F (4)

where pi are Morse potentials, Dα, and stacking parameters,
kα,γ. An index τi(P) is calculated for each sequence i using the
partition function, eq 2, for the PB Hamiltonian. Thereon, the
melting temperature, Ti′(P), for each parameter set, P, is
derived from the equation

τ′ = +T P a N a N( ) ( ) ( )i 0 1 (5)

where N is the length of the sequence. The calculation of the
regression coefficients a0 and a1 is carried out at a total strand
concentration Ct. The melting temperatures, Ti′(P), required
for the parameterization were obtained from published sources
as described in the next section.
Notation. LNA modifications are preceded by a plus sign

and marked in bold. Since antiparallel strands of native DNA
duplexes exhibit structural symmetry, only two Morse
potentials (AT,CG) are required to represent the hydrogen
bonds between base pairs. Such symmetry does not apply to
modified LNA base pairs, which leads to four new Morse
parameters, A+T, T+A, C+G, and G+C, if we consider only
base pairs of the type DNA+LNA:DNA or DNA:DNA+LNA.
A similar situation occurs for the stacking parameters, some
nearest-neighbor doublets are identical, for instance, ATpCG
and GCpTA, such that 10 nearest-neighbor parameters are
sufficient to represent internal DNA:DNA doublets. For
example, the doublet GCpT+A is symmetrical to the
+ATpCG doublet. The set of sequences collected in the
literature contain all of the 32 possible single LNA

modifications, and the symmetry is reduced similarly for
LNA NN and we always keep the NN that precede
alphabetically. A full breakdown of the NN occurrences in
the dataset is shown in Supporting Information Table S1.
As a practical example of the notation, consider the

following sequence

′ − + − ′
′ − + − ′

G
T

5 CTAACG ATGC 3
3 GAT GCCTACG 5

in which case four parameters are required to represent the
Morse potentials: AT, CG, A+T, and +GC, and 10 stacking
potentials: CGpTA, TApAT, ATpA+T, A+TpCG, CGpGC,
GCp+GC, +GCpAT, ATpTA, TApGC, and GCpCG.

Melting Temperature Set for Parametrization. The
requirement for the sequences to be used for this work is that
they contain only single LNA modification, that is, an
LNA:DNA base pair. Further condition is that they should
not have fluorophores attached and that any LNA:DNA
nearest-neighbor configuration should be present in multiple
sequences. Pure DNA:DNA control sequences, coming from
the same LNA data sets were also used to adjust DNA
parameters as we will describe in the next section. Existing data
sets with tandem LNA modifications, such as Hughesman et
al.,42 or with attached fluorophores, such as Owczarzy et al.,41

were not used for these reasons. In view of these requirements,
we used the published melting temperatures for sequences
measured at a high salt concentration (1021 mM Na+)
collected from refs 43, 49, 50. A total of 306 sequences meet
our requirements, ranging between 8 and 23 base pairs in
length.
The regression scheme of the PB model, eq 5, requires that

all melting temperatures should be at equivalent strand
concentrations. Therefore, we used the strand concentration
of 2 μM, used in ref 50, as a reference. For the remaining
sequences from refs 43, 49, we recalculated the melting
temperatures using their respective reported total enthalpies
and entropies. All sequences and their respective measured (or
recalculated) and predicted melting temperatures are shown in
Table S2.

Minimization Procedure. Optimization. To obtain an
improved set of parameters for the PB model, we use an
optimization method, detailed in refs 58, 63. Each parameter
set Pj, eq 5, consisting of the parameters for the PB model will
result in a melting temperature prediction Ti′(Pj). This result is
then compared with the experimental temperature Ti and the
parameter set is varied until the squared difference is
minimized

∑χ = [ ′ − ]
=

T P T( )j
i

N

i j i
2

1

2

(6)

Seed Parameters. This variation is initiated considering an
initial set of i parameters, pi. Those are varied in an interval

∈ [ − + ]p f s f s(1 ) , (1 )i i i (7)

that is, the value is sampled within a fraction ±f of a seed value
for the parameter si. In this work, f = 0.1 results in the interval
[0.9si,1.1si]. The minimization procedure is numerically
implemented using a downhill simplex method63,64 using eq
6 as the merit function, and its minimum is searched in the
multidimensional space defined by the parameter set Pj. The
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melting temperature deviation between the predicted and
experimental temperatures is defined as

∑⟨Δ ⟩ = | ′− |
=

T
N

T T1

i

N

i i
1 (8)

Initial Minimization (IM). In the first part of the
minimization, IM, we kept constant all parameters without
LNA modifications using previously published results for DNA
at a high salt concentration, 1021 mM Na+,63 that is,
considering that DNA canonical parameters will remain
approximately the same in the presence of LNA. Parameters
with the modification are considered as having the same initial
value as its nonmodified analogues. We let the minimization
proceed for the 4 Morse and 32 stacking parameters that
contain LNA modifications. A large number of minimization
rounds did converge poorly; for this reason, we kept only 100
out of 300 rounds with the lowest χ2. Before this first
optimization, the dataset had quality factors χ2 = 4665.5 °C2

and ⟨ΔT⟩ = 2.9 °C. After optimization, they decreased to χ2 =
1584.4°C2, ⟨ΔT⟩ = 1.7°C.
DNA/LNA Minimization (DL). In the previous steps, we

have considered that the unmodified DNA bases keep the
same parameters as from previous work.51 In this new
minimization, we used IM as seed parameters, but now we
also let the DNA base parameters vary and we will call this the
DNA/LNA minimization (DL). That was followed for 300
minimization rounds, and the 100 with the lowest χ2 were
averaged as the final result.
Influence of the Experimental Error (EE-DL). To simulate

the influence of experimental error (EE) associated with the
temperature measurement on our new parameters, we change
the temperature by small random amounts such that the
standard deviation between the original set and the optimized
set approaches the declared experimental uncertainty. Here, we
used as the initial set of parameters the results from the
minimization round DL, and therefore, this round is called EE-
DL. As the whole dataset comes from three different sources,
we used the highest declared uncertainty, 0.8° C, from
Fakhfakh et al.43 Again, the minimization procedure was
followed 300 times, and we averaged the 100 with the lowest
χ2 as the final result. We use the standard deviation of the
lowest 100 rounds to represent the uncertainty estimate of our
new parameters. Each minimization step took approximately 7
days in a server with 400 cores, that is, the whole minimization
took of the order of 21 days. A summary of the quality
parameters for each minimization round is shown in Table 1.

Capture/Linker Probe Design. Candidate DNA/DNA
probes for BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS oncogenes were designed
using public available DNA human genome sequencing data
(NCBI) with GC content in the range of 38−55% and melting
temperature above 45 °C according to the initial NN
prediction for unmodified DNA in medium salt buffer. The
latter criterion was applied to secure adequate binding

properties in most hybridization assays.65,66 Probe design was
followed similarly as done before.67,68 Briefly, the assembly of
the human oncogenes and their respective NCBI code are
described in Table S4.
Mutated oncogenes were assessed using dbSNP base

(rs113488022) (BRAF V600E); rs121913529 (KRAS G12D);
rs112445441 (KRAS G13D); rs121434568 (EGFR L858R).
Oligonucleotide probes were designed to be complementary to
the position of the corresponding gene bearing the mutation
(capture probe), and downstream the gene with a gap of >20
nt from the position of capture probe, for linker probe. The
length of each probe was determined using probe uniqueness
software described in ref 69.
Once the candidate capture (cap) and linker (lin) probes

were established, we used the optimized parameters DNA
+LNA:DNA parameters to calculated all possible config-
urations with one, two, or three LNA modifications for each of
the selected probes. The melting temperatures of both,
modified and nonmodified probes, were evaluated, and a salt
correction from Owczarzy et al.70 to a salt concentration of 137
mM Na+ was applied to the results. We calculated between 834
and 2345 different LNA-modified sequences, depending on
length, for each candidate probe. Supporting Information
Tables S5−S11 show the 30 highest and 30 lowest melting
temperature predictions for BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS linker
and capture variants, respectively.
We selected the probes with the lowest possible number of

LNA incorporation per sequence to achieve the highest overall
Tm and the highest discrimination Tm full match vs Tm
mismatch for the probes binding to the position of mutation
in the corresponding oncogene. Selected candidate probes
were synthesized and their melting temperatures were
measured as described in the next section.

Oligonucleotide Synthesis and UV Melting Proce-
dure. The LNA/DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized on
an ASM-800 ET synthesizer from BIOSSET Ltd. Commercial
phosphoramidites from Sigma-Aldrich (dA(Bz), dC(Bz),
dG(ib), dT) and Qiagen (LNA-A(Bz), LNA-T, LNA-mC(Bz),
LNA-G(dmf)) were dissolved in dry acetonitrile to a
concentration of 0.07 M. Reagents for solid-phase synthesis
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: TCA Deblock, DCI
activator 0.25 M, Oxidizer 0.02 M, Cap A, and Cap B. The
phosphoamidites were loaded onto the synthesizer following
the manufacture standard protocol. All of the oligonucleotides
were synthesized on controlled pore glass (CPG 1000 Å)
universal support purchased from Sigma-Aldrich in a 1 μmol
scale using a double-coupling protocol. DMT-off mode was
applied. The coupling rate during the synthesis was estimated
based on absorbance measurements of the DMT cation using
TM800 software.
After synthesis, the columns were dried by nitrogen purge

and then transferred to 5 mL tubes. For cleavage from the
universal support, aqueous ammonia (28−30%; 1 mL) was
added and the samples were placed at 55 °C for 12 h. Next, the
samples were cooled at −20 °C for about 10 min and filtrated
into 2 mL Eppendorf tubes. The oligonucleotides were
evaporated to dryness and redissolved in 1000 μL of Milli-Q
water.
The identity of oligonucleotides was confirmed by mass

spectrometry (MS) using an Autoflex speed MALDI-TOF
mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Germany). Matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization−mass spectrometry
(MALDI-MS) of purified oligonucleotides and their respective

Table 1. Summary of the Quality Parameters for the
Minimization Rounds

round ⟨ΔT⟩ (°C) χ2 (°C2)

IM 1.75 1584.4
DL 1.50 1053.7
EE-DL 1.47 1013.6
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purities are shown in Supporting Information Table S12.
Representative MALDI-MS spectra for each probe are shown
in Supporting Information Figures S2−S14. Samples were co-
spotted with 3-hydroxypicolinic acid as matrix on an MTP
AnchorChip target plate for the analysis. The obtained mass
spectra were recorded by the flexControl 3.4 (Bruker
Daltonics, Germany) software. The oligonucleotides were
purified on an Ultimate 3000 UHPLC (Dionex, United States)
using a DNA-Pac RP (Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States)
column (4 μm, 3.0 × 100 mm) with a gradient of 5−25%
buffer B in A over 30 min at 60 °C (buffer A: 0.05 M TEAA,
buffer B: 25% A in acetonitrile). The peaks were monitored at
260 nm. Representative ultrahigh-performance liquid chroma-
tography (UHPLC) traces for each probe are shown in
Supporting Information Figures S1−S13.
The melting temperature studies were performed on a

DU800 UV/VIS spectrophotometer equipped with a Beckman
Coulter Performance Temperature Controller. Complemen-
tary strands (0.5 μM of each strand), in 1 × phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) were mixed, denatured for 10 min at 90
°C, and subsequently cooled to 15 °C, the temperature at
which the experiment was started. Reported melting temper-
atures present the maximum of the first derivative of the curve
and are an average of the two measurements within a deviation
of 1 °C. Tm curves for each probe are shown in Supporting
Information Figures S15−S20.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All results presented here refer to the final round, EE-DL,
unless noted otherwise.
Morse Potentials. The Morse potential has a long history

for the use of modeling hydrogen bonding in molecular
dynamics,71 coarse-grained models,72 and for mesoscopic
models.73 Other model potentials, such as the Lennard-Jones
potential, could, in principle, be used, yet no appreciable
difference was noted compared to the Morse potential in the
PB model.74 For the remainder of this discussion, we will refer
to the potential depth D simply as the Morse potential.
In Figure 1, we show the final average parameter D of the

Morse potentials and, for comparison, the previous results for
canonical DNA.51 Modified base pairs consistently show
higher Morse potentials than their analogues. This suggests
that, in comparison to the unmodified DNA, new hydrogen

bonds between the base pairs may have been formed due to
the LNA modification, or that the existing ones were
strengthened in some way. Morse potentials of unmodified
DNA base pairs, AT and CG, remained nearly the same as that
of previous calculations,51,75 shown as dashed lines in Figure 1,
which is consistent with the similarity of buffer conditions
between all data sets. As we are dealing with single LNA
modification in a DNA duplex, little influence of LNA on the
remaining base pairs was expected. The small change of the
canonical base-pair parameters also confirms this and is
consistent with atomistic molecular dynamics simulations,
which found that the change induced by single LNA
modification in a DNA oligonucleotide is very localized and
essentially limited to the immediate neighboring base pairs.76 It
was suggested by a thermodynamic study a similar stability
ordering as the one we have found here for Morse potentials,
+A ≤ +T ≤ +G ≤ +C.49 Although we have found a stronger
Morse potential for the modified guanine, +G. However, we
cannot establish a direct comparison since the stability on the
PB model is also related to the stacking parameters. One of the
consequences of the stronger Morse potentials is a reduction in
entropy, which can be calculated from the partition function eq
2. This is consistent with the entropy reduction seen for
nearest-neighbor analysis.42,43 Some examples of calculated
configurational entropies with LNA-modified sequences are
shown in Supporting Information Figure S25.
There is an ongoing debate regarding the intramolecular

origin of the increased stability of LNA modifications. On the
one hand, there have been proposals that LNA stability is due
to increased stacking interactions.44,45,49,77 On the other hand,
Jensen et al.48 concluded against either increased stacking or
hydrogen bonding and argued that hybridized water may be
the cause of LNA stability. An NMR study by Egli et al.46

established that the extra oxygen atoms in LNA monomers are
engaged in water-bridged hydrogen bonds. This may account
for an increased thermodynamic stability as an extensive
hydration of hydrogen-bond acceptors and donors is associated
with a stability increase.46 In another molecular dynamics
study,78 modified LNA duplexes were found forming even four
water-bridged hydrogen bonds. In this study,78 LNA helices
were found to be less hydrated than DNA or RNA, which was
hypothesized to be due to its shorter intrastrand phosphate
distances and lower backbone flexibility, allowing the
formation of water-mediated hydrogen bonds providing extra
stability to LNA base pairs.
Our results undoubtedly support the idea of increased

hydrogen bonding, as shown in Figure 1, which is also in line
with our earlier findings56 for a much smaller dataset. It is
particularly interesting to note that both AT modifications, A
+T and T+A, have become almost identical in strength to an
unmodified CG base pair (Figure 1). There are suggestions
that AT may have a third weak bond C−H···O,79−81 although
it may not be a hydrogen bond but a van der Waals
interaction.82 While our calculations cannot pinpoint the exact
nature of this interaction, one might speculate that the C−H···
O contact may have been strengthened due to the LNA
modification, for both +A and +T.

Stacking Potentials. The calculated stacking parameters
are shown in Figure 2. Higher fluctuations from the canonical
values depend on the modified base-pair location and direction
on the strand. Similarly to previous results for DNA,51 NNs
containing only AT base pairs (Figure 2a) present larger
stacking variations. Less fluctuation is seen for mixed NNs

Figure 1. Average D parameter of the Morse potential for LNA-
modified (bullets) and unmodified DNA (boxes) base pairs. LNA
modifications are shown next to symbols. Error bars were omitted as
they are smaller than the symbol size. For comparison, we show the
published parameters51 for unmodified DNA base pairs, AT and CG,
as gray dashed lines. For clarity, LNA monomers are separated by
color, and will use this color scheme in the next figure.
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(Figure 2c,d), which tend to fluctuate around the stacking
parameters of their unmodified analogues. Molecular dynamics
studies have established a local disturbance due to LNA base
pairs affecting the first nearest neighbors,76 which is similarly
related to the little change in canonical interactions found in
our results. Moreover, LNA enrichment does not have a strong
effect on canonical stacking interactions, except for CG shown
in Figure 2b, as they keep nearly the same within the standard
deviation during the minimization. Only one LNA-modified
NN, +TApAT, displayed significantly larger stacking, com-

pletely out of the region of canonical stacking (shaded area in
Figure 2a).
Figure 2 shows that very few LNA modifications have

stacking interactions that are larger than typical DNA stacking,
that is, that lie above the shaded area. Only one type of
modification, +TApAT, has a very strong stacking interaction,
which may indicate a specially modified stacking arrange-
ment54 or perhaps to a departure from the anti−anti
configuration.83 In fact, a considerable number of LNA:DNA
configurations decrease their stacking interactions in compar-
ison to their unmodified analogues. Therefore, we conclude
that, in general, stacking does not account for the increased
stability of LNA, and in many cases, it appears to be even a
destabilizing factor. Incidentally, the single sequence analyzed
by Nielsen et al.,44 who concluded stacking as a major
contributing factor to LNA stability, contains +TApAT, which
is the only strongly stacked modification that we observed
(Figure 2). Therefore, even though we conclude against
stacking as a major factor of LNA:DNA stability, our results
are not at odds with the conclusion of Nielsen et al.44 for
+TApAT.

Probe Design, Synthesis, and Evaluation. The
calculation of the LNA:DNA parameters is time-consuming
and requires considerable computational resources. However,
once they become available, it is straightforward to calculate
melting temperature predictions for a large set of sequences.
For prediction, the computational efficiency of the PB
regression scheme is comparable to the NN model.84,85 First,
candidate probes were selected from genomic analysis for
BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS oncogenes. Then, with the new
LNA:DNA parameters at hand, we calculated the melting
temperatures of LNA modifications at all positions of BRAF,
EGFR, and KRAS capture and linker probes. The resulting
temperatures, which are valid for high sodium concentrations,
were recalculated by applying a salt correction factor from
Owczarzy et al.,70 which was shown to be adequate for LNA.50

An excerpt of the predicted melting temperatures for up to
three candidate LNA modifications per probe is shown in
Supporting Information Tables S5−S11.
One probe was selected from the list of the candidate probes

for each capture and linker pair, using additional criteria of the
lowest possible number of LNA incorporations per sequence
to achieve the highest overall Tm and the highest
discrimination Tm full match vs Tm mismatch for the probes
binding to the position of mutation in the corresponding
oncogene. The selected probes were synthesized, and their

Figure 2. Average stacking potentials for the LNA-modified and
canonical nearest neighbors. Results are separated into panels grouped
by NN patterns: (a) for ATpTA (boxes), ATpAT (circles), and
TApAT (bullets); (b) for CGpCG (bullets), CGpCG (boxes), and
GCpCG (circles); (c) for ATpCG (boxes) and GCpAT (circles); (d)
for ATpGC (boxes) and CGpAT (circles). Error bars were estimated
in the EE-DL minimization round. For comparison, we show the
published stacking potentials for canonical DNA51 as gray dashed
lines. The shaded region shows the range of all possible stacking
parameters for canonical DNA,51 with the minimum being the
stacking parameter for ATpTA and maximum for GCpCG (the same
on all panels). LNA monomers are separated by color and follow the
same color scheme as Figure 1.

Table 2. Measured Texp, Control Tctrl, and Predicted Temperatures Tpred for the Selected Sequences from the Probe
Predictiona

ID synthesized probe with LNA modifications Tctrl Texp Tpred

BRAFcap-M1225 ATCGAGAT+TTCT+CTGTAG+CTA 59.57 64.50 64.92
BRAFlin-M416 CAA+CTGTT+CAAA+CTGAT 50.75 62.20 60.75
KRAS12cap-M1344 GCACTCTTGCCTACCCA+ATC 64.07 64.70 65.42
KRAS13cap-M1304 GCACTCTTGCCTA+CGCA+TTC 64.15 68.90 68.83
KRASlin-M616 TGAAGT+CA+CA+TTATATA 48.15 55.00 58.17
EGFRcap-M943 GAG+AAAAAGTTTCTCA+TGTA+CAGT 57.40 61.2 61.76
EGFRlin-M478 TTG+TTGGAT+CATA+TTCGT 54.45 61.50 61.52

⟨Texp − Tpred⟩ = 0.91 °C

aControl Tctrl refers to the unmodified DNA/DNA probes. The probe identification (ID) refers to the candidate probe list in Supporting
Information Tables S5−S11. The average deviation ⟨Texp − Tpred⟩ was calculated between the available predicted and measured temperatures.
Probe sequences are shown in the 5′ → 3′ direction.
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melting temperatures were measured as described in the
Materials and Methods section. Table 2 shows the predicted
and measured melting temperatures for each probe, and their
average deviation was found to be of the order of 1 °C. While
this represents an overall satisfactory prediction, it is
worthwhile to have a closer look at the probes that fell short
of their prediction target. For this purpose, we calculated the
opening profiles of these sequences using eq 3, which provides
an intuitive way to visualize localized instabilities in the
sequence. For instance, KRASlin-M616 was predicted to melt
at 3 °C higher than measured. Figure 3 shows how this probe

stabilizes (lower openings) in comparison to its control
sequence (larger openings). However, the added LNA
modifications provided only moderate additional stabilization
for its 3′ AT-tail. One possibility for the lower measured
melting temperature is that the high salt parameters over-
estimate the stability of AT base pairs at 3′ sequence ends. In
previous studies,75 we observed that AT base pairs at the
sequence end tended to have much lower Morse potentials for
low salt concentrations; it is therefore possible that the lower-
than-predicted temperature has a similar effect. For BRAFlin-
M416, the measured temperature was 1 °C higher than the
predicted value. While this is within the measurement
uncertainty, Figure 4 shows that the distribution of +C along

the sequence has a very large stabilizing effect. KRAS12cap-
M1344 was selected among the lowest-stabilizing LNA
modifications, and indeed its measured melting temperature
is only marginally larger than that of the control sequence.
Figure 5 shows a small stabilization end toward the 3′ end,

which is already capped by a CG base pair, and comparing the
+AT openings, one notices its similarity to an unmodified CG.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully applied a mesoscopic model to
parameterize a large set of published melting temperatures
for LNA-modified sequences measured at a high salt
concentration. We have found a substantial increase in
Morse potentials, indicating stronger hydrogen bonding for
LNA:DNA base pairs. This confirms previous results at low
salt concentrations56 and establishes hydrogen bonding as the
main source of LNA:DNA stabilization. The large number of
sequences allowed us to fully parameterize all 32 possible
LNA:DNA/DNA nearest-neighbor stacking interaction. Only
one case of increased stacking for +TApAT was found, while
the remaining ones are similar to unmodified DNA with a few
cases of reduced stacking interactions. The new parameters
were used to predict probes hybridization, targeting the
oncogene variants BRAF, KRAS, and EGFR in a medium salt
buffer, as a proof of concept. For each probe, we tested all
combinations of up to three LNA modifications and selected
six candidate probes for synthesis and melting temperature
measurements. We have found a good agreement in the
predictions, after applying established salt correction factors.70

The few discrepancies between prediction and measured
temperatures were analyzed using opening profiles at a base-
pair level.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.jcim.1c00470.

Number of modified and nonmodified NN (Table S1);
sequences used in the minimization and their respective
measured and predicted temperatures (Table S2);
measured and predicted melting temperatures for the
validation set of sequences containing LNA tandem
modifications (Table S3); summary of the oncogenes
used for the probe design and their respective human
assemblies (Table S4); melting temperature predictions
for BRAF, EGFR, and KRAS variants (Tables S5−S11);
MALDI-MS and purities of the measured probes
(Tables S12); HPLC and MALDI-MS of the measured
probes (Figures S1−S14); representative Tm curve of the
measured probes (Figures S15−S20); average opening
profiles for the LNA-modified probes measured in this
study (Figures S21−S24); and some examples of

Figure 3. Average opening profile for the LNA-modified KRASlin-
M616 probe (red bullets) and its corresponding unmodified control
probe (blue squares). The location of the LNAs is indicated by the
gray shaded area. Calculation was carried out at 220 K, eq 3, which
has no relation to the melting temperature.

Figure 4. Average opening profile for the LNA-modified BRAFlin-
M416 probe (red bullets) and its corresponding unmodified control
probe (blue squares). Figure elements are the same as for Figure 3.

Figure 5. Average opening profile for the LNA-modified KRAS12cap-
M1344 (red bullets) and its corresponding unmodified control probe
(blue squares). Figure elements are the same as for Figure 3.
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calculated entropy for LNA-modified sequences (Figure
S25) (PDF)
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